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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 3'liE COUNm OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington Corporation,
Petitioner-Appellant,

)
)

Supreme Court No. 35732

1
1
1

VS.

HOLLY ERNEST, individually; PAINT AND)
SPRAY SUPPLY, INC., an Idaho
1
Corporation; AWOMOWE PAINT
WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation; HUGH)
BARKDULL, individually; BRADY
1
BARKDULL, individually; and MIKE
1
COOK, individually,
1
Respondent,
1
CLERK'S RECORD

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock.
Before HONORABLE Don L. Harding, District Judge.
For Appellant:
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ime: 03.02 PM
age 2 of 17

[<*:! %

User. DCANO

74>

9

ROA Report

Case: CV-2005-0003527-OC Current Judge: Mitchell Brown
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. t-iolly Ernest, etal.

late

Code

User

Judge

NOTC

CAMILLE

Notice of attys Notice of party notification; aty
Michael Gaffney for plntf

N. Randy Smith

CAMILLE

Applicant ATtys Noct;e of party notification; aty
Michael Gaffney for plntf

N. Randy Smith

MOTN

CAMILLE

Motion for order allowing Depo;
Gaffney for plntf

N. Randy Smith

MOTN

CAMILLE

Motion to shorten time;
plntf

HRSC

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/26/2005 09:OO AM)

N. Randy Smith

ELLA

Filing: I1A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill Receipt number: 0034097 Dated:
09/22/2005 Amount: $52.00 (Check)
Notice Of Appeararp (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)

N. Randy Smith

--

12112005

/22/2005

1/26/2005

NOAP

PATTI

NOTC

PATTI

INHD

PATTI

aty Michael

aty Michael Gaffney for N. Randy Smith

Notice of serv (dfdts 1st set of intenogs & req for N. Randy Smith
prod of docum to pltf);
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
N. Randy Smith
09/26/2005 09:OO AM: Interim Hearing Held (crt
GRANTED motn to shorten time - vacated hrng to
determine whether the tro should continue crt
set hrng for 12-9-05 at 8:30 a.m. - motn for
allowing depos was not argued due to recent
appearance of cnsl - tro outlined in crts 9-12-05
min entry 8 order is extended until the 12-9-05
hrng); J. Smith
N. Randy Smith
Notice of depos duces tecum of
Shelby Thompson;Kelly McC1ure;Jenny Hancock;
Tiffany Thomsen; C'zntis Stairs; Jodee Reid;
Michael Cook; Hugh Barkdull; Brady Barkdull;
David Cristobal; Joel Johnston; Chantil Dobbs;
Jeffrey Peck; Travis Dayley; Holly Ernest; Ryan
Nesmith;
Notc of depols duces teucm pursuant to rule
30(8)(6)
Amended notc of depos duces tecum (of Holley N. Randy Smith
Ernest;
Amended notc of depos decus tecum pursuant to
rule 30(B)(6);
N. Randy Smith
Notice of depos duces tecum (Tom Davis)
2nd amended notc of depos duces tecum (Holly
Ernest)
2nd amended notc if depos duces tecum
pursuant to Rule 30(B)(6);
Amended notc of depos duces tecum (Tom Davis: N. Randy Smith
Third amended notc of depos duces tecum (Holly
Ernest)
Third amended notc of depos duces tecum
pursuant to Rule 30(B)(6)

-

1/28/2005

NOTC

PAT77

l/29/2005

NOTC

PATTI

1011212005

NOTC

PATTI

1011312005

NOTC

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

-?r5

Sixth @&%#a1 District Court Bannock County

late: 1/21/2009

*&jM

-ime: 03:02 PM

ROA Report;

'age 3 of 17

6
%
*rgz3

User: DCAMO

%#

Case: CV-2005-0003527-OC Current Judge: Mitchell Brown
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

Code

Judge

User

MOTN

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

MOTN

PATTI

NOTC

CAMILLE

INHD

PATTI

1213012005

HRSC

PATTI

111012006

NOTC

PATTI

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

PATTI

MlSC

DCANO

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

Motion for limited admission (Randy Smart; to
associate with Stephen Dunn);
Order allowing limited admission; J. Smith
Notice of service - a?y Michael Gaffney for plntf
Notice of service - Defs 1st set of req. for
Admissions and 2nd set of lntenog and req for
production of documents to plntf and this notice of
service: aty Stephen Dunn for Defs.
Notice of service - plntfs resp to defs first req for
admission: aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Motion to vacate hrng (Stephen Dunn for dfdt)
Notc of hrng (on 12-2-05 at 9:30 a.m.)
Notice of service plntfs resp to defs 2nd set of
Interrog. aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Interim Hearing Held (re: dfdts motn to vacate pltf objected - crt G~ANTEDmotn - both parties
would be assissted with more time to prepare matter set for preliminary injunction on February
10, 2005 at 8:30 a.m.)
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
01/24/2006 10:30 AM)
Notice of depos of Roger Howe (Stephen Dunn
for dfdts);
Notice of depos of Craig Russum (Stephen Dunn
for dfdts)
Notice of depos duces teum (of James L. Smith)
Michael Gaffney for pltf
Letters of Rogatory (Michael Gaffney for pltf for
.
James Smith)
Letters of Rogatory +,Michael Gaffney for pltf of
Dave Arness)
Notice of Depo of Martin Evans 1-19-06 at 10:OO
am: aty Michael Gaffney
Notice of Depo of Dave Arneson 2-7-06 at 10:OO
am
Amended notc of depos of Roger Howe duces
tecum (Stephen Dunn for dfdts);
Notc of depos duces tecum of Wesco Autobody
Supply Inc., pursuant to Rule 30(B)(6) (Stephen
Dunn for dfdts)
Amended notc of depos of Craig Russum duces
tecum (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)
AMENDED (Lodgeu) Reply Memorandum in
Support of Defendants Motion for Summary
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/27/2007 09:30
AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
0311912007 11:00 AM)

-

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
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Code

User

;/29/2006

MOTN

LINDA

AFFD

LlNDA

Judge
Defendant's Motion For summary Judgment; atty N. Randy Smith
Stephen Dunn
N. Randy Smith
Affidavit of Stephen 'punn; atty Stephen Dunn
N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories and REquest For Production of
Documents
Affidavit of Curtis Stairs; atty Stephen Dunn

AFFD

LINDA

Affidavit of Tiffany Thomsen

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of David Cristobal; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Chantil Dobbs; aaty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Travis Dayley; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Jeffrey Peck; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Joel Johnston; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Kelly ~cGlure;atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Shelby Thompson; atty Stephen Dunn N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LINDA

Affidavit of Jenny Hancock

N. Randy Smith

LlNDA

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment; atty Stephen Dunn
Notice of Hearing 5/01/06 @ 9:OOa.m.; atty
Stephen Dunn
Motion for sum jdgt (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)

N. Randy Smith

LlNDA

NOTC

LlNDA

MOTN

PATTI

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

Affidavit of Holly Ernest; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Brady Barkdull; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Hugh Barkdull; Stephen S. Dunn Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Michael Cook; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Jodee Reid; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty for
Dfdts.
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/01/2006 09:OO
AM) Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion to shorten time (Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Pltfs motn for an extension of time to respond to
the dfdts motn for sum jdgt;
Affidavit of Mlchael 9. Gaffney in support of pltfs
motn for an extensicln of time to respond to the
dfdts motn for sum jdgt;
Order shortening time to respond to dfdts motn
for sum jdgt set for 4-10-06 at 9:30 a.m.); J.
Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown

%

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

3/30/2006

HRSC

LlNDA

4/5/2006

MOTN

PATTI

AFFD

PATTI

ORDR

PATTI

Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

3te
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Code

'512006

HRSC

f612006

RESP

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CINDYBF

Notc of hrng (on pltfs motn for extension of time
to resopnd to dMts motn for sum jdgt (Michael
Gaffney for pltf on 4-10-06 at 9:30 a.m.)
" ~ for an extension of
Dfdts repsonse to p l motn
time to respond to dfdts motn for sum jdgt
Supplemental Affidavit of Michael D. Gaffney in
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for an Extension of
Time to Respond to the Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment. (PA Gaffney)
Affidavit of Michael Cook (DA Dunn)

AFFD

CINDYBF

Affidavit of Jodee Reid (DA Dunn)

N. Randy Smith

CINDYBF

Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion for an
Extension of Time to Respond to Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment (by DA Dunn)
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/01/2006
09:OO AM: Hearing' Vacated Motion for
Summary Judgment
Notice of service plntfs 1st set of Interrog. aty
Michael Gaffney for plntf
Notice of Depo of Delane Anderson 6-8-06 at
11:OO am: aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Notice of service Def Automotive paint
warehouse, aty Kent Hawkins for def
Notice vacating Depo of Delane Anderson and
Doug Bowers;
Stipulation; aty Gaffney for plntf

N. Randy Smith

notice of service; first set of Interrog. aty Kent
Hawkins for defs .
Notice of Depo of David Cristobal on 6-23-06

N. Randy Smith

Notice of Depo of Chantil Dobbs on 6-23-06 at
2:oo :
Notice of Depo of Joel Johnston on 6-23-06 at
1.00 pm
Notice of Depo of Travis Dayley on 6-23-06 at
11:00 am:
Notice of Depo of Jeffrey Peck on 6-23-06 at
10:00 am:
Notice of Depo of Tom Davis on 6-26-06 at 11:OO
am:
Notice of Depo of ~ > l l yErnest on 6-26-06 at 9:00
am:
Notice of Depo of Brady Barkdull on 6-26-06 at
10:00 am:
Notice of service - plntfs 1st supplemental resp to
defs first set of admissions: aty MIGaffney
Notice of service - plntfs 2nd req for production :

N. Randy Smith

PATTI
CINDYBF

1712006

11112006

HRVC

PATTI

i l l 512006

NOTC

CAMILLE

il212006

NOTC

CAMILLE

i/5/2006

NOTC

CAMILLE

jl812006

NOTC

CAMILLE

STlP

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

611612006

NOTC

CAMILLE

6/23/2006

NOTC

CAMILLE

311512006

Judge

User

-

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
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User

1312006

NOTC

CAMILLE

2612006

MOTN

Judge
N. Randy Smith

CAMILLE

Notice vacating depositions;; aty MIGaffney for
plntf
Plntfs Motion to Arn~ndComplaint;

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavitof Craig Russum;

M. Randy Smith

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Shauntel Bell;

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavit of VVes Goodwin;

N. Randy Smith

BRFS

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

DCANO

MEMO

DCANO

f2912006

NOTC

CAMILLE

Pltfs memo in opposition to motn for sum jdgt
(Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson in Opposition to
Motion for Summary Judgment; Michael D.
Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Plantiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
for summary Judgment (Lodged); Michael D.
Gaffney , Atty for Plntfs.
Notice of service - z:y Kent Hawkins for def.

f5/2006

AFFD

CAMILLE

2nd Affdt of Brady Barkdull;

N. Randy Smith

CAMILLE

N. Randy Smith

2812006

N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown

Mitchell Brown

N. Randy Smith

'112/2006

MOTN

PATTI

Reply Memorandum in support of Defs Motion for
Summary Judgment;
Motion to Strike Second Affidavit of Brady
Barkdull; Michael D. Garrney, Atty for Plntf.
Notice of Hearing; Michael D. Garrney, Atty for
Plntfs.
Interim Hearing Held (re: dfdts motn for sum jdgt pltfs motn to amend compl, motn to shorten time motn to strike 2nd affdvt of Brady Barkdull pltfs
motn to compel is GRANTED - crt GRANTED
both parties for add'.'! time to supply depos
transcripts - motn to shorten time GRANTED &
pltfs motn to strike DENIED);
Motion to shorten time (Michael Gaffney for pltf)

7114/2006

AFFD

PATTI

Affidavit of Kent L. Hawkins;

N. Randy Smith

BRFS

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

MlSC

DCANO

Amended reply memo in support of dfdts motn for
sum jdgt including twin falls depos cites (Kent
Hawkins for dfdts)
Amended(Lodged) Reply Memorandum in
Support of Defendants Motion for summary
Judgment Including Twin Falls Deposition Cites.;
Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts.,
SupplementalAffd of Jeffrey Burnson in
Opposition to Deb r plotion for Summary
Judgment; aty MIGaffney for plntf
Order (Court grants and denies the motns re:
sum jdgt); J. Smith 9-6-06(Duplicate of below
entry)
Decision re: sum jdgt (crt GRANTS and DENIES
motn for sum jdgt); J. Smith 46-06

1712006

11012006

MOTN

DCANO

NOTC

DCANO

INHD

PATTI

Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith

-

7/20/2006

9/7/2006

CAMILLE

ORDR

PATTI

ORDR

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
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Code

User

12212006

MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

01512006

NOTC

CAMILLE

011012006

HRSC

CAMILLE

011612006

MEMO

CAMILLE

012312006

INHD

PATTI

012412006

BRFS

CAMILLE

013 112006

NOTC

SHAREE

1/6/2006

WDSC

PATTl

21512006

MOTN

PATTl

HRSC

PATTl

BRFS

PATTl

1211512006

HRSC

PATTl

1211812006

MlSC

PATTl

a

DCANO
111612007

NOTC

DCANO

DCANO

DCANO
HRSC

DCANO

Judge
Motion to reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
plntfs Memorandum in support of motion to
reconsider; aty MIGaffney
Notice of service - plntfs 1st set of Interrog. aty
Jef Brunson for plntf
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1012312006 09:OO
AM)
Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs motion to
reconsider; aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
Hearing result for Motion held on 1012312006
09:OO AM: Interim Hearing Held (crt DENIES
motn to reconsider its decision as to the dismissal
of P&S in Cnts 1 & 2 - crt also DENIES motn to
reconsider its decision as to the dism of Brady for
"looking for potentia! store locations" for P&S
while employed by ~ i t f sJ.
) Smith 11-28-06
plntfs reply Brief in support of motion to
reconsider; aty MIGafFney
Notice of Service Defendant Paint & Spray
Responses to: Plaintiff's First Set of
Interrogatories, Request for Production, and
Request for Admission
PItfs designation of experts & lay witnesses
(Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Motion to compel (Michael Gaffney for pltf)

-

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Hearing Scheduled (on 12-18-06 at 9:00 a.m. on N. Randy Smith
pltfs motn to compel)
Memo in support of jltfs motn to compel (Michael N. Randy Smith
Gaffney for pltfs);
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
N. Randy Smith
01/22/2007 09:OO AM) pltfs motn to compel
Dfdts disclosure of expert & other witnesses (Kent N. Randy Smith
Hawkins for dfdts);
Dfdts. Supplemental Disclosure of Expert
N. Randy Smith
Witnesses; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts
Notice of Service; mailed on 1-12-07 to Michael N. Randy Smith
D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs. Dfdts. 2rd
interrogatories and 2nd Request for Productions
of Documents to Plntfs; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for
Dfdts.
Paint & Spray Supply's Memorandum Opposition N. Randy Smith
to Plntfs. Motn to Compel; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty
for Dfdts.
Second Amended Notice of Hearing; Michael D. N. Randy Smith
Gaffney
N. Randy Smith
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
01I2212007 09:30 AM) Plntfs. Motion to Compel

ate: 112 112009
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late

Code

User

/22/2007

INHD

PATTl

/23/2007

MOTN

PATTl

/24/2007

NOTC

PATTl
DCANO

DCANO
1/3112007

MlSC

PATTl

1/2/2007

NOTC

LINDA

STlP

DCANO

ORDR

DCANO

AMCO

PATTl

2/8/2007

DCANO

PATTl
DCANO

211412007

NOTC

LlNDA

2/27/2007

3/5/2007

DCANO

NOTC

LINDA

NOTC

LINDA

Judge
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
N. Randy Smith
0112212007 09:30 AM: Interim Wearing Held
Plntfs. Motion to Compel (crt ruled from the bench
re: motn to compel). J. Smith 1-23-07
Dfdts motn in limine re: Wesco's proposed expert N. Randy Smith
witnesses, DAvid Smith (Economist) and West
Goodwin (Computer Forensic) Kent Hawki8ns for
dfdts);
N. Randy Smith
Notice of depos duces tecum (of Martin M.
Evans);
N. Randy Smith
Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum (
Martin M. Evans); Michael D. Gamey, Atty for
Plntfs.
N. Randy Smith
Amended Subpoena Duces Tecum (Martin M.
Evans); Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Pltfs list of customeys as requested by the court at N. Randy Smith
the 1-22-07 hrng (Wltchael Gaffney for pltf)
Notice of Service of Defendant's Fourth Set of
N. Randy Smith
Discovery to Plaintiff and Notice of Service; atty
Kent Hawkins
Stipulation for Protective Order; Kent L. Hawkins, Mitchell Brown
Atty for Dfdts.
Protective Order; s/J. Smith on 1-31-07
Mitchell Brown
1st Amended Compl & Demand for jury trial
(Michael Gaffney for pltf);
Second Amended Notice of Deposition Duces
Tecum (Martin M. Evans); Michael D. Gaffney,
Atty for Plntfs.
letters rogatory (~iL:laelGaffney for pltf);
Notice of Service; mailed on 2-12-07 a copy of
Plntfs. Response to Dfdts. 3rd Interrogatories and
2nd Request for Production of Documents to
Plntfs. to Kent Hawkins Atty for Dfdts.
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Wes
Goodwin; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts.
Third Amended Notice of Deposition Duces
Tecum (Martin M. Evans) on 3/06/07 @ 1:00 p.m.
at M & M Court Reporting 421 Franklin Street,
Boise, ID; atty Michael Gaffney
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum (James L.
Smith) on 3/13/07 @ 1.00 p.m. of James L.
Smith: atty Michael Gaffney
Notice of Service: of Defendant's second
Supplemental REsponses to Discovery,
Defendant's Third Supplemental REsponses to
Discovery and Notice of Sercice; atty Kent
Hawkins

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
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Code

Judge

User
DCANO

DCANO
NOTC

DCANO

NOTC

DCANO

ST1P

DCANO

MOTN

PATTI

WDSC

PATTI

HRSC

PATTI

ORDR

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

DISQ

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

Fourth Amended Subpoena Duces Tecum (
Martin M. Evans) Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for
Plntfs.
Fourth Amended n c k e of Deposition Duces
Tecum ( Martin M. Evans)
Notice of Service; Plntfs. Response to Dfdts. 4th
Set of discovery mailed on 3-5-07 to Kent
WawMns
Notice of Service: Faxed a copy of Dfdts. Fourth
Supplemental Responses to Discovery on 3-6-07
to Michael D. Gaffney; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for
Dfdts.
Stipulation Regarding PreTrial Filings and
Discovery; Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Motion to vacate trial setting (Michael Gaffney for
Plff)
Motn to shorten timg (Michael Gaffney for ptlf)
Pltfs preliminary witnesses list (Michael Gaffney
for ptlf):
Pltfs preliminary exhibit list;
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0311912007 11:00
AM) rnotn to vacate trial setting
Order shortening Time; plntfs motion to vacate
trial setting be shortened to 3-19-07: J Smith
3-15-07
Notice of service -plntfs supplemental disccovery
resp regarding expert witnesses : aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Hearing result for RT$)tionheld on 0311912007
11:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held motn to vacate
trial setting; Minute entry and order; trial vacated
and reset; J Woodland 3-21-07
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0611112007 02:30
PM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
06/04/2007 11.00 AM)
Defendants Motion to Disqualify Judge Wooland;
aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
Order Granting motion for DQ; J Woodland
3-26-07
Administrative Order of Reference; this matter is
referred to J Bush fi'r further proceedings: J
Mcdermott 4-3-07
Disqualification Of Judge Cause

-

Plntfs Motion for Disqualification; Jeffrey
Brunson for pltnf

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Ronald E Bush
Ronald E Bush
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Code

User

DlSA

KARLA

ORDR

CAMILLE

DlSQ

CAMILLE

HRSC

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

INHD

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

CAMILLE
MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

Judge
Ronald E Bush
Disqualification Of Judge -Automatic; Order of
Reference Is J Bush 04111107; Matter referred to
Judge McDermott for reassignment;
Administrative Ordel; this matter is referred to J Ronald E Bush
Harding for further proceedings: J Mcdermott
4-16-07
Disqualification Of Judge - Cause
Don L. Harding
Order for scheduling conf J Harding; Hearing
Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 0511612007
02:30 PM)
Notice of service Defs fifth supplemental resp to
discovery; and this notice: aty Kent Hawkins for
def
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on
05/16/2007 02:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held
Hearing Scheduled ,!Jury Trial 0311012008 09:30
AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
02/08/2008 09:30 AM)
Notice of service - plntfs second set of discovery
to Jenny Hancock and plntfs second set of
discovery to Michael Cook ; aty Micahel Gaffney
for plntf
Notice of service - Def Michael Cooks Answers to
plntfs Req for Admission, Def Jenny Hancocks
Answers to Plntfs Req for Admissions; aty Kent
Hawkins for Def.
Notice of service Def Jenny Hancocks Answers
and Resp to Plntfs 27d set of Discovery Def
Michael cooks Answers and Resp to Plntfs 2nd
set of Discovery; aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
plaintiffs second designation of expert and Lay
witnesses; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Plntfs 2nd motion to reconsider;; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Memorandum in support of second motion to
reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Affidavit of Michael Gaffney in support of plntfs
second motion to reconsider; aty MI Gaffney
Noti- of hearing; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf

-

-

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Hearing Scheduled E(Motion 1011212007 10:OO
AM)
Don L. Harding
Defs Memorandum Opposing plntfs second
motion to reconsider summary judgment; aty
Kent Hawkins for def.
Affidavit of Corey Hansen; aty Kent Hawkins for Don L. Harding
def.
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311012007

BRFS

CAMILLE
BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

11512008

STlP

CAMILLE

I1812008

NOTC

CAMILLE

I2312008

ORDR

CAMILLE

1912008

1/28/2008

113012008

DEOP

BRANDY

BRANDY

2/7/2008

Plntfs Reply Brief in support of second Motion to
Reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Hearing result for Motion held on 1011212007
10:OO AM: Interim Tiearing Held
Notice of Depo of LLoyd White on 1-22-08 at
11:00 am: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Notice of Depo of David Smith on 1-18-08 at
10:OO am: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Notice of Depo of Corey Hansen on 1-14-08 at
3:00 pm: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Stipulation for Dismissal with prej; aty Jeffrey
Brunson for plntf
Amended notice of taking Depo of LLoyd White
on 2-13-08 at 10:OO am: aty Kent Hawkins for
resp
Order for dismissal trith prej; ( ag Jeffrey Peck ,
Travis Dayley ; Joel Johnston, Chantil Dobbs,
David Cristobal, Ryan Nesmith, Jodee Reid,
Curtis Stairs, Tiffany Thomsen; Shelby
Thompson, Jenny Hancock and Kelly R McClure:
) J Harding 1-23-08
Notice of Service- Dfdts Sixth Supplemental
Resonses to Discovery mailed to PA Gaffney.
(Hawkins)
Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Reconsider; plffs motion for reconsideration is
DENIED; J Harding 1-9-08
Plaintiffs exhibit list; Michael Gaffney aty for plff

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

NOTC

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

BRFS

BRANDY

Don L. Harding
Plaintiffs third desig'iation of expert and lay
witnesses; Gaffney for pltf
Don L. Harding
Notice of service; plffs Second Supp Resp to
Dfdts second set of interogs and request for
production; Gaffney aty
Joint Pretrial Memorandum; Kent Hawkins for dfdt Don L. Harding
Plaintiffs Trial Brief; Michael Gaffney aty for pltf Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Plaintiff's proposed jury instructions; Gaffney aty

BRANDY

Defendant's Trial Brief; Kent Hawkins aty for dfdt Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Don L. Harding
Defendants exhibit list and deposition list; Kent
Hawkins aty for dfdt
Don L. Harding
Motion to exclude t~~$timony
related to those
counts, issues and dfdts dismissed in the Court's
Partieal Summary Judgment and Memorandum in
Support; Kent Hawkins aty
Motion to exclude testimony of pltfs experts:Wes Don L. Harding
Goodwin, David Smith, Lloyd White, and Roger
Howe; Hawkins aty

BRANDY

2/8/2008

Judge

BRFS

MOTN

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

Don L. Harding
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I812008

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

BRANDY

11I12008

Memorandum in Support of motion to exclude
testimony of Wes Goodwin; dfdt aty
Memorandum in Support of motion to exclude or
limit testimony of LIcT$dWhite and Roger Howe;
dfdt aty
Defendant's proposed jury instructions

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

AFFD

BRANDY

INHD

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

AFFD

BRANDY

Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with documents in
support of motions in limine; aty for dfdt
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
02/08/2008 09:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/29/2008 09:30
AM)
PlaiMifb motion in limine to exclude or limit
testimony by Daniel Hooper; Michael Gaffney aty
for pltf
Plaintiffs motion in lignineto exclude Tyler Bowles;
aty for pltf
Affidavit of John M Avondet; pltf aty

BRANDY

(proposed) Special Verdict Form

Notice of service - plntfs 3rd supplemental resp to Don L. Harding
defs 2nd set of interrog. & req for production;
aty Jeffrey Brunson for plntf
Don L. Harding
2nd Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional
documents for motions in limine; aty Kent
Hawkins for def
Motion to limit testimony and argument regarding Don L. Harding
Brady Barkdull; aty Kent Hawkins for Defs.
Don L. Harding
Motion to exclude a'id limit testimony oof
argument concerning name confusion; aty Kent
Hawkins for Def.
Don L. Harding
Motion to strike late disclosed witnesses; aty
Kent Hawkins for Defs.
Don L. Harding
Motion in limine regarding accusations that
employees were going to quit; aty Kent Hawkins
for Defs.
Defs Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs Motion Don L. Harding
to exclude or limit testimony of Daniel Hooper;
aty Kent Hawkins for def.
Defs Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs motion Don L. Harding
to exclude Tyler Bowles; aty Kent Hawkins;
Don L. Harding
Memorandum in subport of motion to exclude
testimony of David Smith (Business Loss Expert):
aty Kent Hawkins for defs
Don L. Harding
Plntfs Memorandum opposing Defs Motion to
exclude Testimony of wes Goodwin; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf

!I1312008

NOTC

CAMILLE

!I1912008

AFFD

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

CAMILLE

CAMILLE

2/22/2008

Judge

MEMO

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
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12212008

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

:I2512008
!I2612008

!/2712008

CAMILLE
AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

AFFD

BRANDY

BRANDY
BRANDY
BRANDY
31512008

Judge
Plntfs Memorandum in Response to motions in
Don L. Harding
limine re: Late Disclosure of witnesses, name
confusion, Brady Barkdull, Accusations that
employess were go'ng to quit, issues remaining
after partial summary judgment, and Lloyd White
and Roger Howe; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Affidavit of John M. Avondet; aty Michael
Don L. Harding
Gaffney for plntf
Plntfs Amended Exhibit List; aty Michael Gaffney Don L. Harding
for plntfs
Affidavit of John M Avondet in support of plntfs
Don L. Harding
Memorandum Opposing the Defs Motion to
exclude Testimony of David Smith; aty Michael
Gamey for plntf
Pltfs Reply Memorandum in support of its motion Don L. Harding
in limine to exclude Daniel Hooper; Gaffney aty
Pltfs memorandum 2pposing the Dfdts motion to Don L. Harding
exclude testimony of David Smith; aty Gamey
PlaintiWs reply memorandum in support of its
Don L. Harding
motion in limine to exclude Tyler Bowles; Michael
Gamey aty
Don L. Harding
Affidavit of John M Avondet in support of pltfs
reply memorandum in support of its motion in
limine to exclude Tyler Bowles; aty Gaffney
Don L. Harding
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/29/2008
09:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held
Don L. Harding
Plaintiffs fourth designation of expert and lay
witnesses; Michael Gaffney aty for pltf
Don L. Harding
Defendants final dis;losure of witnesses to be
read to jury panel; Kent Hawkins aty for dfdt
Don L. Harding
Motion to shorten time; Michael Gaffney aty for
pltf
Notice of telephonic hearing; 3-5-08 at 10:OO am Don L. Harding

MOTN

BRANDY

NOTC

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

Order regarding motions in limine; mtn to exclude Don L. Harding
David Smith GRANTED; exclude Wes Goodwin
DENIED; Lloyd White and Roger Howe
GRANTED in part; motion to limit argument in
regards to Summarv Judgment issues
GRANTED; Motion o
: limit Brady Barldull
GRANTED; Motion to exclude about name
conheion DENIED; Motion in Limine regarding
employees quitting GRANTED; Motion to exclude
Tyler Bowles DENIED; J Harding 3-5-08

BRANDY

Supplemental report; Disclosure of Expert
Witness Supplemental Opinion

Pltfs Motion for Certificate of final judgment; pltf
aty
Order to shorten time; J Harding 3-5-08

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
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HRVC

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

DCANO

MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

MOTN

BRANDY

AFFD

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

Judge
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 0311012008 Don L. Harding
09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Don L. Harding
Minute entry and orger; trial vacated; rule 54 b
certification motion GRANTED; dfdt request to file
new Summary Judgment motion GRANTED; J
Harding 3-5-08
Notice of service - plntfs 4th supplemental resp to Don L. Harding
efs second set of interog and req for production of
documents; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED W T H
Don L. Harding
DIANE FOR Motions Hearing 2-29-08. The File
has not been Appeal yet but is forthcoming. Diane
(hold Transcripts)
Renewed motion for summary judgment, aty Kent Don L. Harding
Hawkins for def.
Memorandum in support of renewed motion for Don L. Harding
summary judgment, aty Kent Hawkins for def
Don L. Harding
third Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional
Documents for motions in limine; aty Ken
Hawkins for defs
Don L. Harding
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 0511512008 10:30 AM)
Motion to exclude David Smiths opinions in his his Don L. Harding
supplemental report; Kent Hawkins aty
Fourth Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional Don L. Harding
documents for motion to exclude David Smiths
opinions in his supplemental report;
Don L. Harding
Memorandum in support of motion to exclude
David Smiths opinicas in his supplemental report;
Plntfs Memorandum in opposition to the defs
Don L. Harding
renewed motion for summary judgment, aty
Jeffrey Brunson for plntf
Don L. Harding
Affidavit of ocunsel in support of plntfs
memorandum in opposition to the defs renewed
motion for summary judgment, aty Jef Brunson
for plntf
Affidavit of David Smith ; aty Jeffrey Brunson for Don L. Harding
plntf
Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of
Don L. Harding
Renewed motion for Summary Judgment; Kent
Hawkins aty for dfdt
Don L. Harding
Platfs Motion to strike Dfdts Motion to exclude
David Smiths opinions in his supplemental report;
Gaffney aty for pltf
Plaintiffs Memorandum in opposition to the Dfdts Don L. Harding
motion to exclude David Smiths opinions in his
supplemental report; aty Gaffney
Don L. Harding
Motion to shorten time; Gaffney aty for pltf
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Code

User

il912008

NOTC

BRANDY

Notice of hearing; on Motion to Strike

Don L. Harding

ill212008

ORDR

BRANDY

Order to shorten time; J Harding 5-12-08

Don L. Harding

ill512008

HRVC

BRANDY

Don L. Harding

NOTC

CAMILLE

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

Hearing result for M:.tion for Summary Judgment
held on 0511512008 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Amended notice of hearing; aty Kent Hawkins for
defs
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0611312008 01:OO
PM)
Motion to shorten time; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
Order for shorten time; J Harding 6-3-08

Don L. Harding

NOTC

CAMILLE

Amended notice of hearing; aaty MGaffney

Don L. Harding

DCHH

BRANDY

Don L. Harding

ORDR

BRANDY

Hearing result for Motion held on 0611312008
01:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Dois~thySnarr
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: more than 100
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying
Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment; J
Harding 8-1 3-08
Rule 54(b) Certification; appeal may be filed; J
Harding 8-21-08
Notice of attorney Lien; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
Appealed To The Supreme Court

311312008

311012008

BRANDY

312612008

NOTC

CAMILLE

1 011I2008

APSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

CSTS

BRANDY

101212008

DCANO

DCANO

101312008

NOTC

CAMILLE

MlSC

DCANO

Judge

NOTICE OF APPEAL: Debora K. Kristensen, Atty
for Plntf.
Case Status Changed: inactive; pending
supreme court appeal
Filing: T Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Givens
Pursley LLP Receipt number: 0036756 Dated:
101212008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc. (plaintiff)
Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc. Receipt number: 0036757
Dated: 101212008 Amount: $86.00 (Check)
Notice of substitutiG of counsel; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; signed
and Mailed to SC and Counsel, Debora K.
Kristensen, Givens Pursley, Atty for Plntfs. and
Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts. on 10-03-08.
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101912008

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MISC

DCANO

1011112008

MlSC

DCANO

1011412008

MISC

DCANO

I011512008

MlSC

DCANO

1012112008

DCANO

DCANO

1012412008

1 11512008

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

ATTR

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

Judge
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal
Mitchell Brown
received in Supreme Court on 10-6-08. DOCKET
# SHALL BE 35732. Clerk's Record and
Reporter's Transcrik~tmust be filed in Sc before
1-14-09. (5 weeks prior 12-10-08)
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Filing of Clerk's
Certifkate in SC on 10-6-08.
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SURPEME COURT; Notice of Appeal
received in SC on 10-6-08. Docket # 357323.
Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript must be
filed in Sc by 1-14-09. (5 weeks prior 12-10-08)
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's record and Mitchell Brown
Transcript Due Date Reset to SC on 1-16-09. (5
Weeks prior 12-12-08.)
Mitchell Brown
CLERK'S REOCRD AND TRANSCRIPT DUE
DATE RESET TO; 1-16-09.
Mitchell Brown
AMENDED N O T I C ~OF APPEAL; Debora K.
Kristensen Atty for Appellant.
Mitchell Brown
Filing: T Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill Receipt number: 0039281 Dated:
1012112008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For:
Barkdull, Brady Jay (defendant)
Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Mitchell Brown
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill, Chartered Receipt number: 0039284
Dated: 1012112008 Amount: $86.00 (Check)
NOTICE OF CROST; - APPEAL; Kent L. Hawkins, Mitchell Brown
Atty for Dfdts. /Respondents. Kent L. Hawkins
paid $86.00 for SC Fee and $15.00.
Mitchell Brown
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
APPEAL; signed on 10-24-085. Mailed to Counsel
and Supreme Court on 10-24-08.
Mitchell Brown
GIVENS PURSLEY PAID $100.00 TOWARDS
CLERK'S RECORD ON 10-7-08.
Mitchell Brown
Plaintiff: Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. Attorney
Retained Debora K Kristensen
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of
Cross-Appeal filed in SC on 10-27-08
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SUPREME FOURT; 2nd Amended
Clerk's Certificate filed in SC on 10-27-08.
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Notice of Mitchell Brown
Appeal received in SC on 10-27-08
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Clerk's
Mitchell Brown
Certificate Filed in SC on 10-27-08.
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11612008

MISC

DCANO

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT received in Court
Records for Motion hearing held 3-5-08 and
Motion hearing held 10-12-07.

Mitchell Brown
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MlSC
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M W E DISTRICT COURT i

W S C O AUTOBODY SWPL*,
Washington corporation,

!

.

~,

. . .

,

8

,

i~

'wc.,a
'

)
)'

vs.

)
)

PAINT & SPRAY SUPPLY, NC.,
HUGH B A m m L , individually,
B W YB
ULL individually, and
MGHAEL COOK individually,

1

Defendants.

qggg

,

5

\: t'\.'

"LED
C~,i;cl";)
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1
1
1

Plaintiffs,
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0. CV-05-3527 OC

O m E R WG-ING
MOTIONS IN
L
m Pebmolry 29,2008)

)
)
)
j
j

This Court heard, on February 29, 2008, eight (8) Motions in Limine filed by
Defendants and two (2) Motions in Limine filed by Plaintiff. The Court ruled on each of
these Motions at the hearing as follows:

D E F E m m S ' MOTIONS
1.

Defendants' Motion to Exclude David Smith. Granted. The Court will allow

Plaintiff until noon on Wednesday, March 5, 2008, to submit an amended report from Mr.
Smith and will allow a rebuttal report from Defendants' expert, Tyler Bowles, to be filed
before Friday, March 7,2008 at 5:00p.m. After the proceeding, the Court set the matter for
hearing on a renewed motion to strike David Smith, to be heard at 9:00 a.m. on the first day
of trial, March 10, 2008.
2.

Defendants' Motion to Exclude Wes Goodwin. Denied.

3.

Motion to Exclude or Limit Testimony of Lloyd M i t e and Roger Howe.

Granted in part. Lloyd 'White and Roger Howe will be limited in any expert opinions they
offer regarding damages to the same extent as David Smith will be limited, and as explained
by the Court at the hearing.
Order Regarding Motions in Limine (February 29,2008)
6340: 0rder.Re.Motions.Limine
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4.
Remain After the Partial S u m a y J u d q e n t . Granted. The Court pointed out that it would
be necessary to see where the evidence goes at trial but that generally the Court's approach
will be to limit testimony to issues which remain after the partial summary judgment in this
case.
5.

Motion to Strike Late Disclosed Witnesses. Craig Russum will be limited to

being a fact witness only as he was disclosed late. However, the Court pointed out that in
the Court's opinion, it appeared that most of what Mr. Russum would be testifying to was
fact testimony. Roger Rancor will be struck if he was not disclosed. However, if he was
disclosed as a witness in discovery, he will be allowed to testify, even if he does not show
up on the witness list filed by the Plaintiff. The remaining seven (7) witnesses, Karen
Bostrin, Tarnmy Cantu, Amber Koltioff Davis, Chris Morrison, Sabrina Rosenberg Taylor
and Sheamus McQuade, will not be allowed to testify. Although they were listed as
employees of the Defendant, they were never disclosed as witnesses either in discovery or
on the witness list. The Plaintiff was also instructed to provide proof that Roger Rancor had
indeed been listed in discovery as a witness and to provide a copy of that to the Court as well

as to opposing counsel.
6.

Defendants' Motion to Limit Testimony and Argument Regarding

brad^

Barkdull. Granted. The Court explained that Mr. Barkdull's activities in helping some of
the former Defendants look for stores is generally inadmissible and irrelevant. However, the
Court pointed out that this could become a necessary issue for impeachment if Mr. Barkdull
opened the door by discussing such activities or denying that they occurred.

7.

Defendants' Motion to Exclude and Limit Testimony or Argument Concerning

Name Conhsion. Denied.

8.

Defendants' Motion in Limine Regarding Accusations That Em~loveesWere

Going to Quit. Granted. Plaintiff's attorney was instructed to inform his clients and
witnesses that their former employees were at will employees and not subject to any non-

Order Regarding Motions in Limine (February 29,2008)
6340: 0rder.Re.Motions.Limine
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compete ageements and that they should limit their testimony or responses to the issues
which remained after the partial summary judgment and the allegations which were made
against the remaining Defendmts in the case.

. Denied. As indicated above, Mr.

1.

Bowles will be allowed to prepare a rebuttal opinion to David Smith's opinion, if one is
submitted.
2.

PlaillCifPs Motion to Strike or L h i t Testimony of Wes Goodwin. Mr.

Coodwin will be allowed to testify, but his opinions will be limited to those which have been
stated in his report.
DATED this<?

d

day of March, 2008.

DON L. HARDTNG
DISTRICT JUDGE

Order Regarding Motions in Limine (February 29,2008)
6340: 0rder.Re.Motions.Limine
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CLERK'S CERTmCATE OF SERVICE
1,

,the undersigned Clerk of the Court, do hereby certify

that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing Order Regarding Motions in Limine
(February 29, 2008) was this

day of March, 2008, served upon the following in the

manner indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
Jeffrey D. Brunson
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER, PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495

[J U.S. Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax

Kent L. Hawkins
W M L L & MEXNLL, CHARTERED
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-099 1

[J U.S. Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax

Honorable Don L. Harding
CARTBOU COUNTY
P.O. Box 4165
Soda Springs, Idaho 83276

[J U.S. Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax

CLERK OF THE COURT

BY
Deputy Clerk

Order Regarding Motions in Limine (February 29,2008)
6340: 0rder.Re.Motions.Lirnine
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC.,
Plaintiff,
-VS-

HOLLY ERNEST, ETAL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
VACATING JURY TRIAL

1
Defendants.

)

The above-entitled matter came before this Court on the 5TH day of March,
2008, for a telephonic Motion for Rule 54b Certification. Plaintiff appeared by and
through counsel, Mike Gaffney and Jeff Brunson. Defendant appeared by and through
counsel, Kent Hawkins and Stepkfi Dunn. The matter was both digitally recorded and
reported by Court Reporter, Dorothy Snarr.
Hearing proceeded before the Court telephonically. Counsel

for

Plaintiff,

Mike Gaffney presented argument on a Motion for Rule 54b Certification. Defense
counsel, Kent Hawkins responded.
After hearing orat argument, the Court ordered the Jury Trial set for Monday,
March 10, 2008 be VACATED subject to the Court GRANTING the Rule 54b
Certification. Counsel for the Plaintiff was asked to prepare the appropriate order for
the Court's signature.
Further the Court GRANTED Defendant's request to be atlowed to file a new
Summary Judgment Motion on the remaining issues before the Court. The Court
ordered the motion to be filed within fifteen (15) days of this order.
Case No. CV-2005.3527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
PAGE NO. 1

IT IS SO ORDEED.

DATED Mr& 5,2W8.

ossltrict Judge

I hereby cemfy that a fuU* true and mad corn of the foregofng document

w delivered by first-classmall, facrlrnlle or dcsignabd bmr this 5" day af Mfc,
2 0 8 , b the fotlowfng:

KEMHAWKINS
P.0, BOX 991
POU-0,
ID 832M

C a e No, cV*W9*3527.%

MtNUrE EMRY AND QWR
PAGE NO. 2

Kent L, Hawkins

TEWD
P.0. Box 991
Pacatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
Idaho State Bar #379 1
Attomeys for Defendants

rrcJ THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC.. a
Washington corporation,

)

Case No. C'V-05-3527 OC

Plaintiffs,

1
)
)

VS.

PAINT & SPRAY SUPPLY, INC., RUGH
BARKDULL, individually, BRADY
BARKDULL individually, and MICHAEL
COOK individually,

mmWD MOTION FOR SUMMARY
SUDGMEW

1
1

Defendants.

COME NOW the all the Defendants, and pursuant to Rule 56, I.R.C.P., move this Court for
an Order granting the remaining Defendants full summary judgment on all remaining issueson the
ground that no genuine issue of fact exists and that Defendants are entitled to Judgment as a matter
of law. This Motion is based on the pleadings before the Court, and all memorandums, discovery
and depositions previously filed, or filed herewith.
DATED this

17 day of March, 2008.
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED

Attorneys for Defendants
Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment
6340: Renewed.MSJ

Page 1

CERnHCATE OF SERWCE

I, Kent L. Hawlcins, the undersigned, one of the attorneys for the Defendant, in the abovereferenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing Renewed
Motion for Summary Judgment was this

flday of March, 2008, served upon the following in the

manner indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 17 1

Hon. Don L. Harding
P.0. Box 4165
Soda Springs, ID 83276
(Chambers Copy)

U U.S. Mail
U Wand Delivery
U Overnight Delivery
Telefax

U.S. Mail

U Hand Delivery
[1Overnight Delivery
U Telefax

Kent L. ~ a w k h s

Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment
6340: Renewed.MSJ
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Kent I,. Hawkins
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
Idaho State Bar Jf3791
Attorneys for Defendants
TN THE DISTRTCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,

)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

Plaintiffs,
vs.
PANT & SPRAY SUPPLY, INC., HUGH
BARKDULL, individually, BRADY
BARKDULL individually, and MICHAEL
COOK individually,

)
)
)
)

>

T m m A m O F m w
m m s WITH ADDITIONAL
D O C W W S FOR MOTIONS IN
L=

1
1

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)

:ss

I, Kent L. Hawkins, being first duly sworn, deposes and states:
1.

Anached hereto are true and accurate copies of the following documents:
a.

A true and acctmrate copy of Defendant Jenny Hancock's Answers to
Plaintiff's Requests for Admission;

b.

A true and correct copy of the Second Affidavit of Brady Barkdull;

c,

A true and correct copy of Defendant Michael Cook's Answers to
PlaintifPs Requests for Admissions;

Third Affidavit of Kent Wawkins with Additional Documents for Motions in Limine
6340: Third.Affidavit.Hawkins

Page 1

d.

A true and conect copy of the deposition of Martin M. Evans, pages 61-

64;
e.

A true and conect copy of the 2nd opinion letter from Tyler Bowles,

dated March 6,2008;

f.

DATED this

A true and correct copy of the deposition of Lloyd White, pages 1-4, 69-

f l day of March, 2008.
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED

Kent L. Hawkins
Attorneys for Defendants

STATE OF IDAHO )
:SS

County of Bannock

)

I

SUBSCRIBEDAND SWORN to before me by Kent Hawkins on this @day of March,

omm mission expires:

Third Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional Documents for Motions in Limine
6340: Third.Affidavit.Hawkins

31 9 / ~ + 1 0
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I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one ofthe a~orneysfor the Defendmts, in the abovereferenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy ofthe foregoing Third Affidavit
of Kent Hawkins with Additional Documents for Motions in Limine was this

f i day of March,

2008, served upon the following in the manner indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171
Hon. Don L. Harding
P.O. Box 4 165
Soda Springs, ID 83276
(Chambers Copy)

U U.S. Mail

u Hand Delivery

a

Overnight Delivery
Telefax 529-9732

@ U.S. Mail

u

Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Telefax 547-2147

Kent L. Hawkins

Third Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional Documents for Motions in Limine
6340: Third.Affidavit.Hawkins
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Kent L. Hawkins (XSB #379 1)
ME
L Br ME
L, C U R T E W D
109 North Afihur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTNCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JmICIAL, DISTMCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
m S C O AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a )
Washington corporation,
1
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

)
)
)
)

DEmmm JENNY HANCOCK'S
msmw TO P L m ' s
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION

1
1

Plaintiff,
VS.
PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, PNC.,

1

Defendants.

C O m S NOW, the Defendant, Jenny Hancock, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and makes the following answers and responses to Plaintiff's
Second Requests for Admission to Defendant Jemy Hancock as follows:

REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NOv1: Admit that on August 1, 2005 you
acknowledged being furnished with Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.'s Employee Handbook.

ANSWER: Admitted.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NOv2: Admit that Exhibit A is a copy of your
signed acknowledgment.

ANSWER. Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that Brady Barkdull told you that all
DEFEmANT JENNY J3ANCOCKYSANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUBSTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340V)iscoveryL4nswersto Second Set of Admissions to Jenny Hancock.wpd
1775
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depading employees were to quit Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., at 5:00 p.m. on August 19,
2005.

ANSWER: Denied.
: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. made
the plan fitr all employees to leave en rnasse simultaneously.

A N S m R : Denied.
: Admit that you were acting on behalf of

Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. before August 19,2005.

AIITSWER: Denied.
W O m S T FOR ADMISSION NO, 6: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. is
paying h r your defense in this matter.

mSWR: Admitted.
REXlWCST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. only
agreed to pay for your defense on the condition you used their attorney.

m S W R : Denied.
REXlUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit that you were never told that your
interest may be adverse to Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.'s.

ANS\IVIER: Objection. This request for admission appears to infringe on the
attorney-client privilege.

REQUEST FOR ADNIISSION NO. 9: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.,
acting through Brady Barkdull, dictated your conduct in leaving Wesco Autobody Supply,
Inc.

ANSWER: Denied.
WOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10:

Admit that you were following orders

from Brady Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. and therefore claim that you are not
DEFENDANT JENNY HANCOCK'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340\Discovery\Answersto Second Set o f Admissions to Jenny Hancock.wpd
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liable for the claims asserted against you personally in this matter.

mSWER: Denied.

DATED this

day of June, 2007.

Attorneys for Defendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the attorneys for the Defendants, in the
above-referenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, f i l l and correct copy of the foregoing
D E F E N D m JENVY W C O C K ' S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION was this a-2 day of June, 200'7, served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFWY
MCNJ~MAWICALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5171

m.~.
u WandMail
Delivery

u Telefax
Overnight Delivery
u

Kent L. Hawkins

DEFENDANT JENNY TUNCOCK'S ANSWRS TO PLAINTBY'S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340\Discovery\Answers
to Sewnd Set of Admissions to Jenny Hancock.wpd
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Kent I,. Hawkins

L, CHARTEmCb
oor

-

P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax
Idaho State Bar #379 1
ABomeys for Defendants

h

-)

$ 1

;+

,t .-I

TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SNTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAWOCK
VirESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, NC., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

1
1

VS.

1
HOLLY ERNEST individually,
AUTOMOmE PAINT WMEHOUSE, a
Utah corporation d/b/a PAINT SPRAY AND
SUPPLY or d/b/a MID MOUNTAIN
SUPPLY, JEFFREY PECK individually,
TRAVIS DAYL,EY individually, JOEL
JOHNSTON individually, CHANTlL
DOBBS individually, DAVID CRISTOBAL
individually, RYAN NESMITH individually,
JODEE REID individually, CURTIS
STAIRS individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
individually, HUGH BARKDULL,
individually, B W Y BARKDULL
individually, MICHAEL COOK individually,
SHELBY THOMPSON individually, JENNY
HANCOCK individually, KELLY R.
MCCLURE individually, JOHN DOES I
THROUGH X, MARY DOES I THROUGH
X, BLACK CORPORATIONS I THROUGH
X, GREEN PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH
X AND RED LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANIES I THROUGH X,
Defendants.

1
)
)
)
)

SECOND m I D A V I T
OF BRADY BARKDULL

1
1
1
)
)
)

1
1
)

1
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY BARKDULL
0:\63\6340\PleadingslAff1davitsUPocatellorady
Barkdull 2nd.06-30-06.wpd
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STATE OF IDAI-IO )
: SS
GounQ of Bannock )

I, Brady Bakdull, being first duly sworn, deposes and states:
I , f have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein.
2. Although I did not have a fomal title at Wesco, my job was as a sales mananger of the three.

I did not have au&ority over the counter help and delivery people in each store. My brother Hugh
Barkdull was outside sales for the Pocatello store only.

3. Prior to my resignation from Wesco on August 19,2005, I was never asked by Holly Ernest,
Tom Davis, or any other person from Automotive Paint Warehouse or Paint & Spray Supply to
recruit any employees of Wesco or to extend any offers of employrncsnt to any other employees of
Wesco.
4. Although I had discussions with other employees about the offers of employment which had
been extended to them by Holly Ernest during the day or two prior to my resignation, these
conversations were about our personal decisions each of us faced in making a decision as to whether
to resign fiom Wesco. The purpose of these conversations was not to recruit these employees for
Paint & Spray and I had no authority to offer them any employment on behalf of Paint & Spray.
5. My invitation to go to work for Paint & Spray was extended to me by Holly Ernest. I needed
time to think about this and wanted to know what the other employees were going to do.

6, At no time prior to my resignation £rom Wesco did I encourage any of Wesco's customers
to switch their business to Paint & Spray. I specifically deny encouraging Wes Harris to switch his
business to Paint & Spray prior to my resignation fiom Wesco. I did not go to meet with Wes Harris
at all during the time that Paint & Spray was opening, but I do know that Hugh Barkdull and Holly
Ernest spoke with all the Preston customers, including Harris, during the week following the opening
of Paint & Spray.
fl

DATED this

,3

day of July, 2006.

Brady ~ a r i d u l l

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY BARKDULL
0:\63\6340\Pleadings~davits\P0~atellorady
Barkdull 2nd.06-30-06.wpd
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STATE OF IDA130 )

County o f B m o c k

:SS
}

3

On this
day of July, 2006, before me, a Notary Public in and for said county and state,
personally appeared Brady Baskdull, k n o w to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
within instmment, and acknowledges to me that he executed the same.
TN W W E S S W E R E O F , I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and
year in this cerlifieate first above men.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
~e/6
Residing:
My Comission Expires: 6 / 9- i2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the attorneys for the Defendants, in the abovereferenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT
OF B W Y B m U L L was this

of July, 2006, served upon the following in the

manner indicated below:
W . S . Mail
L_I Hand Delivery
L_I Overnight Delivery
L_I Telefax

Michael D. G&ey
BEARD ST. CLAIR GMFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

9U%&

\.

Kent L. Hawkins

AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY BARKDULL
0:\63\634OW1eadings~1davitsWocatelloy
8arkduli 2nd.06-30-06.wpd
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Kent Id. Hawkins (ISB #379l)
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax

TERED

Attomeys for Defendants

IN THE D1STRIC.r COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAIHO, IN ANP) FOR TI33 COUNTY OF BANNOCK
lVE3CO AUTOBODY SLIPPLY, INC., a )
Washington corporation,
1
)

Plaintiff,

1
)
)

vs.

)

PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, PNC., et al. )
Defendants,

1

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

DEFEmAJVT I l f f i a L COOK'S
ANSWRS TO PLrnLFF'S
REQUESTS FOR ADlWISSION

COMES NOW, the Defendant, Michael Cook, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and rnakes the following answers and responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Admission to Defendant Michael Cook as follows:
REOUEST FOR ADMISSIONS
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that on August 1, 2005 you
acknowledged being fbrnished with Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.'s Employee Handbook.

ANSWER: Admitted.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that Exhibit A is a copy of your
signed acknowledgment.
ANSWER: Admitted.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that on August 17,2005 you met with
Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen.
ANSWER: Admitted.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Admit that during your meeting with Roger
Howe and Mark Mortensen they raised concerns regarding rumors that their employees in
MICHAEL COOK'S ANSWERS TO PLAWIXW'S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340V)iscoverytAnswersto Second Set of Admissions to Michael Cook.wpd
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the Pocatello, Idaho Falls, and Twin Falls stores would be leaving en masse to start working
for a competitor.

mSWER: Denied. There was no discussion of anyone leaving "en masse." The
only issue discussed was whether Hugh Barkdull and Brady Barkdull were going to start their
own company. The questions were not posed to me and I do not recall answering any
questions. Both Hugh and Brady indicated that they felt they were too old to open their own
store at this point in their lives.
: Admit that you stated during the meeting
with Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen that there was absolutely no way that you were
leaving or words to that effect.
USWEIR: Denied. I do not recall seeing that. 1 do not recall even being
specifically asked. As I stated, the issue is whether Brady Barkdull and Hugh Barkdull were
going to leave. I should point out that at the time of that meeting I had never even thought
of leaving. By coincidence, I suppose, that very evening I was contacted by Holly Ernest and
offered a job at his new store, which I accepted. I did not know that Holly was going to
contact me at the time I was speaking with Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Admit that you stated during the meeting
with Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen that they were crazy to believe the rumors or words
to that effect.
ANSWER: Denied. I did not call anybody crazy or implicate that anybody was
crazy. If there was discussion of someone being crazy, it was when Brady and Hugh said that
they would have to be crazy to start a new store at their age.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that you were instructed by Brady
Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. to not tell Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen that
the rumors were true.
ANSWER Denied. I was not instructed to do anything in this regard. As far as I
know the rumors were indeed uterly false. It was not until later that day that I first spoke
with Holly and was offered a job.
REQUEST FOR ADlblBSION NO, 8: Admit that prior to your departure ffom
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. you drafted a resignation template at the request of Brady
Barkdull.
ANSWER. Denied. Brady Barkdull did not ask me to draft a resignation template.
I found one for myself oil. the internet and used it. When I mentioned what I was using,
MICHAEL COOK'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340V)iscovery~swersto Sewnd Set of Admissions to Michael Cookwpd
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Brady asked if he could use the same letter.
: Admit that you provided the resignation

template to Travis Dayley and Jenny Hancock

mSWER: Admitted.
Admit that Brady Barkdull told you
that all departing employees were to quit Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., at 5 9 0 p.m. on
August 19,2005.
mSWER: Denied. Brady Barkdull did not tell the employees when to quit. I had
mentioned to the other employees, very late in the day on Friday, that I was planning on
quining and had taken another job with Paint & Spray. Urhen I realized that all of the other
employees also wanted to quit and go to work for Paint & Spray, I offered them the same
resignation letter and offered to stay and fax all of the resignation letters in after the other
employees had left. Brady Barkdull was not involved in this.
REOUEST FOR ADMIS.SIONNO. 11:
Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.
made the plan for all employees to'leave en masse simultaneously.
ANSWER: Denied. There was no plan to depart "en masse." As I discussed the
matter with the other employees, we decided to all fax our resignations at the same time. We
then all left because we did not want to have a confrontation with any of the personnel &om
Wesco. This was not done at the specific instruction of Paint & Spray Supply, but was the
way myself and the other employees chose to handle the matter.
Admit that you were acting on behalf
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12:
of Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. before August 19,2005.
ANSWER*. Denied. Although I had been offered a job with Paint & Spray on
August 17 in the evening, I did not discuss the matter with any other employees at Wesco.
My duties with Paint & Spray Supply did not begin until Saturday morning, August 20.
Admit that you deleted information
RJEQmST FOR ADrVflSS'ION NO. 13:
and programs fiom Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.'s computer because you were instructed
to do so by Brady Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.

ANSWER: Denied. Brady Barkdull did not instruct me to delete anything from my
computer. This was my own decision and I felt that I was doing a favor to Wesco by
cleaning up the desktop and a computer for their use.
REQUEST FOR ADMSSIONNO. 14:
Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.
is paying for your defense in this matter.
MICHAEL COOK'S ANSWEX3 TO PlJMTIlWSREQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340\Discovery\Answersto Second Set of Admissions to Michael Cook.wpd
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ANSWER: Admitted.
A d ~ t bPaint
t & Spray Supply, Inc.
only agreed to pay for your defense on the condition you used their atlorney.

m S W E R : Denied. This is simply false. In fact, I specifically told that if I wanted
to get my own attomey, Paint & Spray would pay for whatever aaorney I chose. I believe
that offer is still good to this day, even though I am no longer
mQUEST FOR DMISSION NO. 16:
Admit that you were never told that
your interest may be adverse to Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.'s.

m S W E R : Objection. This request is vague and may infringe upon the attorneyclient privilege.
mOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17:
Admit that Paint & Spray Supply,
Inc., acting through Brady Barkdull, dictated your conduct in leaving Wesco Autobody
Supply, Inc.
mSWEIR: Denied. Brady Barkdult was not involved in my decision to leave
Wesco. My dealings were with Eloily Ernest of Paint & Spray. Holly Ernest did not dictate
my behavior in any way. Rather, he suggested to me that I should continue to act as an
employee of Wesco and firlfill all of my duties up until the time of my resignation.
REOlEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 18:
Admit that you were following orders
from Brady Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. and therefore claim that you are not
liable for the claims asserted against you personally in this matter.
ANSWER*. Objection. This request is vague and I simply do not understand what
it is saying. I specifically deny that I was following orders from Brady Barkdull or Paint &
Spray during the time that I made my decision to resign from Wesco.
DATED this

day of June, 2007.
m M L L & ldE%RLL,

Cl3AR'IEmD

By:
K6nt L. Hawkin's
Attorneys for Defendants

MICHAEL COOK'S AN-

TO PLAINTIFFS REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
0':\63\634O\Discovery\Answersto Second Set of Admissions to Michael Cook.wpd
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I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the aEomeys for the Defendants, in the
above-referenced maaer, do hereby certi@ that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing
DEFEImANT MIC
L COOKS SANSWERS T 0 PI.,
IFF'S S Q m S T S FOR
ADMISSION was this 2-1day of June, 2007, served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
ST. CLAIR GAFFWY
RA GALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 17 1

1m.s.
Mail
u
Hand Delivery
11Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax

Kent L. Hawkins

MICHAEL COOK'S ANSFYEW TO P m m S ' R E Q W T SFOR ADMISSION
0:\63\6340U~iscovery\Answms
to Second Set of Admissions to Michael Cook.wpd
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DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO

Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.,

1

a Washington corporation,

)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

)

Holly Ernest individually,

1

Thomas Davis individually,

1

Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.,

1

an Idaho corporation,

1

Automotive Paint Warehouse, a

)

Utah corporation d/b/a Paint

)

Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid

)

Mountain Supply, Jeffrey Peck

1

No. CV-05-3527 OG

DEPOSITION OF MARTIN M. EVANS
MARCH 15, 2007
REPORTED BY:
MARIA D. GLODOWSKI, CSR No. 725, RPR
Notary Public

I

Q. Yeah.
A. -- and I don't remember crossing paths at
l3 any I'd have to believe that would have been pretty
l4 uncomfo@ble, and I think I would have remembered that.
Q. That's why 1 asked if you bumped into them
because I h o w they were doing that. But your general
impression was in each care they had beat you to the punch
and had already been there?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did any of the customers tell you when
1 they had been visited by the Paint and Spray reps?
A. That day or the day prior. In facl I believe
2
BIackfmt
I was me and Brent were on the tail of
in
3
4 somebody because we kept -- you know, you just missed
5 them. We just had somebody. Not another paint salesman.
6 You just missed them. And we were on the tail of somebody
17 chasing through Blackfoot.
Q. All right. Did any of them show you any
literature
or papers or documents they had received from
19
0 Paint and Spray?
A. There was -- there was a document. I could not
1
tell
you what it was, but I remember seeing the logo on -2
I believe it was fairly heavy card stock, too -- and it
could have k e n a line card or a phone. I don't remember
what it was, but there -- yeah, there was something there.

Q Do you know Idaho Falls and Twin Falls as well
as the Pocatelio area? 1 shouldn't say -- that's very -A. I know Idaho Falls.
Q. I'm talking about the customers in those areas.
A. Yes,
Q. Is there a reason why you didn't go with Wesco
people in the Twin Fails area or the Idaho Falls area?
A. Well, I -- htrnover --they've had a hard time
with people in Twin Falls. It has been set up -- I have
made appoinlments to do that, and then the particular
person decided to leave the company.
Q. The Wesco person?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay.
A. Idaho Falls -- I don't spend a great deal of
time in Idaho Falls. Idaho Falls I cover as I'm going to
Billings, Montana, typically. I don't have much business
in Idaho Falls.
Q. Was there anything else you did when you were
there at Wesco's request to assist them in that first week
after the employees left other than the sales calls that
w e talked about?
A. I don't remember.
Q. It's another one of those general things &at
we
may
-- But as
-- have to break down and be more spezific.

/I

I

--

1
i9

10

--

l8

64

62

1 you made these calls with the Wesco people on Monday and
2 Tuesday -- first of all, did you bump into any of the
3 former Wesco employees who are now Paint and Spray
4 representatives out doing the same thing?
5
A. I don't remember bumping into them.
6
Q. Okay. As you went through these people, were
7 you finding that they already knew that the -- Paint and
8 Spray had opened up over there, or were you the one
9 telling them about it for the first time?
0
A. No, they knew.
'1
Q. Everybody knew?
2
A. Yes. Yeah. Everybody knew by the time we got
. 3 there.
4
Q. Did they tell you how they knew, anybody?
5
A. I remember Blackfoot Motors, someone had been
. 6 there from -- Paint and Spray had already been to
. 7 Blackfoot Motors and Bowers.
8
Q. Okay.
'9
A. I don't recall any -- they were out in the
0 shops the same time I was in the shops with Wesco.
1
Q. Say that again. Who's they?
2
A. The Paint and Spray staff -3
Q. Yeah.
4
A. -- was out making sales calls at the same time
5 I was making sales calls with the Weseo representative --

2
3

,

5
6
7

8

0
1

3
4
6
8
9
0

2

3
4

Q. Paint and Spray logo?
A. Yes. I think it was a phone number.
Q. Do you know what Brad West did on that Monday

A. He did the same - he made shop calls with
another Wesco representative, Mark Mortenson.
Q. Was he the one you said was -- also started at
the other end from you?
Q. Okay. What did Dave Ameson do during that
time, do you know?
A. I do not know.
Q. Jim Smith?
A. I don't know what they did. I assume they were
Q. All right.
A. -- the whole time, but I didn't - no, I did
not know what they were doing.
Q. Okay. You said something about that APW lost
its discount because of the antitrust suit?
A. No. Not because of an antitrust suit. We
just -- we know we can't sell to distributors on two
different prices in any given market,and if we had left
it be, we would have had that situation.
Instead of raising a discount to Wesco, we

(Pages 6 1 to 64)
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& ASSOCIA~;'ES,
LLC
CONSULTANTS W ECONOmCS ANZ) m m O E
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TYLER J. BOWIBS. Pa.D.. OPA. CVA
(435)512-0707

March 6, 2008

Mr. Kent Id. Hawkins
Merrill and Merrill
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
Re: Wesco v. Paint Spray and Supply et al.
Dear Mr. Hawkins:
In my opinion, the plaintiff in this matter has failed to apply a rational, coherent ecolloniic
damage methodology. Specifically, David Smith, the Plaintiffs damage expert, has repeatedly
failed to explain how any specific alleged wrongful act by the any defendant had any incremental
effect on the sales of Wesco. Consequeiltly, the various calculations produced by the plaintiff and
purported to be damages are not econoinic damages at d l . The support for this opinion is
provided below.'
1. Economic Damage Methodology
For context, I suininarize the plaintiffs damage calculations in Table I below.' Aside from the
time value of money, time itself should not affect the existence or anlount of damages.' The
range noted in Table 1, therefore, demonstrates the plaintifrs failure to apply ally kind of rational
methodology.

I

Appendix A lists the material I have reviewed in forming my opinion

'1 have included the identieing pages and summary information from the plair~tiffs four damage
calculations in Appendices B through E.
3

See Patell, Jarlies M., Roman L. Weil, and Mark A. Wolfson, 1982, "Accumulating Darnages in Litigation:
The Roles of Uncertainty and Interest Rates." Journal oflegal Studies 1 l(2): 341-364; and Bowles, Tyler J., 2008,
"Hindsight in Commercial Darnages Analysis," Journal ofLegal Economics 14(3): 1 - 14.

Table I . Summary of Plaintiffs Damage Calculations
Number

Date

D m a ~ e Range
s

1
2

November 6,2006
March 10, 2007
February 1 1,2008
March 5, 2008

$15,790,3 13 - $29,548,922
$1,187,559 - $2,916,232
$1,301,840 - $6,348,529
NA

3
4

""But-formApproach

NA
$1,368,237
$4,508,295
$4,508,295

Restricting attention to damage calculation numbers 2 and 3 (it is my understanding that the
plaintiff has disavowd damage calculation No. 1) and the "but-for" approach as applied by the
plaintiff, the damage calculation increased from $1,368,237 to $4,508,295 in less than a year.4
This change in "but-for" damages by a factor of 3.3 as calculated by David Smith is, of course,
not being driven by the time value of money but rather by an ad-hoc methodology.
It is my understanding that Smith produced damage calculation number 4 as a result of Judge
Don L. Harding granting a defendant's pre-trial motion, which argued that "Smith's opinion is
entirely without a foundation and is inele~ant."~
Notwithstanding this ruling, Smith produced
another report with the same conclusion as to the amount of damages. His supplemental report
states, ''The calculated lost profits of $4,508,295 suffered by Wesco to a reasonable degree of
certainty are presented in the earlier Disclosure of Calculation-Updated for Trial, dated February
11, 2008."~The reason the damage estimate did not change is that Smith failed again to specify
how any alleged wrongful act had any incremental effect on the sales of Wesco.
For context, let me point out the correct method~logy.~
The logical and scientific approach to
(2) causally connect the
economic loss analysis is to (1) identify the alleged wronghl actY8
wrongftul act to a harmful effect, (3) address the issue of whether any harmful effect led to an
economic loss, and (4) measure the economic loss, if any.

4 ~ eand
e compare damages per the "But-for Approach" as listed in Appendices C and D.
"ee Memorandum in Support of Motion to Exclude Testimony of David Smith, p. 8.
6 ~ e Expert
e
Witness Supplemental Opinion, David Smith, March 5 , 2008. In his deposition (Smith
deposition taken February 12, pp. 22-21), Smith notes that he prefers the but-for approach and intended to testify to
damages based on the but-for approach. Presumably thisis why in his most recent report he specifies just one
number as damages, which is "but-for" damages from the previous report.
' ~ ~ ~ e n Fd contains
ix
my c.v., a statement of qualifications, and testin~onyhistory.
'once the alleged wrongful acts are identified, it is standard for the economist to assume liability on the part
of the defendant. Of course, if there is no liability, there are no damages and any discussion of damages is irrelevant.

Previous to his most recent report (hereafier, Smith No. 4), Smith was silent as to (I), (2) and (3).
Indeed, in his deposition Mr. Smith responded to a questioil concerning lost sales as follows:
"I'm showing something happened. . . . And it will be for the trier of fact to determine what
those elements, or element, or lack thereof, occurred to cause a decrease in sales and result in
profi

In response to Judge Warding's ruling, Smith No. 4 addresses issue ( I ) and purports to address
issues (2) and (3):''
In summary, the cause of the WESCO lost profits to a reasonable
degree of certainty is: (sic) due to the conduct of the ren~aining
Defendants, (sic) key en~ployeesterminated their employment with
WESCO on August 19,2005 and went to work for Paint Spray and
Supply - Utah, and unfairly competed with WESCO.
But on closer inspection it is apparent that Smith has not addressed issues (2) and (3), which is
the season his calculation of damages did not change. Smith failed to ask and answer the
question of whether an alleged wrongfit1 act caused the actual world to be different from the "but
for" world. But this is the basic question that must be answered in the application of the but for
approach to estimating lost profits. A generally accepted treatise on this topic notes the
following:"
Although the defendant's . . . [wrongful act] need not be the sole
cause of the plaii~tiffseconomic loss to establish loss causation,
the plaintiff nevertheless can recover only damages caused by the
. . . [wrongful acts]. Accordingly, in calculating recoverable
damages, the court must isolate and remove other colltributing
causes. An expert witness offten facilitates this task. . . . financial
expert testimony quarttrfying the amount of damages lacks
relevance unless one can show that the damages resulted from the
defendant's wrongful acts. (p. 2.10)
Although the following quote from the same treatise is from the chapter on damages in patent
infringement cases, the economic logic is applicable to the instant case:
The practitioner must be familiar with the causal link between the
infringement and the hann being measured. One cannot assume
that the infi-ingement automatically led to the patentee's lower sales

913epositio~~
testimony of David Smith, February 12, 2008, p. 55
I0~xpertWitness Supplemental Opinion, David S~nith,March 5 , 2008, p. 3.
II

Litigation Services Handbook: The Role ofthe Financial Expert, 4Ihed., 2007, John Wiley & Sons.

and profits. . . . First, the plaintiffmust describe a link that could
reasonably explain the type and amount of h a m . Then one must
exarnine otlier factors that could have caused the harm. Finally,
o11e must consider the alternative lawful actions that the infringer
could have taken. The infringement demonstrates that the infringer
intends to have a presence in the market with a competitive
product. One must take this into account. (emphasis in the
original) (p. 22.6).
Similar to the cireurnsta~cescontemplated by the authors of the above statement, the defendants
in the instant case intended "to have a presence in the market with a competitive product" and,
indeed, did lawfilly enter the market.I2 'This lawful entrance into the market, along with the key
employees layfully leaving Wesco and going to work for tl-te defei1dant:I3 is the obvious cause of
the decrease in sales of the plaintiff. Smitl1's damage metl-todology has repeatedly ignored this
fact.
Contrary to the methodology applied by Smith, below I list each of the alleged wrongful acts that
remain i ~this
i case and address the question of whether this act caused the actual world to be
different kern the "but for" world. My conclusion is that in each instance the actual world is the
same as the "but for" world in all material respects.
It is my understsulding that the remaining alleged wroi1gful acts can be characterized as follow^:'^

1. It is ulleged that some defendant employees [Brady Barkdull and Mike Cook] engaged
in ~ ~ r o n g facrs
u l by discussing resignation with and draffing letters qf resignation-for
other employees.

As has been well docuinei~tedand discussed in this case, all Wesco employees had the right to
terminate their einployment with Wesco at any time for any reason. Also, independent of the
actions noted above, Paint Spray and Supply (hereafter P & S) had the right to open cornpetiilg
stores and hire the plaintiff's employees." Therefore, the actual world is the same as the "butfor" world and no damages other that immaterial amounts flowed from these actions. Economic

I2see Judge Smith's Decision Re: Summary Judgment, September 7, 2006, pp. 20-22.
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See Judge Smith's decision regarding sumrna~yjudgment for the alleged illegal actions that remain all
issue in this case.
"AS readers of this report will be familiar with the background and parties involved in this suit, that detail
will not be provided here other than to remind the reader that P & S, a defendant in this case, opened stores that
competed directly with Wesco and hired marly of Wesco's employees.

damages, if any, caused by these alleged wrongful actions (i.e., Mr. Barkdull and Mr. Cook
discussing resignations and drafting resignation letters) would be the value of the employees's
time spent on these activities if conducted on "company time."

2. It is alleged fhat some defindant e q l o y e e s engaged in wrongicul acts by (Lr) ~ ~ e a r i n g
plai~tifJ'sclothing while working.for defendanl and (b) usingplaint$f's cell phone
numbers while ~jorkingfordefindant.

Damages caused by these actions would be the profits on sales made during the relevant time
period to conhsed customers who thought they were buying from the plaintiff. I have seen no
evidence to suggest that there were any such salcs to conhsed customers. Given the short time
period involved, these damages, if any, are likely to be trivial.
3. li is alleged that defindant employee Cook violated the Computer Fraud Abuse Act
and Idaho Trade Secrets Act by deleting and taking information from the plaintifSS
computer.
4. It is alleged that some defendant employees [Mike Cook] committed the Tort of
Conversion by taking coazpuler,files-

Concerning these two allegations, thete are two separate questions that must be asked in order to
decide if these two actions drove a wedge between the actual and "but-for"competitive
environments faced by the defendant: (a) did Wesco lose material information as a result of these
alleged acts and/or (b) did a competitor of Wesco (e.g., P & S) acquire information that otherwise
was not available as a result of these alleged acts. I have not seen any evidence in this case that
would suggest that the answer to either of these questions is yes. (Certainly, Smith does not
address this issue.)
The testimony I have reviewed suggests that the computer files at issue contained customer data
but that these data also existed in hard copy and that the plaintiff knew the identities of its
cust~rners.'~
Therefore, the answer to question (a) posed above is no. Further, given the long
history of both P & S and Automotive Paint Warehouse einployees servicing customers in the
relevant geographic region," it is unlikely that these actions, assuming they are true, provided
m y information to P & S that was not already known by existing en~ployeesor its new
employees (is., the former employees of Wesco). Therefore, the answer to question (b) posed
above is also no. As the answer to both of these questions is no, it follows that these allegations,
if true, did not cause the actual economic environment to differ materially from the "but-for"
economic environment faced by the plaintiff.

''see the deposition testimony of Lloyd White taken February 23, 2008, pp. 67-71.
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For example, Holly Ernest, a principal of both P & S and Automotive Paint Warehouse, ". . . had worked
this territory [S.E. Idaho] for thirty years." (See deposition testimony of Holley Ernest, p. 37).

XI.

Other Issues

Smitl-r has accumulated prejudgmeilt interest on past damages at 12 percent. Whether
prejudgment interest is appropriate is ultimately a legal questioi~,However, it is ~ n y
urtderstandil~gthat under Idaho law prejudgment interest is only available on damages that are
"fiquidated or ascefiairtable by mere mathematical process."'8 Clearly, damages as calculated by
Smith do not meet this definition.
Smih's analysis is heavily depetldent upon extensive time series forecasting." This is a very
technical field within the disciplit~eof ~conometrics.I have reviewed Mr. Smith's curriculum
s
11,2008 report. With all due respect to Mr. Smith, I see no
vitae as attached to k ~ February
evidence that would suggest any significant training in this technical field.
Smith applies an inctemental cost percentage of 70.57 percent to purported lost sales in order to
calculate purported lost profits. He notes in his deposition that this profit margin is based on the
experience of Wesco in non-Idaho markets." He did not take into consideration that P & S
might legally enter the market as it did and, consequently, drive profit margins down for Wesco
(i.e., increase the incremental cost per~entage).~'
But it appears that the entrance of P & S has
~~
Mr. White notes that profit margins are much lower
resulted in aggressive d i ~ c o u n t i n g .Indeed,
for Wesco in Eastern Idaho than in other location^;^' hence, the increinental cost margin in
Eastern Idaho would be inueh lligher than the 70.57 percent applied by Smith.
V.

Summary

My opinion has not changed from that provided in my original rep01-t.~~
It is my opinion that Mr.
Smith has failed to explain how an alleged wrongful act caused tile actual competitive
cnviromei~tof Wesco to be different from the "but-for the alleged wrongful act" environment.
Consequently, the various calculatioi~sproduced by Mr. Smith and purported to be damages are
not economic damages at all. Rather, analysis of the remaining alleged wrongful acts in this case
leads to the conclusioll that in all inaterial respects the actual coinpetitive environinent is
"see Ervin Const. Co. v. Van Orden 874 P. 2d 506 (1 993) and Van Brunt v. Stoddard 39 p. 3d 621 (200 1).
' 9 ~ r n i t hdeposition, pp. 12-16.
20

Ibid. p. 49.

21~bid.p. 43.
" ~ l o ~White
d
deposition, pp. 84-85, 126, and 130-3 1 .

'31bid. p. 85.

2 4 ~ ereport
e
of Tyler J. Bowles, PIi.D., dated December 14, 2006.

6

effectively equivalent to the "but-for" competitive enviromnt. Therefore, it is my opinion that
no damages, other than trivial ainounts, were caused by the alleged wronghful acts of the
defendants.

I trust that this report will be of value to you, your clients, and the court as this matter progresses.
If1 can be of ftirther assistance, please Let me know.
Sincerely,

?'yleh Bowles, Ph.D., CPA, GVA

Appendix A

List of Material Reviewed by Tyler J. Bowles, Ph.D., CPA

First Amended Complaint and Jury Demand;
Decision by Judge N. Randy Smith regarding summary judgment;
Plaintifrs Designation of Experts and Lay Witnesses;
Decision by Judge N. Randy Smith regarding motion to reconsider;
Affidavit of Michael Cook;
Affidavit of Brady Barkdull;
Second affidavit of Brady Barkdull;
30(B)(6) Deposition of Holly Ernest, October 17,2005;
Depositioil of Holly Ernest, October 17, 2005;
Deposition of Toin Davis, October 17,2005; and
Affidavit of Wes Goodwin.
Deposition of Holly Ernest, October 17, 2005;
Deposition of Tom Davis, October 17,2005;
Patell, James M., Roman L. %*eil,and Mark A. Wolfson, 1982, "Accumulating Damages
in Litigation: The Roles of Uncertainty and Interest Rates, Jourrzal ofLegal Studies
1 l(2): 341-364.
Bowles, Tyler J., 2008, "Hindsight in Commercial Damages Analysis," Journal of Legal
Ecortomr'cs 14(3): 1- 14.
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Exclude Testimony of David Smith.
Disclosure of Expert Witness Calculations, David M. Smith, March 10,2007.
Updated for Trial, Disclosure of Expert Witness Calculations, David M. Smith, February
1 1,2008.
Supplemental Report, Disclosure of Expert Witness Supplemental Opinion, David Smith,
March 5,2008.
Litigation Services Handbook: The Role of the Financial Expert, 4Ih ed., 2007, John
Wiley & Sons.
Deposition testimony of David Smith, February 12, 2008.
Deposition testimony of Lloyd White taken February 23,2008.

Appendix B

PlaintifPs Damage Calculation No. I
November 6,2006

Michael D. Gaffne~r,ISB83558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISRSJ.6636
BEARD ST. CLAIR P.A.
2 105 Cocot~sldoStreet
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone; (208) 523-5 17 1
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Attorney for Plaintiff

DISTNCT COURT SIXTH JUZ)ICUL DISTNC3T
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington coxporation,

I case NO.:CV-05-3527 oc

PlaintiTf,

PLAINTIFF'S DESIGNATION OF
EXPERTS AND LAY WITNESSES

VS.

Holley El-nest individually, Automotive
Paint Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a
Paint Spray arid Supply or d/b/a Mid
Mountain Supply, Jeffrey Peck
inctivid~ially,Travis Dayley individually,
Joel Johnston individually, Chantil Dobbs
individually, David Gristobal individually,
Ryan Nesn~ithindividually, Jodee Reid
inctividudly, Curtis Stairs indivcir~ally,
Tiffany Tl~o~nsen
individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individtlally,
Sbclby Thorr~ysonindividually, Jenny
Wa~~cock
individually, Kelly R.McCture
individually, John Does I thsougl~X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Gseen Partnerships I through X,
and Red Liillitert Liability Comlxmies I
thi.ough X,
Defendants.

1
Plailltiff's Desigtlntion of Expc1.t~and Lay Witnesses Page I

Plaintiff, tithrough counsel of record, repcctfi~llysubtnit the following list of
individuafs who may be call as expcrt witnesses at the trial in the above captioned matter.

I . David Smith, CPA, CVA, Srnith & Coinpimy, 3 10 Elm Street, Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83402. A copy of Mr. Smith's cu~~iculum
vitae is attached along with his hourly
sate and listing of del)osition and trial testimony for the past four ycars is atiaehed as
Exhibit B herewith. Mr. Smith is anticipated to testify as to the valuation of Wesco's
dernages based upon information prov~dedin the blnder Exl-ribitA submitted along with
this disclosure entitled Wesco Idaho Operations Damages, which consists of fifteen ( f 5)
tabbed sections comprising the ulldcrlying data arrived at in producing section nuinba 1
"Summary'kwhich identifies a suinmxy of losses claimed as damages in this litigation.
The atnounts ciainled are based upon five-year and ten-year projections which are
standard within the industry. Thc ainourrts are presented in an undiscou~~ted
fashion. Mt:
Smith will present the discount factor relevant for discounting based upon information
derived at the trial date. Those losses will be disco~~nted
to c~xl-rentdollars using an
appropriate iisk-adjusted rate.
Mr. Sirrith is aisa ant~cir-~,ted
to testify as to damages based upon a theoty of
discouragallent of profits related to Paint & Spray, however, that infol-mation has not
been provided by the defendants notwithstmding the fact that it has been requested in
discovery and not to date been provided.
2. Wcs Goodwin, DataBank Data Services, PO Box 203513, Austin, TX 787203513; (800) 295-51 66. Mr. Goodwill is expected to testify coixiistent with the two
reports previously submitted to the defendants and consistent with the aflidavits which he

_

Plaintiffs Dctsigi~ationof 1;:xpcrts and I i ~ yWituesses Pngc 2

S

OF LOSSES

2005 LOSS

671,198

2006 - 2010 FORCASTED LOSSES

2,655,633

2006 - 20 10 BmGETED INCOME

4,800,977

TOTAL
Less Salvage Value

PURCHASE PRICE

2005 LOSS
2006 - 20 15 FORCASTED LOSSES

2006 - 2015 BUDGETED INCOME

FUTURE VALUE OF COWANY (sx ~SITA)
TOTAL
Less Salvage Value

12,809,180
8,499,870

Appendix C
PlaintifFs Damage Calculation No. 2
David Smith Report
March 10,2007

r-,

David M., Smith
Idaho State Accountancy Board #I345
SMITH
C O M P A M CPAs, PLLC
3 10 Elm Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone: (208) 524-2601
Facsimile:
(208) 522-0502
Expert Witness for the Plaintiff, W S C O Autobody Supply, Inc.

ZN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, m AND FOR THE comm OF BANNOCK

. n

WESCO Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,

Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-05-3527 OC
VS .

Holly Ernest et ai.
Paint Spray and Supply
Defendant.

)

Disclosvre of
Expert Witness Calculations
David M.Smith CPAIABV, CVA

--

WESCO vs Holly Ernest et al., Paint and Spray Svpiply

COMPARISON OF APPROACHES
Past Lost Profits
with Prejudgment

Future Lost
Profits with

Interest

Discount

Total Lost Prof&

But-For Approach
Average
Yardstick Approach
DisgorgementApproach
GmMII Valuation Approach
Strategic Value Approach

A
-

Assum~tions
Date of Injury
Trial Date
Incremental Costs Percentage
Pre-Judgment interest
Discount Rate
Weighted Avg Cost of Capital

1,379.705

Appendix D
Plaintiffs Damage Calculation No. 3
David Smith Report
February 1 1,2008

David M. Smith
Id& State Accountancy Board ## 1345
SMTH AND COWANY CPAs, PLLC
3 3 0 Elm Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone:

Facsimile:

(208) 524-2601
(208) 522-0502

Expert Witness for the Plaintiff, W S C O Autobody Supply, Inc-

IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF TEE, SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF PDMO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

WESCO Autobody Supply, he., a
W m h g o n corporation,
Plaintiff:

1
1
1
1
1

vs.

)

Holly Ernest et al.
Paint Spray and Supply

)

Defendant.

1
1
1
1

CASE NO. CV-05-3527 OC
UPDATED FOR TRIAL
Disclosure of
Expert Wtness C d a t i o n s
David M. Smith CPAlAltIV, CVA

WESCO vs Hotly Ernest et al., Paint and Spray Supply
COMPARISONOF APPROACHES
Past Lost Profits
with Pntjudgment
Interest

Future Lost
Profits with
Dismunt

Total Lost Profits

~ut- or Approach

1,776,213

2.732.082

4,508,295

Yardstick Approach

1.391,118

1,875,275

3,266,392

DisgorgementApproach

2.1 18.618

4,229.911

6,348,5292

Goodwill Valuation AppmaGh
Strategic Value Approach

Assum~tions
Date of injury
Trial Date
Incremental Costs Pemntage
Pre-Judgment Interest
Discount Rate
Welghted Avg Cost of Capital

99tj.000
2,445,829

8119M005
311012008
70.57%
12%
14.95%

'&&

1,301,840

1,301,840

3.196,866

3,196.866

6

@q
I"O

Average
4,707,739

Appendix E
Plaintifps Damage Caltculatian No. 4
David Smith Repofi
March 5,2008

David M. S~nith
1
ldnho Slatc Accou~~tsticy
Board #1 d45
SMITH A N D COMPANY CPAs, PLLC
3 10 Elrn Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Tele~~l~one:(208) 524-7601
Facsirnllc:
(208) 522-0502

Expert Wttness for [he Plaintiff, WESGO Autobody Supply, I11c

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF'rFIE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A N D FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

WESGO Autobody Supply. I~rc.,a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiff.
CASE NO. CV-05-3527 OC
vs.

Holly Er~lestet al.
Paint Spray and Supply
Defendant.

1

SUPPLEmNTAL REPORT
Disclosure of
Expert Witness Suppleine~~tal
Opixiion
David M. Smith GPAIAISV, CVA

Mar U 5 2 0 0 8 12: 3 9 P M

HP

infomation. These acfions, sepxate1y czr combined, are a substatid factor cawing
m S C O to lose sdes and thc: rt;s&hg lost profits calmled in my pxevious report as
$4,508,295. WESCO has not yet: recovered h r n the adom of the Defendant8 and
continues to incur lost profits.

?'he calculated lost profits o f $4,508,295 SUE=&by =SCO to a rmnable degree
of certainty are presented in the earlier DDifciosure of' Catculations - Uphted for
Trial, dated F e b m 11, 2W8. That report conhim a capy of my CV and other
disclosures regmding training, education, case expfimce, and publications-

,GVA, C W A , CFFA

Appendix F
Tyler J. Bowles

Curriculum Vitae
Stateinent of Qualifications
Rule 26 Testimony Disclosure

TYLER J. R b WLES

Logan, UT 84522-3510
Phone (415) 1 9 7 2378
Education
1991

1986
1984
1980

PI1 D --Econocn~cs, U n ~ v e r s ~ot yf North Carolina-Chapel N ~ l l
Areas of Concentrat~on Economctr~csand Internattonal'Econom~cs
Dlssertat~ollT ~ t l e The Impacts of Monetary Factors on o m m o d ~ r yPrices and Stocks
M S -Economics, U t a h State U n ~ v e r s ~ tLogan,
y,
Utah
TI~esisTitle Trade Ltberal~zatran. The Impact on Utah 1s D a ~ r yand Meat Industr~es
B S ---Econoni~cs, Utah State U n ~ v e r s ~ t yLogan,
,
Utah I
Datry Herdsmen Certificate, Utah State U n ~ v e r s ~ t ~y , o ~ aUtah
h ,

I
I

LicenseslCertifications
Cert~fiedP u b l ~ cAccot~ntant,L ~ c e n s e dIn Idaho and Utah
Cert~fiedValuxl~onAnalyst
H o n o r s and A w a r d s
USU, College of Bus~ness,Faculty Advrsor o f tile Year (2004/200/5)
USU College of Agr~culture.Teacher of the Year (200112002)
1
USU Department of Econornrcs, Teacher o f the Year (200112002)l
USU College of Bus~ness,A d v ~ s o ro f the Year<2000/200l)
USU P r e s ~ d e n t ~ Leadersli~p
al
C o u n c ~ l Professor
,
o f the Year (i99q12000)
USU College of Agr~cultnre.A d v ~ s o ro f the Year (1 99912000)
USU College of Bus~ness.A d v ~ s o rof the Year (1 99811 999)
USfJ Department of Econom~cs,Teacher of the Year (1 996197)
USU Mortar Board Professor Award (1996197)
I
Teacher o f t h e Year (1 996197)
USU College of Agr~ct~lture,
USU College of Agricultt~re,Faculty of the Quartei , W ~ n t e r1996)'
Graduated cum laude, PI11 Kappa Phi, Natrorlal Dean's L ~ s t R e c e ~ed an El~laliWatt Sells Award for scores on CPA Exam
(scored 11.1 the top 0 20 percent out of 66.900 cand~dates)

'

Professional Experience

L
/
I
I

2007-Present

i
Professor, Econorn~csDepartment, Utah State U h i v e r s ~ t ~

1994-Present

Principal with Lewis. Bowles Sr Associates, a lit\gat~onsupport firm

2002-2007

Associate Professor, Econornics Department, Utah State University.

1994-2006

Ownerloperator o f irrigated farm and cattle operation i n Soutlieast Idaho.

2000-2002

Assistant Professor, Economics Department, Utaii State University

1999-2000

Senior Lecturer, Economic Department. Utah Strite University.

1994- 1998

Lecturer, Economics Department. Utah State Un(versity-teach introductory n~acroeconomics,international
economics. and upper division courses agricultur/tl economics.

1

.

I

!

!

I

J

I

Adjunct Professor of E c o t ~ o ~ n r cand
s Fmancc, dniverslty of Wyomlng-~ntermedlate lnlcroeconognics and
finatictal tnarkets and inst~ttrtlons
E c o n o s i ~ s and
t
Accoutitant, Porter. Mu~rhead.(/omla. Howard, CPAr-corporate, ~ n d ~ v ~ d upartnership.
al.
estate and trust tax compliance, andits of gover ment enttt~es cotnpilatron and revlew of small buslness
financ~alstatetnents, e s t ~ ~ n a t ~ofo ldamages
i
In rsonal Injury, wrongful death, wrongful d~scharge,
I
dtscr~m~natron,
and lost profit cases
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JIIF~~~DISTRICT

--000--

STATE Of: IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK

(The deposition commenced at 12:57 P M.)
-000-

1

WESCO AUTOBOOY SUPPLY, iNC , a
WASHINGTON corporation,
1

LLOYD WHITE
having been sworn to tell the truth
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
testified as follows:

)

)

Plaintiff.

)

--006--

)

EXAMINATION
BY MR. WAWKINS:
Q Since I don't actually know you, let's
have you formally identify yourself for the record.
A. I'm Lloyd White. I'm the President and
CEO of Wesco.
Q. Okay. Have you ever been Involved i n
having your deposition taken before?
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. Numerous times?
A. A couple of tlmes.
Q. Let's talk about those -just at'nerally.
What
A. It's not relevant. It's not related.
Q. Welt, I'll decide that. What was the last
time you had your depositton taken?

\

)

HOLLY ERNEST, individually,
)
AUTOMOTIVE PAINT WAREHOUSE, a Utah )
corporation, d/b/a PAINT SPRAY AND )
SUPPLY, et al.,
)
)

Defendants.

)

-
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DEPOStTlOM OF:
LLOYD WHITE
+***~~tl*t;Lt*W*~~-"~*.(r***..(r.*(r*

DATE: FEBRUARY 13,2008
PLACE: LAW OFFICES OF:
SMART. SCHOFIELD, SHORTER B
LUNCEFORD
5295 COMMERCE DRIVE, #200
MURRAY UTAH 84107
REPORTED BY: ALISON SELFRIDGE, CSR, CRI, RDR
'REGISTERED DIPLOMATE REPORTER'

1

APPEARANCES
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
JEFF BRUNSON, ESQ.
BEARD ST. CLAlR GAFFNEY
McNAMARA CALDER PA
2105 CORONADO STREET
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83404-5171
jeff@beardstclalr.com

4
5

FOR THE DEFENDANTS:
KENT L. HAWKINS, ESQ.
MERRILL B IUIERRILL, CHARTERED
109 N. ARTHUR 5TH FLOOR
P.O. BOX 991
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204-0991
RANDALL R. SMART, ESQ.
SMART, SCHOFIELD, SHORTER & LUNCEFORD
5295 S. COMMERCE DR., STE. 200
MURRAY, UTAH 84107

-

ALSO PRESENT:

If
'I1
2
3
4

HOLLY ERNEST
TOM DAVIS
WITNESS:
LLOYD WHITE
EXAMINATION BY:

A. I think the last time was on a customer

2 that didn't pay their bill.
3
Q. Like in a collection-type of thing?

5
PAGE

MR. HAWKINS......................................... 3

6
7
8

9
0
1
2
3

.8

5

A. Yeah.
Q. What about the time before that?
A. I don't even remember.
Q. Don't remember? How about in any type of
what I would call a commercial type of suit, similar

A. Oh, never.
Q. As a general rule in a deposition, there's
a few things to keep in mind. And you were probably
told those before, and probably by your attorney;
that, for instance, everything that is being said is
being transcribed. As good as she probably is, she
has difficulty listening to two people at the same
time. So in a normal conversation, where we talk over
the top of each other, that's very acceptable in that
case, In this case, it's a problem. So even if my
questions like this one are terribly long, and go on
and on, I would appreciate if you'd wait until I'm
done. And then I'll extend you the same curtesy and
let you give your answer before I interrupt.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. The next one is just what we just did.

Q Bv I"& Hawkrns - LLOYD WHITE

Q. Okay. I've just come to know it as the
Mike Cook computer.
A. Okay.
Q. I wasn't trying to confuse you.
So the question is, something in Wes
Goodwin's report made you think that one of your forms
had been on that computer at some time.
A. Yeah. They're in the report, yes.
Q. Okay. Was that report filled out? Or was
it a blank form?
A. They -- they were filled out.
Q. How did the employees fill out those forms

at the Pocatello store where that computer is?
A. They list all their customers, and their
sales calls, and their potential customers, and
whatnot.
Q. Do they print it and hand write on it?
A. Those ones were all computer-generated.
Q. tiow does the employee -- I mean, you
bought the Pocatello store on -- is it August 1st of
20(15? So we're talking -- I'll represent that to you.
These employees worked for you until August 19th of
2005. So we're talking about during that time frame,
did you give that form to some ofthe employees to
use?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
'0

11
:2
3

'4
5
;6
'7
18

q2
43
4
5

hands, yes.

Q. But for you, the information is available
offof your computers in Washington, I mean, you knew
who your customers were, don't you?
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay. Do you have any factual evidence of
how that affected you? If indeed a list of customers
in the form of a sales call report was taken by one of
the employees? Is that what you're saying?
A. I think that's what the trial is about, is
how the law looks to see how that has affected us. So
I'm -- I'm not the witness to answer that question.
Q. You don't know?
A. So...
Q. But you're the one -- because the report
came to me. And I'm not sure what you're complaining
of. Is that somebody took the form and used it in
another company? Or is it that you didn't have a
report that you would have liked to have been able to
see?
A. They took proprietary customer lists.
Q. Okay. Your form had the customers added
to it. And somebody, you feel, took one?
A. This is a list of customers and the
forensic scientist -- or witness, says that, yes, they

I

72
A. Correct.
Q. And who would they give that form to when
they filled it out?
A. They -- they are returned to me.
Q. To you?
A. Yeah.
Q. How were they returned to you?
A. Normally by fax.
Q. Okay. And do they have handwriting on
them? Or is it all -A. Some do. These particular ones were
computer generated.
Q. Okay. What do you get off of that form?
Or that report?
A. Lists our customers when we see them.
Their values, as far as monthly values. Potential
sales.
Q. Okay. If you don't have -A. So it's a proprietary list of every
customer we have.
Q. On a
form in each store?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Is it the only list of your
customers?
A. That's in a -- that's in a salesman's

1
2
3

1

were taken off of there and the computer scrubbed. To
my knowledge.
Q. Yeah. I mean, obviously he'll say what -he's already given his deposition. But that's what
you understood.
A. I think he's already admitted to that,
yes.
Q. And what I'm trying to find out is, how
did that hurt your company?
A. That's what we're here for. And that's
not my job.
Q. Well, we're here to find out what you
know. I mean, if you're going to try to convince the
jury that you need some money -A. I'm not a witness. David Smith is the
witness to determine.
Q. This is different. See, David Smith
doesn't know anything about this.
MR. BRUNSON: Object.
Q. But I need to know from you, how did
losing that, if you in fact lost one, hurt your
company?
MR. BRUNSON: Object to the form.
Go ahead and answer.
A. I'm trying to answer it. I mean, to me

(Pages 69 to 72)
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Kent E. Hawkins

L&ME
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
Idaho State Bar #3791
Attorneys for Defendants

PN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PAINT SPRAY AND SUPPLY, Inc., HUGH
BARKDULL, individually, BRADY
1
RARKDULL individually, and MICHAEL
1
COOK individually,
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

M E M O m W LN SUPPORT OF
REmWD MOTION FOR SY
JUDGMENT

)

Defendants.

1

FACTS
The Defendants' original motion for summary judgment was heard by Judge Smith on July
10, 2006.' Partial summary judgment was entered by the court on September 6,2006 dismissing
four of the original ten counts2 and three defendants3 Wesco has twice moved for reconsideration
on select portions of the partial summary judgment dismissal, but the partial surnmary judgment has

h he general facts will not be repeated here, as they have been often repeated throughout the
numerous pleadings in this case. The court is referred to Judge Smith's 'Decision Re: Summary
Judgment," September 6, 2006, for an objective statement of the facts.
2~nterferencewith Contract (Count 111), Tortious Interference (Count IV), Violation of Unfair
Competition Act (Count VI), and Civil Conspiracy (Count IX).
3~utomotiveParts Warehouse, Inc. (APW), Holly Ernest and Tom Davis (owners of APW and
Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. (P&S).
MEMORANDUM M SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 6340
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and Wesco has had every opporlunity to gather evidence needed to proceed on the remaining issues
in the remaining counts and against the reniaining Defendants. Despite having now had almost three
years for discovery, Wesco has failed to come fonvard with any evidence that the remaining
Defendants improperly recruited other employees (Counts I and 11). Wesco has no evidence that
even a single customer was confused into purchasing at the wrong store (Count V). Weseo has never
proven that Cook erased or took anything of value off of his computer (Counts VIT, VIII and X). Just
as impodantly, Wesco has no evidence that any damages flowed from the conduct alleged in the
remaining counts by the remaining Defendants. Additional evidence has been produced, however,
which strengthens Defendants motion for summary judgment. These additional facts will be
referenced in the body of this brief. Because of the lack of such evidence, and the additional
evidence which supports the Defendants, full summary judgment is now requested on each of the
remaining counts.

STANDARD OF mmw
Summaryjudgment "shall be rendered forthwith ifthe pleadings, depositions, answers
to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there

is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment
as a matter of law."' Whether a fact is material depends on the substantive law of the case.9

Although the initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material
fact rests with the moving party, once that burden has been met, the burden shifts to the non-

moving party to come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact.''
Importantly, the non-moving party may not simply rest upon the mere allegations or denials
in the pleadings, but must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact
to be resolved at trial. The moving party is entitled to judgment when the non-moving party
fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that

IRCP 56(c). Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263 (2000).

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,248, 106 S.Ct. 2505,91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986).
'O Smith v. Meridian Joint School District #2, 128 Idaho 714,918 P.2d 583 (1996); Tingley v.
Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 867 P.2d 960 (1994).
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partygscase on which that party will bear thc burden ofproof at trial." Ifthere is an absence

of evidence on a dispositive issue for which the nonmoving party bears the burden of proof,

that party must "go beyond the pleadings and by ... affidavits, or by the depositions, answers
to intenogatories, and admissions on file, designate specific facts showing that there is a
genuine issue for trial."'2 Summar?/judment is mandated against the nonmoving party who
thereafier fails to present sufficient evidence to establish a genuine issue of fact for tria1.l3
The United States Supreme Court has stated:
In our view, the plain language of Rule 56(c) mandates the entry of
summary judgment, after adequate time for discovery and upon motion,
against a party who fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the
existence of an element essential to that party's ease, and on which that party
will bear the burden of proof at trial. In such a situation, there can be "no
genuine issue as to any material fact," since a complete failure of proof
concerning an essential element of the non-moving party's case necessarily
renders all other facts immaterial.
The moving party is "entitled to judgment as a matter of law" because
the non-moving party has failed to make a sufficient showing on an essential
element of [the] case with respect to which [they] have the burden of proof."
A non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more solid than speculation. A
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact.'"'There

is no issue

for trial unless there is sufficient evidence favoring the nonmoving party for a jury to return
a verdict for that party. If the evidence is merely colorable, or is not significantly probative,
summary judgment may be granted."16

Rule 56(e), I.R.C.P.; Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho at 170; Smith v. Meridian Joint School
District #2,128 Idaho at 7 19.
"

l 2 CeLotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 324-25, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986)
(internal quotations and citation omitted).

l3

Id. at 322, 324-25.

Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 31 7, 322-23,91 L. Ed. 2d, 265,273 (1986); Dunnick v.
Elder, 126 Idaho 308,3 1I, 882 P.2d 475,478 (Ct. App. 1994).
l4

l5

Edwards v. Conchernco, Inc., 111 Idaho 85 1, 853,727 P.2d 1279, 128 1 (Ct. App.1986).

l6

Anderson, 477 U.S. at 249-50 (citations omitted).
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Counts I and II originally were brought against all 19 Defendants and had two aspects: ( I )
taking Wesco's customers and (2) recruiting Wesco's employees. The first aspect, taking customers,
has been dismissed because there is no evidence any employee attempted to take customers prior to
the employees resignations.I7 Additionally, the court dismissed P&S, APW, Holly Ernest,Tom Davis
and "all employee Defendants except Dayley, Johnston, Brady, Cook and Hancock" from Counts

I and 11." Later, Wesco stipulated to the dismissal of Dayley, Johnston, and Hancock, leaving only
Brady and Cook as defendants on these counts. Brady and Cook now seek dismissal from Counts

I and 11.
Specifically the allegations against Brady and Cook are that they bb[coerced]Wesco's
employees to leave Wesco's employ" ... "by recruiting their fellow employees to work for P&S."'9
Judge Smith stated that "Brady may have breached a duty by talking to other employees about
quitting" and "Cook may have breached a duty by writing resignation letters for other employee^."^^
Summary Judgment is now sought for two reasons: (I) "talking to other employees about quitting"
and "writing a resignation letter for other employees," under the facts established in this case, does
not amount to actionable conduct; and (11) such conduct did not cause any damage to Wesco and is
therefore not actionable.

I.

Counts I and II (breach of employee duty ofloyalty) should be dismissed against Brady and
Cook because there is no evidence that either ofthem breached their duties.
A.

Bradv did not attempt to recruit any other employees. All key employees
were recruited directly bv P&S and all non-key employees learned about the
jobs from other employees, not from Brady.

Judge Smith cited Restatement 2"d of Agency 5 3932' in his analysis. In 2006, at about the

17

Decision Re: Summary Judgment, September 6, 2006, pages 9-16 (Smith); Decision Re:
Motion to Reconsider, November 29,2006, pages 3-7 (Smith); Memorandum Decision and Order on
Motion to Reconsider, January 30,2008, pages 4, 6.
'*~ecisionRe: Summary Judgment, September 6, 2006, pages 14, 16.
I9~irst
Amended Complaint, par. 48, 56.
20~ecision
Re: Summary Judgement, September 6, 2006, pp. 13-14.
2 ' ~ h Restatement
e
2"dof Agency 5 393 stated simply: "Unless otherwise agreed, an agent is
subject to a duty not to compete with the principal concerning the subject matter of his agency."
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JU~GMENTme
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time Judge Smith was writing his decision, the Restatement 3"' of Agency was being published. It
replaces the language cited by Smith with:

$ 8.04. Competition. Throughout the duration of an agency relationship, an agent
has a duty to refrain from competing with the principal and from taking action on

ternination of the aaencv relationshits. [Emphasis supplied.]
The underlined sentence is new, although the rule about preparing to compete was clearly stated in
the notes of the old version. Both legally and factually, Brady did not violate the rule as stated. He
was merely a "rrecruitee," along with the other employees, who was himself being recruited at the
same time they were. Nothing in the record refutes this.
A complete review of the record reveals that Ernest and Davis did not ask Brady to recruit
any other employees. Likewise, there is no evidence that Brady offered a job to any other employee.
It seems apparent that some ofthe other employees were curious about whether he was going to quit,
but Brady did not invite, encourage or ask any of them to quit Wesco. The simple truth is that Brady
was an at-will employee, being recruited by P&S, and that he made a decision to quit for his own
reasons, just as each of the employees had to make their own decision.
There is no evidence to refute Brady's testimony:
Prior to my resignation from Wesco on August 19,2005, I was never
3.
asked by Holly Ernest, Tom Davis, or any other person from Automotive Paint
Warehouse or Paint & Spray Supply to recruit any employees of Wesco or to extend
any offers of employment to any other employees of Wesco.
Although I had discussions with other employees about the offers of
4.
employment which had been extended to them by Holly Ernest during the day or two
prior to my resignation, these conversations were about our personal decisions each
of us faced in making a decision as to whether to resign from Wesco. The purpose
ofthese conversations was not to recruit these employees for Paint & Spray and I had
no authority to offer them any employment on behalf of Paint & Spray.
My invitation to go to work for Paint & Spray was extended to me by
5.
Holly Ernest. I needed time to think about this and wanted to know what the other
employees were going to do.22
These statements are undisputed and, even construed fully in favor of Wesco, cannot be
characterized as efforts by Brady to recruit any key employee to work for P& S while he was still

22~ffidavit
of Brady Barkdull, March 28, 2006.
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an employee of Wesco. We breached no duty of loyalty.
It is undisputed that l?&S (Ernest and Davis) recruited all eight of Wesco's lcey employees,
including all of the store managers and sales people, as well as two experienced counter workers.
This was done as Ernest and Davis took the lcey employees, some together and some separately, out
to dinner during the evenings of August 17 and 18 and offered them jobsz3
None of the key employees claim that Brady recruited them and there is no evidence that he
extended job offers to any of the other employees.24 The fact is, Brady had very few conversations
with other employees between the trr%leP&S gave him a job offer and the other employees'
resignation and there is no evidence at all of any affirmative conduct on his part to influence any
other employee.25
Although Brady was present at dinner when Ernest made the offer to Hancoek, her testimony
is very clear that she was given the job offer by Holly Ernest and that her decision to leave was not
based on pressure from Brady. Her reasons for quitting do not include any evidence that she was
influenced at all by Brady. She has specifically denied that Brady recruited her:

W O m S T FORmWSSIONNO. 3:

Admit that Brady Barkdull told
you that all departing employees were to quit Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., at 5:00
p.m. on August 19,2005.
ANSWR: Denied. This is a misc Cook Deposition, 2 1:9-18.
haracterization of what happened. I had already told Holly Ernest that I would accept his offer with
Paint & Spray. As a group, all of the employees decided that the best way to terminate the
employment was to simply resign, rather than giving a two-weeks notice. We felt it would be
awkward to continue to work for Wesco when we had already accepted jobs with Paint & Spray.
We also did not think it would be fair to continue contacting Wesco's customers, as Wesco
employees, when we had already told Paint & Spray that we were going to go to work for them. I
was also concerned that Wesco would not want us to continue working there after we announced our

23~eposition
of Holly Ernest, p. 8-3, 10, 13, 34. These eight "key employees" include Brady
(outside sales manager), Hugh Barkdull (outside sales in Pocatello), Mike Cook (store manager in
Pocatello), Jenny Hancock (store manager in Idaho Falls), Travis Dayley (store manager in Twin Falls),
Jeffrey Peck (outside sales in Twin Falls), Joel Johnson, (counter in Twin Falls), David Cristobal
(counter in Twin Falls).
2 4 ~ oexample
r
see Peck Deposition, p. 32; Dayley Deposition, p. 21-25; Johnston Deposition, p.
23-26; Cristobal Deposition, p. 13-1 8; Dobbs Deposition, p. 13, at 13-24; Hancock Deposition, p. 16-18,
p. 20-26, 28-30; McClure Deposition, p. 6-9; Shelby Thompson Deposition, p. 6-9; Reid Deposition, p. 67; Cook Deposition, p. 5 1-52. Note that a search of Tiffany Thompson's deposition reveals that Brady's
name was never mentioned at all.
25~ancock
Deposition, 16:18, 2 3 5 - 24:6,40: 10.
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resignations. I stmggled with the decision whether to give them a two-week notice, but decided it
was best to not do that2"
Likewise, although Brady had a telephone conversation with Dayley, and possibly other
employees on the morning of their resignation, it is clear that Dayley and the others had already made
the decision to resign after being recmited by Ernest and Davis. A good example of this is Dayley's
description of events between geMing the job offer while eating dinner with Ernest and Davis at
Jaker's restaurant in Twin Falls and the time he resigned. Two of his co-workers, Dave Cristobal
and Joel Johnson, were present. Afternard the three employees discussed the offer among
themselves, and later discussed it with other employees as well. Joel testifies that he did not give
Ernest and Davis an answer at that time, but went home to discuss the decision with his wife. After
making up his mind, he had to decide on Friday on how to go about his resignation. He did discuss
how to go about this with other employees.27 No where in his description of events is there any
indication that Brady offered him a job, or attempted to influence him in any way.28
A review of the comments to both the Restatement 2ndof Agency 8 393 and Restatement 3rd
of Agency § 8.04, makes it clear that Zfrddy's conduct as he made his decision to resign from Wesco
and go to work for P&S was not wrongful in any manner.
The fact is, Brady was the one being recruited, not the one doing the recruiting. The bottom
line is there is no evidence that Brady attempted to use his influence to recruit anyone. Giving
Wesco the benefit of all reasonable inferences, the most that can be said is that, after Davis and
Ernest offered jobs to Wesco's key employees, including Brady, same of the key employees
discussed their decisions with each other and with non-key employees, but this clearly did not
involve Brady offering jobs to anyone, or even influencing anyone. Brady's conduct is not
actionable by any stretch of the law. Without evidence of any recruiting conduct by Brady, the
remaining portions of Counts I and I1 should be dismissed against Brady.
B.

Cook's conduct in drafting a form letter of resignation took place after other
emplovees had decided to leave Wesco.

26~efendant
Jenny tiancock's Answers to Plaintiff's Requests for Admission, June 22,2007,
copy attached to 2ndAffidavit of Kent L. Nawkins, submitted herewith.
2 7 ~ a y l eDeposition,
y
pages 28 to 34.
2 8 ~ a y ~Deposition,
ey
28:24.
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Cook was recruited by Holly Ernest on Wednesday evening, August 1'7, 2005.29 After he
made up his mind to resign, he drafied, or dovvnloaded from the intemet, a resignation letter that, in
some form or mother, was adopted by other employees in Pocatello and Twin Falls.30 Reviewing
Cook's conduct, in light of the rule stated in Restatement 3'* of Agency tj 8.04, it is clear that Cook's
conduct is not actionable and does not mount to a breach of duty. This is because it is undisputed
that the letter was given to other employees only & they had already decided to resign. The
employees have explained that it was simply more convenient to use the same resignation letter Mike
was using than for each employee to take the time to write their own.)' The notion that the
employees were so empp-headed that they would sign a resignation form merely because it was
placed in front of them, is insulting and preposterous. There is no evidence that Cook did anything
to improperly influence the other employees. Without such evidence, the remaining portions of

Counts I and 11 should also be dismissed against Cook.

II.

Counts I and 11 against Brady and Cook should also be dismissed because Wesco has no
proof ofdamage caused by their conduct.
An equally compelling reason for dismissing the Counts I and I1 against Brady and Cook is

that there is no evidence that their actions in this regard caused any damage to Wesco. Count I,
Interference with Prospective Advantage, is a tort, and proof that damages were proximately caused
by negligent conduct is an essential element of every tort, including a tortious interference with

contract.32Count 11, Breach of ContractlBreach of Duties, is arguably acontract action (Judge Smith
held that the duty of loyalty is implied in the unwritten contract between every employer and
employee), and the law requires that a plaintiff establish, with "reasonable certainty" a causal link
between the breach of contract and the damages claimed. Thus, a failure to establish a causal link
between the alleged facts and the claimed damages is fatal to both tort and contract action.33

2 9 ~ o oDeposition,
k
52:8 to 53:lO.
30~ayley
Deposition, 33: 1-1 5.
3 1 ~ oinstance,
r
see Brady Barkdull Deposition, 76: 15; Day ley Deposition, 32: 1,33:14; Johnston
Deposition, 33:6.
3 2 ~ a g iValley
c
Truck Brokers, Inc. vs. Meyer, 133 Idaho 1 10,982 P.2d 945 (1999).
3 3 ~ u nv.n Ward, 105 Idaho 354,357,670 P.2d 59,62 (1983).
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A review of the Idaho cases on damages34shows that the law distinguishes between the level

of proof required to prove the element of the existence of damages caused by the alleged conduct,
which requires "reasonable certainly," and the required proof ofthe amount of damages caused by
the alleged conduct, which requires less certainw. Obviously the amount of damages caused only
becomes an issue if the existence of some damages caused by wrongful conduct has first been proven
with "reasonable certainly." Wesco's insistence that it need only prove that the remaining
Defendants' conduct was a "substantial factor" in its losses is skipping over the first element. Wesco
must first prove that Defendants' caused some damage with "reasonable certainty," and then must
also prove the conduct was a ""subslantial factor" in the cause of the loss. Wesco fails in both
respects. Note that the focus on both issues is on causation; it is not enough to prove damages, if
there is no causal link between the dareages and wrongful conduct.
The rule on proof of causation of damages has been applied in a recent Idaho case where the
court awarded zero ($0.00) damages. The plaintiff felt all he had to do was prove the violation of
a non-compete agreement and then prove a reduction in his profit margin. Trilogy Networks
Systems.~,Inc. v. Johnson, 177 P.3d 1119 (Idaho 2007). The trial court specifically agreed that there

had been a breach of a non-compete clause but then entered a judgment for no money. The Idaho
Supreme Court affirmed:
Trilogy argues that stating a conclusion regarding its profit margin, without any
factual support, is enough to take the issue of damages out of the realm of
speculation. Such is not the standard under Idaho law. Trilogy failed to offer into
evidence any proof of what its costs and profits would have been had Seastrom
awarded it the contract. Its only proof was conclusory statements that Johnson and
Trilogy would have made similar profits. . . . Trilom failed to persuade the district
court of any correspondence between what its profit would have been and Johnson's
actual profit, and thus failed to take the measure of its damages out of the realm of
speculation. Therefore, the district court did not e n when it declined to award
damages. [Underlining not in original.]
Trilogy, at 1 119. Thus, because plaintiff did not make a specific link between the breach of contract
and an item of damages, its case failed.
Likewise, in Magic Valley Truck the court found a plaintiff seeking to enforce a non-compete
agreement had failed to prove damages caused by the breach of'the agreement, even though the court

34Seeeases cited in Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike David Smith, including
Dunn and Trilogy.
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found a breach of the non-compete:
When damages are sought for lost business profits, the amount of the loss
rnust be proven with reasonable certainty. ""Reasonable certainty" does not require
that damages be proved with mathematical exactitude, but the evidence must be
sufficient to take the dmages out of the realm of speculation. Damages also must be
s h o w to be the proximate consequence of the defendmt's actionable conduct.
The district court's finding that Magic Valley did not prove, with reasonable
certainty, actual damages caused by breach of the noncompetition covenm is
supported by the trial record. Magic Valley's president acknowledged that he had no
evidence of any business being taken from Magic Valley by Meyer. The only
evidence presented by Magic Valley bearing on quantification of damages was the
testimony of the company's secretary-treasurer. She testified that during Meyer's final
twelve months of service for Magic Valley, from May 1, 1995 to April 30, 1996, he
generated gross receipts of approximately $97,000, as compared to gross receipts of
approximately $57,000 generated by Meyer's inexperienced replacement. After
netting out the salaries of the two individuals, she calculated that the reduction in
profit for Magic Valley was approximately $27,000.
The district court was correct in concluding that this testimony did not
provide an accurate measure of damages for breach of the noncompetition covenant,
for this decline in Magic Valley's profit was the result of Meyer's departure &om
Magic Valley, not of his emvloyment by a competitor. The same decline in income
would have occurred regardless of whether Meyer worked for a competitor or went
into an entirely unrelated industry. Meyer's employment was terminable at will, and
Magic Valley does not claim entitlement to damages caused merely by his choice to
leave the company. Therefore, we perceive no error in the district court's finding that
Magic Valley failed to prove actual damages caused by Meyer's breach of the
noncompetition covenant or by Continental's tortious interference with Meyer's
performance of the covenant.

Magic Valley Truck, at 117,952. That is exactly point here. The decline in Wesco's profits could
have been caused by, among many other possible causes, the at-will employees resigning, the
absence of non-compete agreements, and lawful competition fkom P&S which was going to occur
whether the employees left Wesco or not. There is no link between the $4.5 million being claimed
as a loss and the conduct claimed as unlawful, that cannot be better explained as the result of the
lawful conduct.
This lack of a causal link can exist either: (1) where there is no proof that the conduct caused
any harm, or (2) where there is proof that the loss would have occurred anyway, regardless of the
Both of these defects exist in Wesco's claim for damages. For example, in
defendant's c~nduct.~'

3 5 1 ~ J2.30.2;
1
Restatement of Torts 2d 5 432,433.
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a case where an employee was found to have breached his duty of loyalty to his employer by

assisting a competitor that he plamed to go to work for, the case was dismissed. Despite clear proof
of wrongful conduct, the court dismissed the action because of lack of proof of causation of
damages:
The problein that now confronts the Court after detemining that a breach of
employment duties has occurred is whether plaintiff has carried its burden as to
damages. While the Court has not directed that this matter be briefed, it cannot
conceive, out of all the evidence presented, any that would sustain plaintiffs burden
of proof. If the breach was the e q i n g on of a competitive business during the
course of employment, then plaintiff would be entitled to the profits. But that is not
the breach here in question. The breach is not in competing but in supplying raw
materials to the competitor. Under that situation it would be necessaw to oresent
evidence that Jackson's [the employee's1 failure to supoly h o u r Fthe new
emt~loverlwould have affected Cudahv's folaintiffsl market and then Drove with
reasonablecertaintvJthe market lost to Armour and the amount of that
loss that Cudahv could reasonablv be expected to gain. There is no evidence in this
case that Armour could not secure another source nor the amount of the market that
Cudahy could be ex~ectedto gain. Because plaintiff has failed to carry its burden of
proving damages on this claim. the claim must be dismissed.36
Cudahy Co. vs. America Laboratories, Inc., 3 13 F.Supp. 1339, 1349 (D. Neb. 1970). This absence

of proof of damages was also been the basis for the dismissal of suits against former employees in
'
was discussed in detail in the Motion in ~ i m i n e filed
~ * against
other cases, as in S a k ~ , ~which
Wesco's damage expert, David Smith.
While the cases cited above were not decided on summary judgment, the law stated in these
cases controls the result here and compels summary judgment because there is no evidence in this
case to support the link between losses claimed and actionable conduct. For instance in Trugreen

3 6 ~show
o how similar Wesco's case is to Cudahy, consider the court's next remark,
demonstrating that the court had been dealing with the same type of generalization of damages that
Wesco is attempting in this case: "The Court would only further add that plaintiff in its arguments, has
made claim that all of these actions on the part of all of the defendants are combined in a calculated plan
to steal plaintiffs suppliers and customers. If there is no actionable wrong as to any of the parts of what
plaintiff terms a calculated plan the sum of the whole can be no different." Cudahy, 1349.
37SaksFifth Avenue, Inc. v. James, LTD., 630 S.E.2d 304 (Va. 2006)
3 8 ~ eMemorandum
e
in Support of Motion to Exclude Testimony of David Smith, Filed February
28, 2008.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORTOF RENEWED MOTIONFOR SUMMARY ~ M E N 6340
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a case that is amaingly similar to Wesco's, a Utah court relied on Idaho law to grant summary
judgment to the Idaho defendants. In Trugreen I," just as in our case, the court had already excluded
the plaintifrs d m a g e expert. The court was then asked to consider whether this should result in
summary judgment against the plaintiff. In Trugreen If the court answered in the affimative,
applying Idaho law to the case and dismissing the Idaho defendants:
This second phase of sumrnary judgment arguments requires the court to determine
whether its prior order striking TruGreen's expert report and precluding the expert
from testilFying at trial necessitates dismissal of TruCreen's entire case against
Defendmts. . . . With this backdrop, the question becomes whether TruGreen has
provided sufficient evidence of causation and damages from other sources to
preclude summary judgment. The court finds that, with respect to the Idaho claims,
TruCreen has failed to provide sufficient evidence to preclude summary judgment
under Idaho law.
TruGreen contends that it has provided the court with sufficient evidence of
causation and damages to support both a lost profits theory and an unjust enrichment
theory of damages, even in the absence of Mr. Elggren's expert report. The unjust
enrichment theory measures damages by the amount of defendant's profits, while the
as the amount of profit lost to the plaintiff
lost profits theory measures ~I~xmages
because of the breach. TruCireen maintains that it can demonstrate that it was
damaged by each defendant's alleged wrongful conduct by offering the testimony of
TruGreen officers and upper management, who can testify as to TruGreen's business
practices, their personal interactions with the defendants, and their observations on
the decline of TruGreen's sales and the success of Mower Brothers. At the very least,
TruGreen argues that its potential entitlement to nominal damages precludes the
court from disposing of the ease on summary judgment.
Defendants argue that in the absence of Mr. Elggren's report, there is no evidence in
the summaryjudgment record from which a reasonablejuror could estimate damages.
Defendants contend that TruGreen's proposed lay witnesses are not qualified to opine
as to what alleged lost profits were sustained as a result of any of the Defendants'
actions, including an inability to assess the various intervening causes that impact
damages. Moreover, even if these witnesses were qualified to provide damages
testimony, Defendants assert that these witnesses' testimony still fails to demonstrate
any damages caused by the Defendants. Lastly, should TruGreen be entitled to
nominal, and only nominal damages, Defendants assert that summary judgment
would still be appropriate because they should not be burdened with a trial under
such circumstances.
The court finds that TruGreen has failed to produce evidence that would raise a

39~rugreen
Companies, LLC vs. Scotts Lawn Service, 508 F.Supp.2d 937 (2007).
40

Trugreen Companies, L. L. C. v. Mower Brothers, Inc., 2007 WL 1696860 (D. Utah)
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reasonable inference supporting causation and damages under a lost profits theory of
damages. TruGreen has failed to provide any admissible evidence that shows a causal
connection between TruGreen's alleged damages and the alleged wrongful conduct
of the Idaho defendants. In arriving at this conclusion, the court only considered
evidence in the summary judgment record-a record that contains little actual
testimony showing damages and causation. The court finds that even if the lay
witnesses identified by TruGreen are qualified to testify regarding damages, these
witnesses' testimony fails to show how the Defendants' alleged wrongful conduct
damaged TruGreen. Because Idaho has expressly adopted a lost profits measure of
damages for the claims at issue, the court finds it appropriate to grant summary
judgment for Defendants on all of TruGreen's Idaho claims. Finally, the court finds
that TruGreen's potential entitlemat to nominal damages docs not preclude summary
judgment because Idaho courts decline to remand cases for trial when a plaintiff is
entitled to nominal damages and TruGreen's "non-monetary" reasons for proceeding
to trial are unpersuasive.
Accordingly, the court GRANTS in part and DENIES in part Defendants' motion for
summary judgment-granting summary judgment for Defendants on all of TruGreen's
Idaho claims.
Tragreen II, at 2007 WL 1696860, page 1." This analysis applies to Wesco's case. Essentially, as

in Saks and Trugreen, it is obvious that Wesco's claimed $4.5 million dollar loss was caused by
numerous factors unrelated to the remaining allegations in this case.42 These other factors, which
constitute lawful competition include: (1) the existence of the new P&S stores, (2) the lawful
recruitment of key employees by Ernest and Davis, (3) lawful competition from former key
employees who were lawfully recruited and who were at-will employees and who were not bound
by non-compete agreements, (4) the goodwill that Ernest and Davis already had in Idaho when they
opened the stores, with or without the help of the employees, (5) the lawful resignation of non-key
employees who were at-will and who had no contact with the remaining Defendants during the time
they made the decision to resign, (6) the absence of at-will employees who could have quit at any
41

As to the Utah claims in Trugreen, the judge certified the issue to the Utah Supreme Court to
see if Utah would adopt the same law as Idaho had adopted in the Dunn case.
4 2 ~this
t point, the Defendants incorporate the entire contents of their "Memorandum in Support
of Motion to Exclude Testimony of David Smith, filed February 19, 2008." Defendants also incorporate
the entire second report of their damage expert, Tyler Bowles, dated March 6, 2008, submitted with the
Second Affidavit of Kent L. Hawkins. Af3er excluding Smith's testimony, the court allowed Wesco time
to obtain a new report from Smith to see if Smith could curs the defects in his proposed testimony.
Smith's new report has been supplied to the Defendants and will be the basis of a renewed motion to
exclude Smith, which will be filed concurrent with, or shortly afler this motion for summary judgment.
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The result is the same if Brady had gone away to an isolated island without his cell phone,
leaving only Ernest and Davis to recruit, which is what actually happened since Brady did no
recruiting. Ernest and Davis would have successfully recruited the same employees without Brady,
and Wesco's claim of loss would be the same. Wesco cannot link any conduct by Brady to their
claimed losses, and this requires the dismissal of Counts I and I1 against him.
B.

There is no evidence that Cook's conduct caused any damage to Wesco
because all such damage would have occurred a n y a y .

The same principles apply to the claims against Mike Cook in Counts I and TI. There is no
evidence that Cook's drafting a letter of resignation then used by other employees caused Wesco any
damage. There is no evidence any employee chose to resign because they were given a resignation
form letter prepared by a co-employee. More importantly, there is no evidence a customer left or
that Wesco lost a single sale because any employee used Cook's resignation form. Without this link
there is no support for Wesco's losses having been caused by any act of Mike Cook.
Another way to look at this issue is that, legally, as at-will employees, the employees did not
have to give any notice whatsoever. They could have quit at any time without notice or cause. They
could legally have simply walked off the job on Friday or simply not shown up on Monday. Such
conduct may have been rude, but not actionable. The point is, there is no proof that the use of
Cook's letter caused Wesco any dasmge. The key employees had already determined to quit
anyway. The customers would have leEt anyway. Ernest and Davis would have opened the P&S
stores anyway. Cook should be dismissed from Counts I and 11 for lack of proof of damages.
COUNT FIVE (BRADY BARKDULL, HUGH BARKDULL, MIKE COOK, P&S)

I.

There is no evidence that Brady, Cook, or Hugh Barkdzall caused any damages through
customer confusion, or that P&S benejtted wrongftrllyfrom any customer confission caused
by its new employees.
For this issue Judge Smith found that there was an issue of whether the employees caused

customer confusion by allegedly wearing P&E clothing after going to work for P&S or by using the
same personal cell phones they had used as Wesco employees after going to work for P&S. Judge
Smith was not presented with the issue of whether such conduct, if it could be proven, caused any
losses. The proof of loss on this would be simple - show that a single customer accidentally ordered
from the wrong store because Brady, Hugh or Mike were using P&E shirts or the same cell phones.
There is a glaring absence of any proof in the record that even a single customer was confused into
MEMORANDUM M SUPPORTOF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 6340
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ordering paint or supplies from the wong stare. Without such evidence Count V must be dismissed
against all of the remaining Defendants.
The fact is, the evidence is clear that both P&S and Wesco made sure that no customer was
confused. P&S visited each customer during the week follorrring its opening for the express purpose
of introducing themselves and making the customers aware of the new stores.44 Ernest and Davis
accompanied the salesmen on these visits. The effort was made to get the word out that there were
new stores in town, not to confuse anyone. In fact, Martin Evans, who was assisting Wesco in
contacting customers during the week after the new P&S stores opened, has testified that the
customers were well aware of the fact that there were now two stores in town, telling him frequently
that the P&S people had just been there and even showing him the literature from P&S showing the
P&S logo.45
The scant evidence Wesco seems to rely on is a vague claim that someone-not a
customer-saw a P&S employee wearing a shirt with a Paint & Equipment logo on it, and that
someone-not a customer, called a cell phone of a former employee and heard an answering message
that still said Paint & Equipment. Within ten days of the new stores opening, the employees changed
their cell phone numbers to make sure this was not a problem. The important point though, is not
a single customer has ever claimed to have been confused into making an order with the wrong
company. Wesco has no proof whatsoever that any damages were caused by customer confusion.
Wesco suspicions that P&S employees might have done something wrong, or tried to confuse their
customers is not evidence. There simply is no proof of any damages caused by customer confusion.
There is no evidence P&S accepted a benefit of any customer confusion, and no evidence that
Hugh arkd dull^^, Brady, or Cook, did anything to cause confusion. Count V should be dismissed
entirely at this point for lack of proof of wrongful conduct or a complete lack of proof of any
damage, based on the law as stated in conjunction with Counts I and 11, Part 11, above.

44

Deposition of Corey Hansen, p. 13- 15.

45~eposition
of Martin Evans, p. 62-64, specifically at 63: 10.
46

There is a particular absence of evidence against Hugh Barkdull. It is a mystery to the
Defendants why Wesco did not dismiss Hugh with the other employee defendants in February 2008.
Perhaps it is merely because of his last name.
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GOWTS VII, VIII AND X (COOK)
I.

Wesco has no evidence of an) losses caused by Cook S deletion offiles @om the Wesco
computer he used.

Wesco has accused Cook of taking confidential information off their computer for his use
at P&S, or of depriving Wesco of the benefit of information by deleting it. The accusations are
contained in Count VII (Computer Fraud Act), Count VIIl (Misappropriation of Trade Secrets), and
Count X (Conversion)." Cook denies doing anflhing harmful to the computer and has testified that
on the day he resigned he removed his personal files and programs from the computer at work and
reorganized the files on the computer to make it easier for whoever replaced him to use the
computer. He admits that his personal file included a list of customers and their phone numbers he
had created for his own use.
To support its accusation that Cook did something wrongful or harmful to the computer,
Wesco removed the hard drive from the computer and mailed it to Wes Goodwin in Texas. Mr.
Goodwin signed an affidavit that was submitted to the court in opposition to the motion for summary
judgment filed by the defendant^.^^ At the time that Judge Smith considered the computer issues on
the first motion for summary judgment, Goodwin's deposition had not been taken. We now have
the deposition of Goodwin and it is apparent that Goodwin's Affidavit contains speculative and
conclusory statements, as he readily admits throughout his d e p ~ s i t i o n . ~ ~
The basis of this renewed motion to dismiss the computer issues focuses on two issues: (A)
that 18 USCA S; 1030 is inapplicable because the computer was not a "protected computer" under
the act and (B) all computer related counts should be dismissed because of the lack of evidence of
any damages caused by Cook's actions.
18 USCA 6 1030 (Count VII) is not applicable to this computer or to the m e
of allegations made against Cook

A.

47

4

See "Decision Re: Summary Judgment," September 7, 2006, pp. 24,26, 29-30.
8

copy
~
of the Affidavit was previous submitted.

49

This testimony is presented in detail in the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Exclude the
Testimony of Wes Goodwin, and is incorporated herein.
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A civil action under 18 USCA

8 1030 ' b a y be brought

if the conduct involves one (1)

of the factors set forth in clause (i),
(ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) of subsection (a)(5) (B)." "mphasis added].

The only section that could be relevant is (iii), which states:
(A) Whoever-

(S)(iii) intentionally accesses a protected computer without
authorization. and as a result of such conduct, causes damage.

The key terms in this paragraph are ""protected computer'hd 'Urnage" both of which are defined
in the code. Judge Smith focused on the term "damagcY3utdid not (because no one asked him to)

focus on the tern "protected computer," which is defined:

(2)

The term "protected computer" means a computer--

(A) exclusively for the use of a financial institution or the United
States Govement, or, in the case of a computer not exclusively for
such use, used by or for a financial institution or the United States
Government and the conduct constituting the offense affects that use
by or for the financial institution or the Govement; or
(B) which is used in interstate or foreign commerce or
communication, including a computer located outside the United
States that is used in a manner that affects interstate or foreign
commerce or communication of the United States;
18 USCA 5 1030(e)(2). Obviously Cook's work computer was not owned by a financial institution
or by the United States Government. Likewise there is no evidence it was used in interstate
commerce. This computer was not part of Wesco's computer system, nor was it linked to the
computers at Wesco's home offices. It was used by Cook for local tasks only. Thus, 18 USCA 1030
does not apply and Count VII should be dismissed.

B.

Counts VII, VIII and X should be dismissed because there is no evidence of
anv loss or damage caused by Cook's actions as they relate to the computer.

Cook admits deleting certain programs and files fiom the Wesco computer he used.
Specifically, in his Affidavit Cook testifies:

5. M e n I left my employment with Wesco, I took with me only my
personal belongings. I specifically did not take any employee lists,
customer lists, customer information (such as custom paint formulas),
or any other business information or documents belonging to Wesco.
I did not download or forward by computer any such information of
any kind. I did not remove any computer or corrupt any computer
files of any kind. I did delete a personal work folder and two
M E M O R A N D U M IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION POR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 6340
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computer programs that were my personal programs (Microsoft
Office and Adobe) and that I had loaded on one of the Wesco
computers to assist me with my personal work and for personal
matters. This included the deletion of my personal customer
telephone list. All other customer in-fomation remained on the
computer, including location, telephone number, sales infomation,
etc."
Cooks deposition s u p p o ~this.
s He admits deleting his "work folder" and his program^.^' He admits

this "work folder" contained a list of customers and their telephone numbers, a spreadsheet that

wouId calculate a percentage of a number (similar to a very simple calculator), and some old letters
that had been written to customers. That is all the evidence there is. Wesco cannot dispute this.
The question is, did this deletion of files cause Wesco a loss? It seems apparent that
customers and phone numbers were readily available through the other computers, which were
hooked up to the main Wesco system where all invoices and billing were kept. This issue was
explored in great detail with LIoyd m i t e , an owner of Wesco, during his deposition taken in
February of 2008. We admitted that Wesco, of course, knew who its customers were without having
such a list on Cook's computer.52 When questioned at length, White was unable to explain, then,
how having lost one of many sources of customers names taken could have caused a loss. At one
point he claims that David Smith, their damage expert will establish this, but we already know that
Smith does no such thing.53 The point is, Wesco has failed anywhere to establish a causal link
between having any files deleted by Cook, and any damages. Likewise, Cook admits deleting an old
letter written to customers. Wesco has failed to make any link between copies of old letters and any
ascertainable loss. The truth is that Cook was cleaning up his computer, and left it in a condition
ready for Wesco's use by whatever employee replaced Cook. Nothing he did on that computer
50

Affidavit of Cook, par. 5.

5 ' ~ o o Deposition,
k
21 :9-18.

52WhiteDeposition, page 72:
2
Q. But for you, the information is available
3 off of your computers in Washington, I mean, you knew
4 who your customers were, don't you?
5
A. Yeah.

5 3 ~ eMotion
e
and Memorandum to Exclude Smith, which was granted.
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caused any h a m or loss to Wesco and the computer related counts should ail be dismissed. There
is also no proof that he took any "trade secrets'kr used them to compete with VVe~co.'~

CONCLUSION
All of the remaining counts, and all of the remaining Defendants should be dismissed from

this suit. This will give the Supreme Cwrt the oppodunity to review the entire case on appeal and
resolve as many issues as possible, including the "ha1 judgment7?of the entire case.

DATED this

l9

day of March, 2008.

Kent L. Hawkins
Attorneys for Defendants

5466

[Tlhe legislature also did not intend that merely hiring a competitor's employee constitutes
acquiring a trade secret. An employee will naturally take with [him] to a new company the skills,
training, and knowledge [he] has acquired from [his] time with [his] previous employer. This basic
transfer of information cannot be stopped, unless an employee is not allowed to pursue [his] livelihood
by changing employers." Northwest Bec-Corp, v. Home Living Service, 136 Idaho 835, 840,41 P.3d
263,268 (2002) [Emphasis supplied].
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I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one ofthe attorneys for the Respondent, in the abovereferenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing
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Michael D. Gafkey, ISEZ No. 3558
Jeffrey 1).Bmnson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEU PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Tel: (208) 523-5171
Fax: (208) 529-9732
Email: gafhey@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,

I Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

Plaintiffs,
VS.
Holly Ernest individually, Paint and Spray
Supply, Inc., an Idaho corporation, ilugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull,
Individually, and Mike Cook, individually,

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM: IN
OPPOSITION TO THE DEFENDANTS'
E N E W E D MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

The plaintiff, Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. (Wesco), through counsel of record,
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, respectfully submits the following memorandum in
opposition to the defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment.
INTRODUCTION
There are questions of material fact for a jury to decide. The defendants do not
properly apply the summary judgment standard to the facts. The defendants do not show
an absence of questions of mate14al fact justiflmg judgment as a matter of law. The
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment 1

defendants miscite, misapply, and rnisconshzlc all of the legal precedent relied upon in
their briefing. Simply, the law does not say what the dekndants say it does. Summary
j u d p e n t should be denied.

SUMMARY JU%)GMENTSTANDAm
A motion for s u m w judgment shall be granted "if the pleadings, depositions,
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any show that there is no genuine
issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law." IDAHOR. CIV.P. 56(c) (2007); G W F a r m s v. Funk Irrigation Co., 1 19 Idaho
514, 516-17, 808 P.2d 851, 853-54 (1991). When assessing a motion for sumsnary
judgment, the court must draw all facts and inferences in favor of the non-moving party.
G & MFarms, 119 Idaho at 51 7, 808 P.2d at 854; Sanders v. Kuna Joint Sch. Dist., 125

Idaho 872,874, 876 P.2d 154, 156 (Ct. App. 1994); Haessley v. Safeco Title Ins. Co. of
Idaho, 121 Idaho 463, 825 P.2d 1119 (1992).
The moving party bears the burden of establishing the lack of a genuine issue of
material fact. Tingly v. Hamison, 125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960,963 (1994). The nonmoving party is entitled to show a genuine issue of material fact regarding the elements
challenged by the moving party's motion. Olsen v. J A . Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706,
720, 791 P.2d 1285, 1299 (1990), citing, Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 3 17 (1986); see also
Badell v. Beeks, 1 15 Idaho 101, 192,765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988).
If reasonable people could reach different conclusions or inferences from the
evidence, the motion for summary judgment must be denied. Thompson v. Pike, 125
Idaho 897,900,876 P.2d 595,598 (1994); Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466,470, 716 P.2d
1238, 1242 (1986).
f-
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STATEmNT 0%
FACTS
The Court is well aware of the Gcts in this case. Wesco respecthlly refers the
Court to the detailed description of the facts in its June 28, 2006 memorandum in
opposition to the defendants7Motion for Summary Judment. Wesco incorporates those
facts, and the supporting affidavits, as if specifically set out herein.

I, There are questions of material fact whether Brady Barkdull (Brady) and
Mike Cook (Cook) breached their fiduciary duties to Wesco.
Brady and Cook conducted themselves in manner that violated their respective
fiduciary duties to Wesco. Brady did talk to other employees about the jobs with P&S
before he quit working for Wesco. (Brady Barkdull Dep. 78:20-80:24.) Cook did draft
letters of resirnation for Wesco employees before he quit working for Wesco. (Cook
Dep. 18:18; 20: 11-19.) The facts have not changed. And both, while still employed by
Wesco, failed to tell Wesco that P&S was recruiting them and other Wesco employees.
They were furthering their own and P&S's interests at the expense of Wesco. These
actions violated Brady's and Cook's duties of loyalty to Wesco. (Dec. re: Summ J. 1314.) It does not matter whether Brady discussed the P&S jobs on his own or at the
direction of P&S because Brady had a duty of absolute fidelity to Wesco. See R. G.
Nelson, A.I.A. v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409,412, 797 P.2d 117, 120 (1990)(citing Meinhard v.
Salmon, 249 N.Y. 458, 164 N.S. 545,546 (1928)). Brady's and Cook's failure to
disclose their conduct violated their duty of loyalty.
Idaho law on fiduciary duties is not the Restatement 3d of Agency. Even if it
were, the analysis does not change to Wesco's detriment. The defendants fail to point the

p
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Court. to a single Idaho appell&e decision approving the Restatement 3d. Instead, the

Court of Appeals' stakments in R Homes Gorp. v. Herr, 123 P.3d 720 (Idaho Ct. App.
2005), remain an accurate s u m a r y of Idaho's fiduciary duty law. This Court previously
stated:
The Restatement and its comments describe an agent" duty of loyalty as (I)
hrthering the principal's interests even at the expense of hisher own interests in
matters connected with the agency; (2) not soliciting the principal's customers
before the end of hisher employment; (3) not soliciting(whi1e working for the
principal) the principal's best employees to work for the agent after leaving the
business; and (4) not using confidential information peculiar to the principal's
business and acquired while working therein.
(Dec. re: S

m 5. 1 3 . ) ~

The law does not permit an employee to place himself or herself in a situation in
which the employee may be tempted by his or her own private interest to disregard that of
the principal. R Homes, 123 P.3d at 723. The law seeks to prevent the possibility of a
conflict between fiduciary duty and personal interest. Id. The employee must work with
only the principal's interest in mind. Id. Employees should not compete directly or
indirectly with their employer during the period of their employment. Id. Recruitment of
employees while employed by Wesco violated Brady's and Cook's fiduciary. See Twin

Falls Farm & Distrib. v. D & B Supply Co., 96 Idaho 35 1,528 P.2d 1286 (1974).
Additionally, the duty of loyalty requires employees to be candid with their
employer and not withhold useful information to an employer in the protection of its
interests. See DSG Corp. v. Anderson, 754 F.2d 678,682 (6th Cir. 1985) ("A fiduciary is
further obligated to disclose to his employer any information gained from whatever

Even if the Court were to adopt the Restatement 3d as the legal standard, Brady and Cook still violated
their fiduciary duties of loyalty to Wesco.
This Court also acknowledged the apparent privilege of making arrangements to compete. (id.)

Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
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source, which could damage the corporation."); Cmv. Counseling Sew. v. Reilly, 3 17
F.2d 239, 244 (4th Cir. 1963) ("~EJmployeemust prefer the interests of his employer to
his own.") Roger Howe (Howe) testified that he met with three of Wesco's employees:
Cook, Hugh Barkdull, and Brady. (Wowe Dep. 42: 17-44:2, January 16,2006.) Each of
the three denied that they had any information about plans to compete against Wesco.

(Id.) The Wesco employees denied their intent to defect from Wcsco. (Id.) T h s
conversation took place on or about August 17, 2005. (Id. 46: 17.)) Brady clearly
withheld infomation from his employer in violation of his fiduciary duty because he had
received a job offer fiom P&S 0s: 4ugust 11, 2005. (Brady Barkdull Dep. 89:5-12,
October 6,2005.)~

owe asked Bradypoint blank about his intentions to compete

against Wesco. (Wowe Dep. 42: 17-44:2.) Brady flatly denied Howe's query and in
doing so breached his duty of absolute fidelity. (Id.) During the period preceding the
August 17,2005 meeting with Roger Howe, Brady called Ernest 64 times in a nine day
span. (Bell Aff. Ex. A . ) ~The extent of the communication between Brady and Ernest
raises the inference that Brady was no longer loyal to Wesco and that Brady took actions
against his employer's interests while on Wesco's payroll. Such conduct violated
Brady7sfiduciary duty of loyalty. P&S offered Cook a job during the afternoon of
August 17,2005. (Cook Dep. 52:8-10, October 6,2005.) Hugh Barkdull received a job
offer at approximately 1:00 p.m. on August 17, 2005. (Hugh Barkdull Dep. 32:4-17,
October 6,2005.) These facts must be construed in Wesco's favor. For purposes of
summary judgment, Brady, Cook, and Hugh possessed information that they should have

This was six days after P&S offered Brady a job.
Not to mention the P&S letter dated August 16, 2005 listing Brady as P&S' employee.
This affidavit was previously submitted to the Court in June of 2006.

*>r*

,", ,-"
i
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disclosed to Wesco in fulfillment of their respective duties of loyalty. See L)SG Corp.

754 F.2d at 682. This is sufficient to survive summary judment. Their collective failure
to disclose this i n h a l i o n gets Wesco beyond s u m a r y judgment because whether the
infomation was b a m k l to Wesco a-onstitutes a fact question. The Court cannot hold
that the infamation withholding this infomation was not potentially hamful to Wesco
without intruding on the province of the jury.
There are questions of material fact about the recruitment of other Wesco
employees. Ultimately, it does not matter whether Holley Ernest or Tom Davis asked
Brady to recruit Wesco's employees.6 The current issue is whether Brady and Cook
discussed the P&S jobs with Wesco's employees while employed by Wesco. See

RESTATEMENT
20 AGENCY
§ 393; Abetter Trucking Co. v. Arizpe, 113 S.W.3d 503,s 12
(Tex. App. 2003). The Court's focus must be on the employee's conduct when
determining whether the employee breached hislher fiduciary duty. See Jensen v. Sidney
Stevens Implement Co., 36 Idaho 348, 353, 21 0 P.2d 1003, 1005 (1922). The record
indicates that Brady did discuss the P&S jobs with Wesco's employees. (Brady Barkdull
Dep. 78:20-80:24.) Similarly, Jenny Hancock testified that Brady decided that the
employees should walk out en masse. (Hancock Dep. 39:15-40:7, October 7,2005.)~
Brady was present at Hancock7s"recruitment" meal on August 17,2005. (Id. 23:5-23.)
Ernest and Davis contacted Brady well in advance of Wesco's other employees.8 At the
moment Brady sat down with Hancock and P&SYprincipals, he owed a duty to disclose
This may change after the appeal.

It should be noted for the benefit of the Court that Jenny Hancock's responses to the Requests for
Admission as attached to Kent L. Hawkins' affidavit of counsel do not contain the narrative following the
denial.
This raises the reasonable inference tkzt Ernest, Davis and P&S viewed Brady as the linchpin for the
scheme to cripple Wesco.

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
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his conduct and pa,rt:icipation in the recmitrnent scheme to Wesco because there was no
reason for Brady to be present at the recruitment meal unless Brady intended to persuade
Hancock to leave Wesco. The reasonable inference fiom his presence at the recruitment
meal is that Brady stood with P&S instead of with Wesco, to whom he owed a fiduciary
duty of loyalty. Another reasonable inference is that Brady a(.tended the meal in an effort
to influence Hancock to leave Wesco. These are merely two of many inferences that
defeat s u m a r y judgment. See Olsen, 1 17 Idaho at 720,791 P.2d at 1299.
Causation is a question for the jury. Earl v. Cryovac, l 15 Idaho 1087, 1090,772
P.2d 725, 728 (Ct. App. 1989). Causation can be proved by direct or circumstantial
evidence. Splinkr v. City ofhrampa, 74 Idaho 1, 10,256 P.2d 215,22 1 (1953). The law
makes no distinction between circumstantial or direct evidence. Wesco's case is based
on the evidence and its reasonable inferences. The defendants give themselves the
benefit of the favorable inferences contrary to the s m a r y judgment standard. The
Court should construe the evidence in Wesco's favor as the non-moving party. See
Thompson, 125 Idaho at 900,876 P.2d at 598. It is clear from Jenny Hancock's

deposition that Brady made the decision for the en masse resignation. (Hancock Dep.
39: 15-40:7.) The most probable and reasonable inference from this testimony is that
Brady's conduct proximately caused the manner in which the resignation occurred,
presenting Wesco with a "done deal" and preventing Wesco from trying to persuade
employees not to leave before they had already done so, and leaving Wesco with not a
single employee to continue operations. In short, it was done in a way calculated to cause
the most h a m to Wesco and Brady's conduct violated Brady's fiduciary duty. See
Augat, Inc. v. Aegis, Inc. 409 Mass. 165, 173,565 N.E.2d 415,420 (1991).

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
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Cook breached his fiduciary duty by not disclosing the harmful information to
Wesco. See discussion, supra. Cook also acknowledged that he copied and deleted
infomation from his work computer. (Goodwin Aff

tftf 14, 21.) Cook wrote the

resignations that were used by the majority of the employees. (Cook Dep. 18:18; 20: 1 119.) Cook wrote Hugh's and Brady's letter on a Wesco computer. (Jd. 20:25-2 1:1.) The
Court previously found that drafting resignation letters may have violated Cook's duty of
loyalty to Wesco. (Dec. re: S u m . J. 14.) The facts have not changed. Cook also
instructed Travis Dayley how to find a website that contained a template for resignation
letters. (Dayley Dep. 33:8-34:3, June 23, 2006.) These facts show how Cook breached
his duty to Wesco. He knew of and did not disclose the imminent departure of Wesco's
employees; he enabled their departure en masse from Wesco. The jury must decide
whether his conduct was a proximate cause of the departure of Wesco's employees and
Wesco's damages.
11. There are genuine questions of material fact whether Cook and Brady

interfered with Wesco's prospective economic advantage.

The defendants do not discuss interference with prospective economic advantage.
Wesco is not required to present evidence of the unchallenged elements of the claim. See

Thomas v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 887 P.2d 1034 (1994). The tort of
interference with prospective economic advantage was adopted in Idaho First National

Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 824 P.2d 841 (1991). The elements of
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage are:
1. The existence of a valid economic expectancy;
2. Knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer;
3. Intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy;
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment 8
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4. The irrte~crencewas wrongkl by some means beyond the fact of the
interference itself (is., that the defendant intedered for an improper puqose
or improper means); and,
5. Resulting in damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.

Highland Ep~ters,,Inc., v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338,986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1 999). The
foregoing statements are still the law governing this tort.
The defendants do not contest that Wesco had a valid economic expectancy, The
defendants do not contest that the defendants knew about Wesco's expectancy. The
defendants do not contest the facts supporting the third element of the claim: their
interference inducing termination of the expectancy. The defendants do not re-raise their
arguments previously made that the interference was not wrongful. Clearly the employee
defendants' conduct was wrongful beyond the interference because the interference
constituted a breach of their fiduciary duties of loyalty. Wesco has been damaged by the
wrongful conduct.
The remaining defendants on this count deleted computer files containing
customer information, stole computers, and stole other property, and conspired to with
other Wesco employees to defect fiom Wesco on the same date. Both Roger Howe's
testimony and Craig Russum's testimony make it clear that property was taken from the
Wesco offices. (Howe Dep. 94: 1-100:3; Russum Dep. 92:23-111:3, January 16, 2006.)
Though the defendants dispute that anything was taken, Wesco is entitled to the benefit
of the inference Wesco property was taken because this is simply summary judgment.
The facts show that Brady actively recruited Wesco employees at the command of Ernest,
Davis, and P&S. (See Bell Aff. Ex. A.) Brady called Ernest 64 times in a nine day span.

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to the Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
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(Id.) The Court can infer that Brady acted on Emest's behalf as a result of these phone
conversations. Brady lied to Roger Wowe about leaving Wesco. (Howc Dep. 42: 1744:2.) Brady, accompanied by Ernest, met with Wes Harris to solicit Harris' business
while Brady was still employed by Wesco. (See Harris Dep. 15:11-19:8, Ex. 3.) Cook
deleted infomation from his work computer that belonged to Wesco. (Cook Dep. 23:415, October 6, 2005.) The deleted information contained Wcsco's customer information.
(Id. 21 :5-23: 15.) Brady and Cook interfered with Wesco's prospective economic
advantage.
III.The evidence shows that more probable than not, the defendants' conduct
proximately caused Wesco's damages. The evidence also establishes the
amount of Wesco's damages to a reasonable certainty.
The defendants' brief suffers from a contorted misunderstanding of the law of
damages in business tort cases. The brief confuses the law'of causation with the law of
damages.
The defendants wrongly state that "proof that damages were proximately caused
by negligent conduct is an essential element of every tort, including tortious interference
with contract." (Def. Mem. Supp. Renewed Mot. Summ. J. 9.) The torts at issue are
intentional torts and are not based on negligence. Wesco does not need to present
evidence of negligent conduct when the remaining defendants have engaged in
intentional conduct. The defendants' argument is senseless.
The defendants claim that breach of fiduciary duty is "arguably" a contract action.
(Id.) The defendants' statement makes no sense and is without legal authority. "A
fiduciary who commits a breach of his duty as a fiduciary is guilty of tortious conduct to
2D TORTS5 874 (1979) (emphasis
the person for whom he should act." RESTATEMENT

%
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added).' The breach of the fiduciary duties owed to the psincipal is a claim based in tort
law. Idaho firsf f i t . Bank, 824 P.2d at 865 (describing breach of fiduciary duty as a
tort); see al'so Rockefeller v. Grabow, 136 Idabo 637,646,39 P.3d 577, 586 (2001).
Damages flowing from the breach of fiduciav duty are tort. damages. Rockefeller, 136
Idaho at 646, 39 P.3d at 5586.
The defendants argue that "the law requires that a plaintiff establish with
"reasonable centainty" a causal link between the breach of contract and damages
claimed."((Bef.

Mem. Supp. Renewed Mot. S u m . J. 9.) This is incorrect for two

reasons and misleading for another. First, damages for breach of fiduciary duty are tort
damages, not contract damages. Rockefeller, 136 Idaho at 646,39 P.3d at 586. Second,
the correct evidentiary standard for proximate cause in a tort action is "more probable
than not" rather than the "reasonable certainty" standard urged by the defendants. The
Idaho Jury Instmetions are the best resource for understanding what is required to prove
proximate cause. The IDJI on b~ctfden
of proof states that a jury must be convinced that
an allegation, i.e., each element of the claim, is more probably true than not true. IDJI 2d
1.20.1. Moreover, Wesco is only required to prove that the tortious conduct was a
substantial factor in "bringing about the injury." See id. at 2.30.2. Consequently, when a
jury must decide whether conduct proximately caused a harm it must decide that the
conduct more probable than not constitutes a substantial factor in bringing about the
injury, loss, or damage. Id. at 1.20.1, 2.30.2. Finally, the statement is misleading
An interesting corollary to this rule is that when a person knowingly assists a fiduciary in committing a
breach of trust he himself is guilty of tortious conduct and is subject to liability for the harm thereby
caused. Restatement 2d Torts 5 874, cmt. c. This is one of the issues upon which Wesco seeks review on
appeal because a clear inference can be derived from the voluminous communications going on between
Brady Barkdull and Holly Ernest prior to Barkdull's resignation from Wesco: that Ernest was instrumental
in assisting Barkdull in violating his fiduciary duties to Wesco. It is highly improbable that Barkdull would
have done what he did without Ernest's imprimatur.
1-
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because the standard of proof for causation, whether liability sounds in tort or contract, is
identical. Id. 902 ("'as being the probable result of breach of the contract"').
The defendantsYiscussion of proof requirements becomes even more confusing
where discussing &ages.

Proof requirements for damages are the opposite of what the

de-fendanls suggest on page 10 of their brief The existence of damages is subject to the
same proof requirement of any other element, viz. more probable than not. See i.e. IDJI
2d 901. A plaintiff only has to prove the amount of lost profits damages to a reasonable
certainty. See GrifJith v. Clear Lake Trout Co., he., 143 Idaho 733,740, 152 P.3d 604,
61 1 (2007). Assuming that the seemingly daunting language, "reasonable certainty"
means something other than "more probable than not" (see drscussion below), the Idaho
Supreme Court has stated that it means merely that "the evidence need only be sufficient
to remove the amount of damages from the realm of speculation." Grzfith, 143 Idaho at
740, 152 P.3d at 6 11. Since all evidence must be more corporeal than "speculation" there
does not seem to be much, if any, distinction between damages evidence and any other.
The defendants' argument that there are "alternative" causes for Wesco's loss that
must be eliminated has been rejected. Idaho law on proximate cause is clear that the
defendants' conduct need not be the sole cause of the harm. IDJI2d 2.30.2. Even if there
are several legal causes for a loss, if a jury finds that a wrongful act is a substantialfactor
in the loss, then the wrongful actor is liable for all resulting damages. Id. Furthermore,
the Rockefeller court considered whether failure to account for alternative causes of the
harm constitutes insufficient foundation for expert opinions on damages in tort cases.
Rockefeller, 136 Idaho at 646, 39 P.3d at 586. In Rockefeller, the Court found that the
district court had not abused its discretion in allowing a qualified expert witness to testify
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lost profits suffered by Wcsco. (Id.) Smith's calculations are to a reasonable certainty.

(Id.) Smith" testimony precludes summary judmetll because a jury could reasonably
believe Smith and conclude that the defendants are liable for Wesco's damages.
Summary j u d p e n t must be denied because there are issues of fact.

The defendants cite T r i l o N;cr~jork
~
&ferns, h e . v. Johnson, 172 P.3d 1 119
(2007), 2007 Ida. LEXIS 2 14. This decision is not even relevant to the case's issues.
Trilogy Network Systems involved claims for breach of an anti-competition covenant. Id.
at * 1-"2. The damages for breach of an anti-competition clause are contractual. Id. The
Trilogy Netwark Systems decision involved review of a final judgment. Id. at *5. Trilogy
N e ~ o r Systems
k
offers the Court no guidance on an action for breach of fiduciary duty.
The defendants misquote Trilogy Network Systems. In Trilogv Network Systems, the
plaintiff made conclusory statements about its profit margin. Id. Those statements by the
company were the sole basis for its damages. la'. This case is different. Both Wesco and
the defendants produced extensive financial information to Smith. (See generally Smith
Dep.) The backing documents and "real world" numbers were produced to Smith. (Id.
19:19-20:6.) Thus, as an evidentiary matter, Smith's calculations are not speculative or
indulgent conclusions about Wesco's profits and losses. (See id.) Smith's numbers are
based on P&S financial figures produced in discovery. Smith also linked the defendants'
wrongful conduct to the lost profits. (See Smith Aff. Ex. A.) The Court has not excluded
Smith's supplemented opinions. Smith states that the defendants' conduct constituted a
substantial factor in the approximately $4.5 million in damages suffered by Weseo. (Id.)
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The Court must construe this testimony favorably for Wesco. See Olsen, 117 Idaho at
720, 791 P.2d at 1299. Smith's testimony generates questions of fact.13
The Magic Vizlley Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 Idaho 110,982 P.2d 945
(1999), does not apply. The lawsuit in Meyer centered on the breach of a noncompetition
covenmt. Id. at 112, 982 P.2d at 947. l 4 In this case, the lawsuit focuses on the
dcfendants3ntentional torts. Smith connected the conduct of the remaining defendants
to his reasonably certain damage calculation of $4.5 million. (Smith Aff. Ex. A.) Smith
has never said, nor is he required to say, that the defendants' wrongful conduct
constituted the only cause of the loss suffered by Wesco. See lDJ12.30.2. Proximate
cause does not require sole causation. Id. The law requires that more probable than not
the wrongful conduct be a substantial factor in bringing about the loss. Id. 1.20.1, 2.30.2.
The defendants argue that the damages were going to occur regardless of the
wrongful conduct of the defendants. This is an especially convenient argument since it is
a hypothetical not susceptible to being proved or disproved. It's speculative. It cannot be
proven as more probably true than not true as the 1DJI's require. Contrarily, the evidence
shows that the industry involved is fughly technical. (Dec. re. Surnrn. J. 3; Dayley Dep.
54: 10-55:7.) In order to be effective, a salesperson needs background and training in the
industry. (Id.) The technical background and experience gives salespeople an edge when
they solicit customers. (Id.) Therefore it is extremely unlikely that had the key
employees not been recruited in violation of the defendants' duties of loyalty that Wesco
would have been damaged in the manner that it actually has been damaged. It is also
l 3 The Court also noted at the February 29,2008 hearing that a business owner is always competent to
discuss the damages to his or her business. So long as the proper foundation is laid, Wesco's owners can
testify sufficiently to prove Wesco's damages case.

l4 There were separate claims against Meyer's employer for tortious interference with prospective business
advantage and tortious interference with a contract. Meyer, 133 Idaho at 112,982P.2d at 947.
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The defendants rely on Tmgreen Cb., L.L. C. v. hrlower Brothers, Inc., 2007 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 41914 (D. Utah June 8,20071, for their argment that Wesco cannot prove
its damages. Unlike Trugreen, Wesco has Smith's suylplemental report and affidavit.
(See Smith Aff. Ex. A.) There are sufficient facts in the record that the jury may rely
upon for reasonable inferences. Causation does not inherently require expert testimony.
Sheridan v. St. Luke's Reg'lMed. Ctr., 135 Idaho 775,785,25 P.3d 88,98 (2001).
Causation can be shown by direct or circumstantial evidence. Splinter, 74 Idaho at 10,
256 P.2d at 22 1. Idaho recognizes that causation can be shown from a chain of
circumstances from which the ultimate fact required to be established is reasonably and
naturally inferable. Sheridan, 135 Idaho at 785, 25 P.3d at 98. Expert testimony is only
required when issues in the case require specialized or technical knowledge to explain the
evidence and assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence. IDAHOR. EVID.702
(2007). This is a case where causation does not require expert testimony. The jury can
infer causation based solely on the facts presented by direct or circumstantial evidence.
There is sufficient evidence in the record favorable to Wesco. Unlike Trugreen,
Wesco does not solely rely on its foundational statements for what it intends to prove at
trial. Wesco relies on its owners' testimony, Smith's testimony, and all of the evidence in
this case for its theory of causation and calculation of damages.
Section IIA of the defenthiints' brief contains no citation to the record. The
section also does not even pretend to apply the law to the facts. The procedural posture
of the case is summaryjudgment. Wesco does not have to establish its claims as a matter
of law. Instead, Wesco, as the non-moving party, only needs to show that there are issues
of fact for a jury to decide. Olsen, 117 Idaho at 720,791 P.2d at 1299. Smith's affidavit
I"
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clearly links the defendants' w o n g M conduct and Wescok losses. (See general4 Smith
Aff.)
Section 1114 is similarly problematic for the defendants. Smith has testified that
the drafiing of a resignation letter m d its dissemination breached Cook's fiduciary duty.
(Smith Aff. flfl 1 1- 13.1 The composition of the letter was a substanlial factor and
contributor to the en masse resignation of the employees. (fd. 7 12.) Therefore, the
defendmts procured the employees' depa&ure through actionable means because it
constitutes a breach of Cook's fiduciary duty. There is a direct causal link between
Cook's conduct, the departure of Wesco's employees, and Wesco's lost profits.16
Summary judgment should be denied.
IV. There are questions of fact on the issue of unfair competition.

The defendants engaged in unfair competition. Judge Smith's commentary on the
evidence should not limit Wesco's unfair competition claim to only the issues of
"wearing P&E clothing while working for P&S" or the maintenance of P&E cell phone
numbers for the employees while employed with P&S. The law governing summary
judgment proceedings requires only that the Court determine whether there are questions
of material fact for a jury to decide. See IDAHO R. CIV.P. 56(c). The rule and the case
law say nothing about improperly commenting on the evidence. Judge Smith's
comments also do not exclude claims for the use of the P&S name in the market where
Wesco's stores are located. Judge Smith only addressed the selection of the P&S name
and never considered the use of the name in Southeastern Idaho. It is the use and of the
l6 The defendants' arguments in this section are un-provable hypotheticals. The world will never know if
the customers would have ceased doing business with Wesco even if the employees had simultaneously
departed without Holley Ernest and Tom Davis pulling the puppet-strings or Brady and Cook breaching
their fiduciary duties in multitudinous ways. The defendants do not have "more probable than not"
testimony supporting their speculation.
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name in a market that raises unfair competition. Thus, Wesco should be allowed to
litigate its Full claim for unfair competition instead of some trnrncated version of the tort.
ldaho recopizes the tort of unfair competition. See Cazier v. Economy Cash

Stores, 7 1 Idaho 178,228 P.2d 436 (195 1). The law of unfair competition has its roots in
the comon-law tort of deceit; its general concern is with protecting consumers &om
confusion as to source. Foodland firniture, LLC v. Larsen, 142 Idaho 140, 147, 124
P.3d 1016, 1023 (2005). The ldao Supreme Court has said:
A dealer coming into a field already occupied by a rival of established reputation
must do nothing which will unnecessarily create or increase confusion between
his goods or business and the goods or business of his rival. Owing to the nature
of the goods dealt in, or the common use of terms which are publici juris, some
confbsion and damage may be inevitable, but anything done which unnecessarily
increases this confusion and damage to the established trade constitutes unfair
competition.

Am. Home Benegit Ass 'n, Inc. v. United Am. Benejt Ass 'n, Inc., 63 Idaho 754,763, 125 P.2d
1010, 1014 (1942). In cases where similar names exist and confusion as to source exists, "it
is sufficient to show that such deception will be the natural and probable result of the
defendants' acts." Id. at 764, 125 P.2d at 1015. Similarity of names, regardless of when the
names were registered with the state, is probative of confusion. See D.L. Anderson 's

Lakeside Leisure Co., Inc. v. Anderson, 2007 Wisc. App. LEXIS 955, *P38. Both the
proximity of the businesses to each other, the overlap in products provided or services
rendered, and marketing methods all go to the issue of unfair competition. Id. All of those
issues should be fairly and fully litigated.
Thus, the defendants are wrong. Wesco does not need to show actual confusion;
instead, the legal test for unfair competition is the likelihood of confusion. See Am. Home

Benefit Ass 'n, 63 Idaho at '764, 125 P.2d at 1015. Smith's supplemental report and affidavit
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establish that the use of the P&S name in the new markets, the use of the cell phones, and
the use of P&E clothing more probable than not caused confusion as to source. (Smith Aff.

1/ 20.) Fwhemore, there is evidence that Brady did not change his cell phone number until
the Court ordered f-um to do so. (Brady Barkdull Dep. 985-13.) The P&S stores were
located within blocks of the Wesco stores. (Verified Gompl. 'lj 35.) Since the defendmts do
not apply the correct law, the motion for s m a r y j u d w m t should be denied.

V. There are questions of material fact on WescoysCFAA claim against Cook.
Cook's Wesco computer qualifies as a protected computer under the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA). A protected computer under the CFAA is any computer
"used in interstate or foreign commerce or communication. . . ." 18 U.S.C.

1030(e)(2)(B)

(2008). Cook's computer was used in interstate commerce and in an industry affecting
interstate commerce. The defendants' arguments fail.
Two months prior to the sale of the P&E stores to Wesco, the P&E computers were
connected via DSL to the internet. (Cook Dep. 12:s-10.) This was done to move away
from the frame relay system that had previously been in place. (Id. 12:13.) Prior to the DSL
connection, the computers were connected to P&E's intranet out of Washington. (Id. 13:24.) The offices in Washington could access the computers in Idaho and take information
directly off the Idaho computers. (Id. 16:2-4.) Cook's computer was located in the
Pocatello store. If the computer was connected to the servers in Washngton and
communicated with the Washington servers, then the computer was used in interstate
commercial activity. Certainly, once the computer was connected to the internet the
computer became a protected computer within the CFAA.
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The fime relay conneetion and the internet comection are fatal to the defendants'
arguments, In UpritedStates v. Kimlep; 335 F.3d 1132 (10th Cir. 2003), the defendmt
appealed his conviction for the dis~butionof child pornography under 18 U.S.C. ij 2252(a),
claiming that the statute was uncmstilutional because '"here was no evidence that intershte
comerce was subshntially affected, and the mere fact that be had internet access, without
more, cannot stllisEy the interskte comerce count of the skhte." Id. at 1139. The court
held that because "every kmsmission kom kis computer via the internet necessarily cross
state lines . . . the jury could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that the interstate
commerce element of the statute was constitutionally applied." Id. at 1 139-40. Thus, the
fact that the computer had internet access evjscerates the defendants' arguments. See also
United States v. kirmmersell, 196 F.3d 1137, 1139-40 (10th Cir. 1999) (upholding the
defendant's conviction under a federal threat to injmckihap statute after he sent a bomb
threat over America Online's Instant Messenger to a recipient in the same state; the court
stated that because the threat routed though America Online's server in VFrginia whle the
defendant and the recipient of the message were in Utah the communication was interstate).
There are questions of material fact whether Cook caused damage to the Wesco
computer that he used. Cook admits that he deleted information from the computer. (See
generally Cook Dep.) Deleting information from a computer impairs the integrity of the
information contained on the computer. See Worldspan, L.P., 17. Orbitz, LLC, 2006 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 261 53 (N.D. Ill. 2006). The term integrity connotes diminution in the complete
nature or usability of the data or information. Id. Cook's conduct diminished the integrity
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and availability of the computer's informationi7 (See geneally Cook Dep.) Wesco
suRcred significant:losses as a result.
In this case, Cook deleted information from Wesco's computers concurrent with his
tmination of employment with Wesco. (See general4 Cook Dep.) The information
deleted contained customer lists, customer telephone nmbcrs, a sales calculator, car show
infomation, and letters to customers wriuen on behalf of Cook's employer. (id. 2 I :525:20.) When Wesco attmpted to open its doors after the mass walk-out, this information
was unavailable to Wesco. The absence of this information caused an interruption in
services at a critical time for Wesco and hindered Wesco's capacity to deal with the crisis in
which it found itself. The intemption in service caused by Cook's actions is the
quintessential predicate to recovering lost revenue under the CFAA. See Resdev, LLC v. Lot
B u i l h s Ass 'n, 2005 U.S. Dist LEXIS 19099, "10 (M.D. Fla 2005). h s t revenue that
resulted from the interruption of service caused by the damage to Wesco's protected
computer is a recognized remedy under the statute. The term loss is defined in the statute:
The term loss means any reasonable cost to any victim, including the cost of
responding to an offense, conducting a damage assessment, restoring the date,
program, system, or information to its condition prior to the offense, and any
revenue lost, cost incurred, or other consequential damages incurred because of
interruption of service.
18 U.S.C. 5 1030(e)(ll). Smith made the causal connection between the deletions of the
information contained on the computer to Wesco's lost profits. (See Smith Aff. 7717- 19.)
Thus, there are issues of material fact as to the damages suffered by Wesco as a result of
Cook's conduct with his Wesco computer.

''

Additionally, Cook did not just remove the information from the computer. Wes Goodwin, Wesco's
computer forensics expert, testified in both his affidavit and in his deposition that the information was
copied. (See Goodwin Aff. & Dep.) The relevant portions of Goodwin's deposition were submitted to the
Court in response to the defendants' Motion in Lisnine to exclude Wes Goodwin on February 22,2008.
They were attached to Wesco's afidavit of counsel submitted on that date.
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As a result of the foregoing, the defendms' Motion for S u m a s y J u d ~ e x zshould
t
be denied.

DATED: May 1,2008.

~effrefl.Bmson
Of Beard St. Glair Cafiey PA
Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
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I

STATE OF IDAHO

I, John M. Avondet, having been duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
I am over the age of 18 and I have knowledge of the facts contained in this

1.

affidavit, and know the same to be true. I am competent to testifjr to the facts set forth in
this affidavit.
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2,

I am an attomey with the law firm, Beard St. Clair Gafhey PA, counsel

for the Plaintiff, Wcsco Autobody Supply, Inc.
Attached as Exhibit A is an excerpt from the deposition of Brady Barkdull

3.

dated October 6,2005.
Attached as Exhibit B is an excerpt from the deposition of Michael Cook

4.

dated October 6,2005.
Attached as Exhibit G is an excerpt from the deposition of Roger Howe

5.

dated January 16, 2006.
Attached as Exhibit D is an excerpt from the deposition of Hugh Barkdull

6.

dated October 6,2005.
Attached as Exhibit E is an excerpt from the deposition of Jenny Hancock

7.

dated October 7,2005.
Attached as Exhibit F is an excerpt from the deposition of Travis Dayley

8.

dated June 23,2006.
Attached as Exhibit G is an excerpt from the deposition of Craig Russum

9.

dated January 16, 2006.
10.

Attached as Exhibit H is an excerpt from the deposition of Wes Harris

dated June 8,2006.
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I N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
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)

)

i
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HolLey Ernest individually,
Automotive Paint Warehouse, et
al.,

)
)
)
)

Case No.
CV-05-3527
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1
)
)
f

Defendants.

)
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2

Q. Did you talk to each one of the people
3 employed in the Twin Falls office about resigning?

Q. Okay. Did you have any input into the
4
5 wording of this letter?

7

Q. Okay. At this point in time Mr. Cook

5

Q. Who did you talk to?

7

Q. Okay.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Q. Did you direct him to prepare some kind
12 of resignation letter for you?

20

Did you talk to them together or

A. Separately.
Q. And when did your conversation with
Travis Dayley take place?
A. I believe Thursday the 18th.
Q. Okay. And when did your conversation
with Jeff Peck take place?
A. Ibelieve it was the next day.
Q. Okay. What was said between you and
Mr. Dayley in that conversation on -- I guess it
would have been the 18th, the same day?
Q. Okay. What was said?

A. He had been contacted about going to
22 work for Paint and Spray and told me about that he
23 decided he was going to.

Do you know, did Mr. Cook contact all of

PAGE 78

I here from Jeff Peck; there's one from Travis Dayley,
2 Joel Johnston, etcetera, from all of the various
3 stores. Do you know if Mr. Cook contacted each one
4 of those people individually and made this offer to
5 prepare a resignation letter for them?
6
A. Idon't know.
Q. All right. What discussions did you
7
8 have with your various employees? And I don't
9 necessarily want to go through them one by one by
10 one, but obviously when pretty much, actually,
11 everybody in the company resigns on the same day
12 using the same letter, I would assume that there had
13 been some discussions between you and your various
14 employees about resigning from Wesco before this
f5 decision was or before the letter was actually
16 sent.
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. Is that true?
A. Yes.
19
Q. Did you have an actual meeting, for
20
21 example, with the people down in Twin Falls about
22 resigning as employees of Wesco?
A. No.
23
Q. What discussions did you with people in
24
25 Twin Falls?

--

www.tandtreporting.com

-

Q. Okay. When you say Paint and Spray, are
2 you talking about Automotive Paint Warehouse?

. Ididn't hear the -6

Q. I didn't hear the answer to the previous

MR. DUNN: Who contacted -Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: It was: Who contacted

--

int do you go by Paint and
motive Paint? The reason I'm
nt is that's the actual corporate

Q. Did he say who contacted him from
16
17 Automotive Paint?

Q. Who was that?
Q. When you talked to Mr. Peck about
22 resigning as an employee of Wesco, did he indicate to
23 you also that he had been contacted by Mr. Ernest?
25

?

Q. I want you to list for me ail of the

T&T REPORTING
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Q. When you had this meeting with

5
6 Mr. Ernest on August 11th' and Mr. Davis, I guess,
7 down in Tremonton, did you have lunch or something

9
10

A. We met early for breakfast
Q, Okay. Were you offered a job at that

4
Q. You'm the general manager; you should
5 probably know that,
A Idon? know. Idon't know the numbers.
Q. As the general manager you don't know if
7
8 any of those stores are profitable yet?
Q. Now many customem of Paint and
10
11 EquipmentSupply or customers of Wesco are now
12 customers of Automotive Paint in any of the three

Q. And Mr. Ernest or Mr. Davis, one of the
13
14 two or both, told you that they were going to open
15 stores in these three locations: Twin, Idaho Falls,
16 and Pocabllo?

A. I don't know how to answer that I

Q. Did they tell you that they had already
18
19 leased faciwes?

21

Q. Do you know when they actually executed

3

Q. Specifically what was the offer made to

5

A. To go to work for them if Iwas

2 that business?
3
A. Some of it, yes.
Q. What customers that were doing business
5 with Paint and Equipment Supply are now doing
6 business with Paint and Spray Suppiy? Give me some

7

Q. What was the job going to be?
A. As the general manager.
Q. What was discussed with regard to your
10 current employment with Wesco?
A. Nothing. I mean, they knew Iworked for
I1

8

A. It wasn't even discussed.

A. J&J Auto Body, Premier Auto Body,
Harry's M y Repair, Prestige Auto Body, Prestige
Annex, Dan's Truck Repair, EIfackfoot Motor Supply,
Bower Collision, Powell's Body Shop, Anderson Auto
Body, Burdette Auto Body, Hanis Collision, Buzz's
Auto Body, West Motor.
MR. DUNN: Mike, and he can continue
17 anwring; I have no problem with that But we are
18 in the process of compiling a complete list of all
19 the customers of I0
11
12
13
14
15

23

m.tand&eporting.com
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3 you email Holley Ernest, for example, on it?
Q. Mow, you were asked to bring some cell
5
6 phone records, as Irecall.
MR. DUMN: I don't know if they've copied
8 them yet; I'llgo check.

7 related to work, there was no business e-mail address
8 they could contact you at?

THE WiTNESS: It is to me.

16 reimburse me up to $100.
17

Q. $100 per month?

0

MR. GAFFNEY: Why don't you give me a couple
1 minutes; I'm probably done.

(Exhibit *.002 marked.)

2

MR. DUNN: Okay.
(A recess was taken.)
MR. GAFFNEY: Go ahead.

3

Q. I had actually three questions,

-

2 your wife's phone, a portion of that?
4

6
7
8
9
I0
12

Q. And your number is, what, 251-5130?
A. It was at that time, yes.
Q. Okay. Is this account no longer active
or did you just change your phone number?
A. I changed phone numbers.
Q. What's your current numkr'!
A. (208) 251-6632.
Q. Why was that change made? Was that
pursuant to the court's order?

Did you ever sign any kind of employment
6 contract for a period of term that had conditions of
7 whether you could leave or anything like that with
8 Paint and Equipment prior to Wesco's purchase?
10

Q. Okay. When you worked at Paint and
14
15 Equipment Supply and then even after Wesco purchased
16 it, did you have an e-mail address in the company
that you used for e-mails?
A For which company?
Q. Well, did you use e-mail?
A. I had an email address.
Q. Okay. Do you know what it was?
A. Barkdullb@aol.com.

www.tandtreporting .corn

-
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Q. Did you ever sign any kind of contract

Q. Did you give any instructions to any of
the employees who resigned from Wesco and went to
Paint Spray and Supply as to whether they should or
should not take any kind of business documents,
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1

2

DEPOSITION OF MICWL COOK

BE IT REMEMBERED t h a t t h e d e p o s i t i o n o f
MICHAEL COOK was taken by t h e a t t o r n e y f o r t h e
p l a i n t i f f , a t t h e o f f i c e s o f MERRILL Z MERRILL, CHTD,
~
before
l o c a t e d a t 109 North A r t h u r , P ~ c a t e l l ' -Idaho,
Daniel E. Williams, Court Reporter a , ~ dAotary P u b l i c ,
i n and f o r t h e S t a t e of Idaho, on Thursday. t h e
6 t h day of October, 2005, c m e n c i n g a t t h e hour of
1:00 p.m..
i n t h e above-entitled matter.

A P P E A R A N C E S
For t h e P l a i n t i f f :
B W D ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, Ma-.
RY:
~ I C H A E LD. GAFFNEY
2105 Coronado S t r e e t
Idaho F a l l s , Idaho 83404-7495
(208) 523-517 1

CALDER

For t h e Defendants:
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHTD
BY:
STEPHEN S . DUNN
109 North A r t h u r
P o s t O f f i c e Box 991
P o c a t e l l o , Idaho 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286

www.tandtreporting.com
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

PAGE 4

(The deposition proceededat 1:00 p.m. as follows:)

MR. DUNN: Just for purposes of the record,
as a continuation of the discussions we've had at the
beginning of the other depositions, the deposition
duces tecums were submitted to all deponents, which
requested certain correspondence, memorandums,
customer records, employee agreements,
confidentiality agreements, and so forth, and then
some cell phone records for the last three months.
We have entered an objection to all of those as to
their scope and the timing, because there's no
limitation as to time.
But I've also indicated that there are
no documents that have been identified by any
deponent relative to correspondence, memos, or
employment agreements, as items 1,2, and 4. The
customer records are being supplied by the company
itself in terms of the customer list.
And all of the deponents have been
requested to obtain cell phone records for the time
period beginning August Istthrough September 19, but
they are being gathered, and they are not being
provided today with the exception of the one we did
earlier.
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PAGE 5

But you'll get those for me, and then I
will supply them to him, okay?
THE MTNESS: Okay.
MR. GAFFNEY: All right. And on the basis
of that: I'm going to hold this deposition open,
pending resolutionof the various objections.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
MICHAEL COOK,
9 produced as a witness at the instance of the
10 plaintiff, baing been first duly sworn, was examined
11 and testified as follows:
12
13
EXAMINATION
14 BY MR. GAFFNEY:
Q. Could you state your name.
15
A. Mihael - do 1 do the full name?
16
17
Q. Sure.
A.
Michael Cleve Cook, 11.
18
Q. Mr. Cook, my name is Mike Gaffmy. I
19
20 represent Wesco Autobody Supply in a lawsuit where
21 you've been named as a defendant, along with a myriad
22 of others.
23
Have you ever been deposed before?
24
A No.
25
Q. Okay. You need to let me finish my

-

And what's your job with
eing employed by Paint and

7 Spray here in Pocatello, what was your job?
8
A. Working for Wesco Paint and Equipment.
9
Q. And prior to that, Iassume you worked
10 for Paint and Equipment Supply?

12

Q. Okay. You have a logo shirt on that
15 says Paint and Spray Supply; when were those logo

A. I received mine last week.
Q. All right. Have you received any other
19 logoed marketingmaterials, such as mouse pads, pens,
20 anything like that?
A. Just these three shirts last week.
Q. All right. Now, are you manager just of
23 the Pocatello store?
18

25

PAGE 6

Q. Okay. Do you have a supervisor?
PAGE 8

1 questions and I'll let you finish your answers, so
2 we're not talking over each other; that's for Dan's
3 benefit.
4
A. Okay.
Q. Also for his benefit and so we have a
5
6 clean record, you need to answer questions audibly
7 with yeses or noes rather than nods of the head or
8 huh-uhs.
A. I understand.
9
Q. If you want to take a break, let me
10
11 know, and we can take a break at your request If
12 there is a question pending, I want an answer before
13 we actually take the break.
So wifh that, could you tell me where
14
15 you live?
A. 1425 East Poplar.
16
Q. In Pocatello?
17
A. Yeah, Pocatello.
18
Q. All right Are you employed?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Where at?
21
22
A. Paint and Spray.
Q. And how long have you been employed by
23
24 Paint and Spray?
25
A. August 20th.

www .tandtreporting.com

Q. The company that Wesco bought?

-

3

5
6
8
9

Q. And who is that?
A. Brady Barkdull.
Q. All right As the manager of Paint and
Spray I can remember that because I can just read
it off his chest.
MR. DUNN: Yeah, you won't be so confused.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: As manager of Paint and
Spray Supply in the Pocatello store, what are your

-

A. Supervising employees, orders, and
12 making sure customers are taken care of.
Q. Okay. And what are your
14 responsibilities with regard to orders?
15
A. Placing orders.
Q. Is that your primary job, or is it more
17 your job to supervise other people doing that?
18
A. Mostly supervision, but I place most of

T&T REPORTING
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11

Q. Was that in the Army?

Q, What type of civilian correspondence
5
6 education courses have you taken?
A Desktop Publishing and amputer repair.
7
Q. All right. Were those associatedwith
8

Q. And you always worked at that location?

A. No. I was actually in high school when
10
II I did those - or completed those
Q. All right When were you first employed
12
13 at Paint and Equipment Supply?
A. It was around April of 1998.
I4
Q. And what was your job role at that time?
15

Q, Okay. Did the facility change in any
12 significantway from the time you went to work until
13 when Paint and Equipment Supply sold it to Wesco? any
14 remadeling or anything like that?
A. The last two years before that, my crew
15
f 6 and 1 repaintedthe whole store.
17
Q. All right. Was there any technological
18 upgrading of the store between the time you started
19 until Wesco purchased the business?
20
A. Yes. Paint Equipment upgraded to DSL
3

-'

Q. And when was that?
A. About two or three months prior to the

PAGE 10

How old was the company, the new
1
2 company there was a purchase. And Idon't know; I
3 assume you're somewhat familiar with the history of
4 the company. Apparently Brady Barkdulf rrold to
5 David Giucci, so Brady Industrial Supply became Paint
6 and Equipment Supply; you're aware of that history?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. But you've always worked for the company
9 as Paint and Equipment Supply?
10
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Do you recall who hired you
11
12 initially?
A His name was Jec Idon't remember his
13
14 last name.
Q. Is he still with the company?
15
16
A. No.
Q. All right, How long was it until you
17
18 became manager of the store?
A. About 2002.
19
Q. Okay. Did you hold any other jobs from
20
21 the time you were in delivery until you became the
22 manager?
23
A. As in positions?
Q. Right.
24
A. Counter and head counter.
25

-

www.tandtreporting.com

-

Q. You had no lnternet at all or -5
Q. Okay. So about two months prior to the
6 sale to Wesco -which would have been sometime in
7 what June of '05?
9
12
13

14
15
16
18

Q. --you went to DSL?
Q. What was the purpdse behind going to the
DSL Internet connection?
A. To get away from the frame relay system.
Q. So at all times while you were an
employee of Wesco
MR. DUNM: Wesm or Paint and Equipment.
Q. BY MR, GAFFNEY: Wesco Paint and
Equipment here in Pocateflo, which was I know it's

--

Q. A few days. But for that entire period
22 of time Wesco Paint and Equipment Supply was using
23 DSL lnternet as part of its business operation?

T&T REPORTING
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3
Q. Was it ever changed to a Windows-based
4 system when you went on DSL?
6

7
8

Q. Okay. When did that change take place?
A. At the same time we got DSL.
Q. So a couple months before the sale?

Q. All right. Did you have familiarity
10
11 with using Windows-based systems?

Q. Ail right. When you upgraded to DSL,
10
11 did you change any of your somare packages; for
12 example, your billing system, your well, let me

--

13

Q. Okay. Once you got onto the DSL, did

It would probably be easier to do it
15 this way: As the manager of the store, both with
17 the store, what was your responsibility with regard
18 to billing, producing financial statements, things of
19 that nature, for the owners?
A. We weren't allowed - Paint and
21 Equipment did not allow us to do any of that; they
22 did that all on their side.
Q, Okay. What would your responsibilities,
23

21 with their employment?
A. None that Iknow of.
Q. Okay. Once the system was, I guess,
23
24 upgraded to Window and you were on the Internet, did
$, PAGE 16

PAGE 14

A. We had none. We'd just send receipts
1
2 from other accounts billing us.
Q. You would okay. Say that again. I
3
4 missed it.
A. If there was any financial, we directly
5
6 sent the paperwork right up to Washington.
Q. Okay. Was it sent over this intranet?
7
8
A. No.
Q. It was sent, what, through tht~mail?
9
A. Every Thursday we had a t w k driver
10
11 that came down and picked it up.
Q. Okay. And you'd just produce sales
12
13 receipts for that week?
A. Mostly just receipts. All sales
14
15 receipts they had on their end printing up at the
16 same time we were printing them up on our end.
Q. Okay. So when you would enter a sale on
17
18 your computer, they would pick it up on their
19 computers?
20
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And you just, then, would
21
22 provide them basically what I guess would be archived
23 paperwork?
24
A. Basically, yes.
Q. Okay. On your computer system at Paint
25

-

m.tandtrepodi~g.com

-

Q. Okay. I assume everything was just
2
3 taken off your computers by the peopie in Washington?
Q. And did you continue this collecting of
5
6 paper receipts every week and sending them up?
Q. Who did the installationof the upgrades
8
9 on the computers?
10
A. Which part?
Q. Well, you would have had to --were the
selves upgraded when this change took

N: The DSL change, you mean.
MR. GAFFNEY: Right
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Well, at the same time
17 you went to a tlllindowrs operating system, so somehow or
18 another that had to get on your computers or you had
19 new computers. How did that happen?
A Mew computers came shipped to us from
20

22

Q. Okay. With Windows installed?

24

Q. So you don't know who did that

T&T REPORTING
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f

2 come dolam and do it.
Q. Actually came to your facilily?
3

5

Q. All right, Do you know what that

6 person's name was?
Q. Do you know if that person migrated any
8
9 informationoff your old system onto the new Windows
10 system; for example, customer lists, history of
II transactions with for example, let's use
12 Automotive Paint Warehouse, stuff like that, was that
13 data migrated into the new computers?
A. As they worked - they're actually a
14
15 dumb teminal, and they hooked directly to the
16 servers in Washington, so all of the infomation
17 stayed in one place.
Q. Okay. When this upgrade took place in
18
19 Pocatello in the early Iguess it would be the

-

0.Okay. How about did you ever connect
10
II that laptop at any time into the new DSL system?

Q. What kind of laptop do you have or did
13
14 you have back then? You may still have the same one;
I6

A. Idon't actually. That one was a Dell.

-

Q. Okay. Did you replace it with a new

21 you provided at the store?
A. They sent us three.
22
24

Q. Okay. Iguess what I'm not following

didn't need the laptop anymore, but you said you
generated this resignation letter on a laptop. Was
3 if the same laptop?
4
A. No. It was my wife's laptop.

5
7
8
9
10
12
14

Q. All right. Let's have this marked.
(Exhibit *-001 marked.)
Q. BY MR. GAFFAIEY: I'm going to show you
Exhibit No. "-001 to your deposition and have you
identify that document.
A. That's my resignailon.
Q. All right. Did you prepare the language
that went into this letter? Did you generate it?
Q. Okay. Did you generate this on a Wesco

Q. Okay. Where did you generate it?
17
A.
It was generated on my laptop.
18
Q. All right. Iassume from your testimony
19
20 that you have a laptop that you use. Did you ever
21 use it at Wesco's business?
A. Iused it at Paint and Equipmenfs
22
23 business prior to Wesco.

A Sow about that.
Q. So this letter, Exhibit *-001, was
8 generated on a home computer or somebody else's
6

Q. All right. Now, it's apparent from a

12 number of resignation letters that I've got that are
13 essentially identical except for the upper left
14 identification of the author of the letter and the
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Q. All right And did you write leaers
3 for anybody else at any other stores?
5

14
15
17

Q. After you did these Wesco letters for

Q. Okay. What other files were deleted?
A. I deleted my work folder.
Q. Was there a name to that file?
A. I think it was just Work Folder was the

Q. Okay. It wasn't identifiedat Mike's
19
20 Work Folder or Cook Work Folder?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. Okay. What else did you delete?
22
A.
I deleted Mo of my own personal
23
24 programs that I had brought in, the software that I

-

Q. All right. So whatever data or
11 information or oprating systems that were on that
12 computer or those computers would have continued on
13 as Wesco's -they bought the computer system as part
14 of the transaction, right?

16
17
18
19
20
2122
23
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PAGE 22

1
Q. What were those?
A. One was Adobe Photo Shop.
2
Q. Okay. What was the other one?
3
A. The other one was Microsoft Office.
4
Q. Okay. Did you uninstall these two
5
6 programs?
7
A Yes.
Q. Now, what were you using Microsoft
8
9 Office to do while you were an employee of Paint and
10 EquipmentSupply and then Wesco?
A. I used Microsoft Excel and Microsoft
11
12 Word.
Q. What were you using Excel for?
13
14
A. Basically to build basic programs to
15 make my job easier.
Q. Give me an example.
16
A.
Like a phone sheet for customers.
17
Q. Okay. A phone sheet, would that have
18
19 been a list of customer phone numbers?
A. Yes.
20
Q. Okay. What kind of other data had you
21
22 created in Excel?
A. I created a sale calculator, all my car
23
24 show information.

m.tandtreporting.com

Q. Okay. What other kind of data, if any,
you can recall that you kept in an Excel format?
You've got customer phone lists. You said sale
calculations; what were those related to?
A. The sale calculator you would type in
one cell the cost of your product, and it would
automatically calculate that you need to sell it to
make 35,40 percent.
Q. Okay. What would the car show

-

A. That was something I did on my own to
2 help promote the business.
Q. Okay. And explain that a little more to
5

9
10
12
13
14
15
17

A. We threw car shows in the parking lot.
Q. These were local car shows?
Q. All right. And what did you use the
Word program for?
A. To type documents.
Q. These would have been business-related
documents for Paint Equipment and Supply?
A Some that and some personal.
Q. All right What kind of
business-relateddocuments would you generate with

A. Mostly writing a letter to a customer.
Q. When those were done, then would you

Q. And where would they be saved?
A. In that work folder.
Q. Was the work folder separated into
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4

Q.

-- Wesco's employment?

All right. That's a subpart of a bigger
6 file. Starting right here, we've got a section on

8

MR. GAFFNEY: And I'll provide you with

10

MR. DUNN: You'll a provide a copy to us?
MR. GAFFNEY: Yeah.

Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: -- called lost files,
14 and as you go down there, do any of those fiies look
Q. All right. Is there anything else you
15
16 deleted from your workstation? And I mean from that

18

19

3

A. From that computer, my music folder.

Q. All right. Anything else?
A. That is all I can recall.

Q. All right. Let's go all the way over
20
21' to --just take a look through this and again see if
22 those look like they were files that you were

A. Besides the phone list?
Q. Besides the phone list.

Q. That's page 15. And let's run it over
3
4 to -it ends on page 16. Again, do these look like

Q. Iwant to show you -- and just for the
7 record, this is a Data Bank Services report that we
8 had done on one of the hard drives at the Wesco

5 familiar files to you?

6

MR. DUNN: In Pocatello?
MR. GAFFNEY: In Pocatello.
MR. DUNN: And do you know which hard drive?
MR. GAFFNEY: Well, that's what I'm not sure

Q. Okay. So all of what were identified as
8 lost files appear to be files that were kept in your
9 work file at your desk on your computer?
Q. Okay. And you deleted or attempted to
12 delete all those before you left the empfoyment of

Q. All right. Other than kind of the
16 stnrcture that Iwent through, which I know you
17 computers were left. I'm assuming, although I'm not
18 sure, that this was the hard drive of Mr. Cook's.

www.tandtreporting.com

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

haven't had a chance to look at this in depth, the
files deleted out of your work folder, the Adobe
program and the MS Office program, did you delete or
attempt to delete any other files from your computer;
what I mean is from your computer station before you
left Wesco's employment?
A. Only the ones that I have told you right
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I capabilities, I take it,
2 DSL, and you dldn't d
3 intracompany communication using that intranet other
4 than they'd take data off in Washington?
A, No, we didn't do anything.
5
Q.
And once you had the DSL set up you
6
7 didn't use e-mail?
8
A. Only personal.
Q. All right, Did you have any
9
10 conversations with David Giucci prior to Wesco's
11 purchase of the business where Mr. Giucci indicateci
12 that he was going to sell the business?

13
A. No.
Q. Would you interact with Mr. Giucci by
14
15 phone?
16
A. Yes.
17

Q. How frequently?

18
19

A Maybe once every three months.

Q. How did you find out about the sale of
20 the business?
A. I received a phone call on my cell phone
21
22 on the day of July 29th. Iwas actually on vacation
23 when that happened.
Q. Okay. And who was the phone call from?
24
A. It was From the Paint and Equipment
25

-

3 owners, Lloyd Wright, Roger Howe, or John Lindsey,
4 prior to the purchase by Wesco?

Q, Now, did you have any discussions with
6
7 either of those three guys after the purchase?
came down Saturday when we were

e what was said in the
A. He dropped off an employ= packet and
15 wanted it filled w t ASAP.
16
Q. Did you keep a copy of that employee

14

19

Q. Do you have a copy of it today?
Q. What did you do with that employee

A. It was filed and left back at Paint and

25

Q. Okay. What was in this employee packet?

PAGE 30

1 store.
Q. Do you recall who was on the other end
2
3 of the line?
A. I don't.
Q. And what did this person tell you?
A. That we were bought out to Wesco.
Q. When did you return back to the store?
When did your vacation end?
A. I ended it that night I came back early
that night.
Q. Okay. Do you recall what day of the
week that was?
A Friday.
Q. Okay. So you came back that Friday
night, and then I assume did you go in the next
day or did you wait until Monday to go in to work?
A. Iworked Friday night and Saturday.
Q. And what were you doing Friday night?
A. Friday night we had to final any pending
20 invoices that were Paint and Equipment.
Q. Okay. And then on Saturday did you do
21
22 an inventory?
23
A. Yes.
Q. All right. That was at a request made
24
25 by fax by the new owners?

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

-

6
Q. All right. And then was it your
7 responsibilityto collect up everybody's employee
8 packets to return to Wesco?
10
Q. And who was employed at Paint and
11 Equipment Supply at the time of the sale to Wesco in
12 the Pocatello office?
13
A. On July 29th' the day that we sold?

15
A. All the crew, everybody that had quit.
16
Q. Let me just list off the names and tell
17 me if they were there or n d I know that Brady and
18 Hugh were; you were. JoDee Reid?
Q. Chris Stairs?

Y
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A He was counter.
3

4

Q. Did he go to work for Paint and Spray?
A. No, Actually, his last day was

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
13
14
17

Q. All right. And what did you do with

16
If

What kind of cards?
If was a Mastercard.
And why was that card issued to you?
For resale purposes.
Resale purposes, explain that to me.
A, To purchasethings either locally and
resell it to a shop - that's about the extent was
what it was to be used, for was resale.
Q. Okay. What about things like office
supplies and stuff, how were those handled?
A. Those were taken cash out of the till.
Q. All right And I assume you had to
account for that in some fashion?
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Q. What kind of vehicle were you provided?
A. A 2000 Chevy S10.

A. Ithen overnighted them to the Wesco
19
20 officeup in Washington.
Q. Did you receive a decrease in pay?

,
,PAGE 34
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I handed them out individually.
Q. All right. What else did you talk about
2
3 while he was there on that Saturday?
A. That's all I can recall. He was there
4
5 very briefly.
Q. Okay. Did he make any comments or
6
7 suggest to you that anybody's job was in jeopardy?
8
A. No.
Q. Were there any discussions related to
9
10 salary?
11
A. No.
Q. All right. Now, you were paid a salary
12
13 by Paint and Equipment Supply?
A. Yes.
14
Q. And that continued on at leastfw the
15
16 short time that you were employed by Wesco?
17
A. Yes.
Q. Did you get any other compensationas
18
19 store manager; i.e., incentive bonuses, things like
20 that for sales performance?
A. No, just paid medical.
21
Q. Were you providedwith a vehicle?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Were you providedwith any company
24
25 credit cards?
www.tandtreporting.com

2

MR. DUNN: Pay rate, you mean per hour?
MR. GAFFNEY: Yeah, whether per hour, per

7 Spray Supply are you given any other fringe benefits
8 in addition to your pay?
10
13

Q. Do you have health insurance?
A. Oh, sorry. Did you say Q. Fringe benefits.
A. Did you say Paint and Spray or Paint and

15

Q. Paint and Spray, your new job.
A. I receive all of the same benefits.
Q. Okay. Have you been promised or
18 otherwise led to believe that there may be a change

A. Not that I've been told.
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5
Q. All right. What were you told by either
7
8 Mr. Barkdull or Mr. Ernest about how to go about
9 marketingthese new stores, if anything?
A. Just business as usual.
10
Q. Business as usual, meaning the same
11
12 customers, same business, just new name, basically?
13
A, Basi~alltj,yes.
14
Q. All right. Do you deal personally with
15 customer accounts or is that something you leave to
16 your outside salespeople?
17
A. Mostly outside sales.
Q. Okay. Do you have any customer accounts
18
19 that you've generated yourself?
20
A. No.
Q. What is the extent of your contact with
21
22 an outside sates customer rather than, let's say, a
23 walk-in?

-

A. Recaivd on account, customers pa)ring on

7

Q. Okay. Are those receipts?
A. Yes, receipts.
9
Q. So you would keep paper copies of
10 receipts on each customer In the office?
8

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

PAGE 38

Q. All right. Any other information that
would be in those fi/es?
A. Any quotes.
Q. Okay. Would Paint and Equipment Supply
on occasion be requested to bid on projects as
opposed to giving quotes; in other words, bids ahead
of projects where you knew you were in active bidding
with other companies?
A like tools or --

PAGE 40

1 amongst all of the outside customer businesses that
2 you know fairly well?
A. Just a lot of them over the phone.
3
Q. Okay. Have you met many of them
4
5 personally?
A. From time to time.
6
Q. Do you ever go out, for example, with
7
8 Hugh when he goes on customer calls, just to see
9 who's out there and what they need?
10
A. No.
Q. At the time that you left your
I1
12 employment with Wesco, how many --and I may have
13 asked you this. Idon't think I did, but I may have.
14 How many computers were you said there were three
15 stations, I believe, that were set up with the
16 upgrade. Were those same three stations still there
17 when you left; in other words, you hadn't increased
18 the number of computers?
19
A. No.
Q. All right. Did you remove any one of
20
21 those three computer stations?
22
A. No.
Q. Did you keep paper customer files in the
23
24 office?
25
A Yes.

-

www. tandtreporting.com

-

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Q. Okay. So with regard to each customer,
or at least the majority I know that sometimes
stuff doesn't get where it's supposed to be. But
there was a paper file which would have sales
receipts in there, correct?
A. More like receipts from a check that the
customer had handed us to pay on an account
Q. Receipts from a check?
A. Are you talking about the ROAs.

-

12
A. Yeah, ROAs was a handwritten receipt if
13 the customer handed us a check to put on an account.
14
Q. Okay. And if you had given that
15 customer any quotes, those would be filed in those
17

A They would be files in the quote files,

Are quote files different from
20 these ROA fifes?

22

Q. Would quote files be kept by customer?

Q. All right. And then occasionally when
24
25 you would do bids on tools, you would also keep thos&a%
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1 in the customer file?
A. It would be in the quotes, yes.
2
Q. it would be in a quotes file?
3
4
A. Yes.
Q. AII right, M a t other kind of paper
5
6 records would you keep? Would there be a separate
7 quote file let's say you had Dan's Collision;
8 let's just use It as an example. If you gave them a
9 quote, would that go into a file named Dan's
10 Collision Quotes or just Dan's Collision?
A There would be a main folder that would
I1
12 be called Dan's Collision.
Q. Okay.
13
A. And inside the main folder there would
14
15 be subfolders as quotes, ROAs.
Q. Okay. What other kind of subfolders
16
17 would there be?
A. Customer profiles.
18
Q. What would be contained in the customer
19
20 profiles?
A. That was a projectwe never finished.
21
Q. When did that project start?
22
A. We made the files six months prior, and
23
24 we just never got to it.
Q. Okay. Now, what was the intent of
25

-

6

Q. Okay. So about six months prior to

7 you're leaving Wesco Paint and Equipment Supply

1
A. No, from going out and talking to the
2 custamers, going in the shops and hanhiting them.
3
Q, And besides you was anybody else going
4 to be involved in this?
A. Not that I had assigned at the time.
5
6
Q. Did you talk to Mr. Giucci about doing
7 this?
A Not that Ican remember.
8
9
Q. Okay. Who did you talk to about doinq
10 that?
11
A. Brady.
Q. You listed some of the information that
12
13 would go into these customer profiles. Is there
14 anything else that you would put in it? Had you
15 developed a form?
16
A. No.
Q. What other types of information would
17
18 you have been looking for? You said types of
19 filters, types of paint?
20
A. Yeah, just supplies that they use on a
21 daily basis.
22
Q. So, basically, by setting up these
23 profiles, you could anticipate at least some of the
24 sales that you would be making on a routine basis to
25 these customers?

2
Q. All right. Do you know if anybody in
3 any d the other stores cane up with this type of
4 plan to create customer profiles?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Did you ever communicate with the
6
7 managers at either the Twin Falls or Idaho Falls

9 had started a project to create customstf profiles?
10
Q. Okay. How frequently would you have
I 1 those kind of communications?
A. There really wasn't a frequency; it was
12
13 just random here and there.

Q. All right. How many of these profiles
11
12 had you actually generated by that time?
A. All that was generated was the
13
14 subfolders, and that was it.
Q. What do you mean by a subfolder?
15
A. The subfolder within the folders we just
17 talked about, there was a subfolder in that, and
18 thafs as far as we got.
Q. Just an empty folder?
19

Q. And how often? Were those scheduled

A. We had two with David Giucci, the owner
20 of Paint and Equipment, and then we had one on our

Q. Whose idea was it to do this project?
Q. Okay. And when was this one on your

www. tandtreporting.com
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2 this, people in warehousing?
Q. Who did you talk to?
Q. Okay. You didn't discuss at that time
6
7 this idea of upgradingcustomer profiles?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. What kind of marketing ideas did you
10 come up with at this meeting?
A. We talked about doing coupons.

A. Yes. It was like buy one botile of wax,
13
14 get one bottle free. Basically, I think that was
15 about the only marketingthing we talked about.
Q. Was that ever implemented?
Q. Did either of the other two store

6

7

Q. Do you remember what his last name was?
A. I think it was Barger.

Q Did you communicate any of these
10
11 concerns by e-mail or were they all by phone?
12
A All by phone.
Q. And what was his response?
A. It will get better over time.
14
MR. DUNN: Is this a good time to take a
15
16 break? We probably ought to call somebody and let
17 them know what time you want to have them here. The
18 next person is scheduled at 2:00.

MR. DUMM: Okay. So have her come by 2:30?
22 Okay. I'll go make that call.
(A recess was taken.)

p--. PAGE 4 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
'23
24
25
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accustomed to.
Q. And what led you to believe that in,
what, 18 days?
A. All of our supplies came out of the
Washington area, two states away, where we were
getiing our supplies from just two and a half hours
away before.
Q. Was this a conclusion you drew on your
own or was this something that somebody else put in
your mind?
A. Something I saw firsthand.
Q. Something you saw firsthand?
A. Yes.
Q. Describe.
A. When we would order stuff when we became
Wesco, we would have maybe a 45 percent fill rate on
our orders, and when customers have wrecked cars,
they need their cars back immediately.
Q. When you say a 45-percent fill rate,
what do you mean by that?
A. Out of 100 items I'd order, I'd receive
55 of those items or 45 of those items.
Q. How many times did that happen?
A For the three weeks that I did ordering,
there pretty much the whole time.

www .trndtreporting.com

-

1 ordering? Were you ordering daily, weekly?
2
A. The majority of ordering was done on
Q. Okay. So when you went in and did your
5 inventory, do you recall the date of that?
MR. DUN& The 30th.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: The 30th?
'

13

Q.

- did you do an order that day?

Q. And who was the order done to? Was it
16 done to Automotive Paint Warehouse in Utah or to

Q. All right. And do you recall
20 specificalty what was ordered that day?
A. There was a majoii of things; usually
21
22 an order consists of about six pages.
Q. Okay. And was there a 45 percent fill
23
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1
A. I don't remember.
Q. You said there was six pages; how would
2
3 you transmit that order! by fax?
4
A. Fax.
Q, And when did the deliverf come, the
5
6 first delivery?
A. Thursday, the following Thursday.
7
Q. All right Mow, did you do another
8
9 order the next Monday?
10
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall what the fill rate was on
11
12 that?
A. That's when we started tracking it, and
13
14 it was the 45 percent
Q. Okay. So the first one you don't have
15
16 any idea whether it was complete or not?
A. It wasn't complete, but I couldn't $we
17
18 you an exact percentage of how complete.
Q. All right. The second order that you
19
20 tracked, when did that come in?
A. The next Thursday.
21
Q. Okay. Was that explained to you by
22
23 Mr. Howe that that would be the way the timing worked
24 on those?
25
A. No.

,

1 Holley Ernest or Tom Davis, were you approached by
2 either of those two gentlemen about going to work for
3 this paint-and-spray outfit at some point?
4
A. Yes.
Q. Wow was the first corrtact?
5
6
A. It was brief.
Q. Was it on the phone; was it in person?
7
A. It was - I received a call to ask if I
8
9 could meet with Wolfey.
Q. Okay. And did you, in fact, do that?
10
11
A. Yes.
Q. Where did you meet him?
12
13
A, At Perkins Restaurant.
Q. Here in Pocatello?
14
15
A, Yes.
Q. Was there anybody else at that meeting?
16
A. No.
17
Q. Do you know if he met with everybody
18
19 from the Pocatello office at some point prior to
20 hiring them face to face? I know he did with Hugh
23 and Brady.
MR. DUNN: The question is, do you know'?
22
Q. BY MR. GAFFNN: Do you know if the
23
24 other employees had the same kind of meetingwith
25 Mr. Ernest?
PAGE 5 2

PAGE 5 0

Q. Well, if you ordered something from
I
2 Salt Lake on a Monday, when did that typically come
3 in?
4
A. Tuesday.
Q. All right. What was the fill rate that
5
6 you were getting from Salt Lake?
A. About 98 percent.
7
Q. Did you talk to any customers over this
8
9 three-week period that said that they were going to
10 use another supplier?
A. No.
11
Q. All right. How many conversations do
12
13 you recall having with this Jeff Barger regarding
14 orders that weren't complete?
A. Weekly.
15
Q. How were the orders physically delivered
16
17 from Wesco? Was it UPS? Was it by freight?
A. It was by a truck, by a Wesco-owned
18
19 truck.
Q. Okay. So they'd actually send a truck
20
21 around to the stores in Idaho?
A. Yes.
22
Q. And after three weeks you determined
23
24 that - I guess what I'm let's take a step back.
Were you approached by eithe
25

Q. How long did the meeting last? I guess
2
3 it was lunch or breakfast or something?
A. About a haif an hour.
Q. Okay. And what did he say to you?
5
A. He told me he was going to open up a
6
7 store in Pocatello.
Q. And do you recall when this meeting was?
8
A. The Wednesday prior to my resignation;
9
10 it would be the 17th. The l7fh, yes.
Q. Up until that point, the 17th of August,
12 had you seriously entertained thoughts of quitting

15
Q. So it was upon his approaching you
16 did he offer you a job that day?

-

Q. So it was upon his approaching you fhat
18
19 you decided that I'm going to go work for this new
20 startup company in Pocatello?
Q. You indicated in Exhibit No. *-001 that

--
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But you indicate in your conversations
4 with this Jeff Barger that things would get beger
5 over time, but yet you had had problems with this
6 fill rate on your orders. Why did you indicate to
7 Wesco that there had not been any kind of negatives
8 in the short time that you were there if you were
9 having problems with procuring supplies? Why not
10 just lay it out and say I don't think you guys can
11 handle supplying us in a timely fashion?
A. b u z ; e Iwas being nice in my letter.
12
Q. But up until you were approached by
13
14 Mr. Ernest you didn't have any intentionof quitting?
Q. All right. What percentage of the
16
17 existing Pocatelto customers of Wesco's Paint and

22

Q. l3Y MR GAFFNEY: If nobo* could open up
13
14 a store, that's not a heaithy thing for a business,
16

MR.DUNN:Sameobjedon.

Q. Okay. Mr. Brady Barkdull listed off 14

3 that you're aware of?
MR. DUNN: I'm going to object to the form
4
5 because it asks for him to speculate as to whether
6 they are not buying any product from Wesco, which I
7 don't think he could know.
But with that objection, you can go
9 ahead and answer his question.
THE WITNESS: Icouldn't honestly tell you.
10
11 I'm pretty sure they're buying from both.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Well, how do you know
14

A, No, nobody was there.
7
Q. All right. So by leaving, all of you,
8
9 at the same time, it follows that at least to some
10 degrse you had to have damaged Wesco's business?
MR. DUNN: Object to the form; calls for him

3
4

Q. What kind of rumors did you hear?
MR. DUNN: Object to the form; its hearsay.
But you can go ahead and answer.
Q. BY RAR GAFFMEY: Iwant to know all of
7 the rumors, all of the gossip, all of the

9
A. Just that he wanted to buy the Idaho
10 stores; thats all I heard.
Q. Okay. Did you hearthat he was upset
12 when his offer was rejected?
14

A. Just speculation, Iguess, really ~YI

Q. Would it be fair to say that you don't
16
17 know what the impact of well, let me back up.
18 Were there any Pocatello employees of Wesco that
19 stayed or did they all go to Paint and Spray Supply?
20
A. Out of what branch? The Pocatello

-

Q. Did you ever talk to him about his

Q. Were you aware that there was some

Q. Neither of the Barkdulls ever
22 communicated that to you?

24

1341

MR. GAFFNEY: Why don't you give me a few
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MR. GAFFNEY: Idon? fhink I've got any
7
9
10

Q, I"ve fwo or three. The first is
10 relative to the -you've talked about fhae customer
-I -Ifolders and they had these subfolders in them?

Q. Were you instructed not to do that?
Q. By whom?

A By Hotley.
MR. DUNN: That's all.
Anything else or can he go? Do you want

Q. If you were going to give a description
13
14 in terms of volume, how much paper, documents, were

18 putting stuff in every day or anything like that?
Q. The received on account subfolder, did
21 it have anything to do with actual sales receipts?

23
24

5
6

FURTHER WMINATION
16 BY MR. GAFFNEY:
17
Q. When did you have this conversation with
18 Mr. Ernest about not taking any documents?
19
A The night of the 17th' that Wednesday
20 when we had talked.
MR. GAFFNEY: All right. That's all I've
21

Q. What was the receipt actually for?
A. For payment on their account.

Q. And did YOU have a lot of those?
A. About once a month we'd maybe receive

I, MICHAEL COOK, say that 1 am the witness
referred t o i n the foregoing deposition, taken the 6th
day of October, 2005, c o n s i s t i n g of pages numbered I
t o 61; that I have read the s a i d deposition and know
the contents thereof; that the same are true t o my
knowledge, or with corrections, i f any, a s noted.
Page

13
I4
15
16
17
18
19

Llne

Q. And Ientered an objection and wouldn't
let you answer a question concerning your rate of
pay. Upon reflection, understandingthat you've
indicatedthat there was no increase in your rate of
pay, the rate of pay would have been the same that
Wesco paid you and that wouldn't be proprietary, so
why don't you go ahead and tell him what your rate of
pay was with Wesco that stayed the same with Paint
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STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

)

I

ss.

)

I Dan~eLE . Williams. CSR, RPR, and Notary
~ n b l i c ' i n and f o r t h e S t a t e of Idaho, do hereby
certif :
TKat p r i o r t o being examined, MICHAEL COOK, t h e
w i t n e s s named i n t h e foregoing d e p o s i t i o n , was by me
d u l y sworn t o t e s t i f y t o t h e t r u t h , t h e whole t r u t h ,
and n o t h i n g b u t the t r u t h ;
That s a i d d e p o s i t i o n was taken down by me I n
shorthand a t t h e time and p l a c e t h e r e i n named and
t h e r e a f t e r reduced t o t y p e w r i t i n g under my d i r e c t i o n ,
and t h a t t h e f o t e g o i n g t r a n s c r i p t c o n t a i n s a f u l l ,
t r u e and verbatim r e c o r d of s a i d d e p o s i t i o n .
I f u r t h e r c e r t i f y t h a t I have no i n t e r e s t i n t h e
event of t h e a c t i o n .
WITNESS my hand and s e a l t h i s 24th day o f
October, 2005.

Daniel E. Williams
Idaho CSR No. 6 8 6 ,
Notary P u b l i c i n and Eor
t h e S t a t e of Idaho.

My Commission Expires:

02-10-09
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Mohael c. Cook IT
1425 h i Poplar
Pocatello, Id. 83201
August 18,2005

Uoyd W~B,
Roger Howe, John Lindsey
Wakholdas/6wners
Wesco AutoBody Supply
21601 66Yh W.
Mountlake Terrace, W A 98043
Dear Wesm Group:

My short time with h Wesccl Group was not an anyway bem a negative experienca
And I regret having to make a difJtiroult mo-t,
and in such haste. And if there
was a &mce X could have given you e better wa;min$ I would have.
With the buyout of Paint & Equipment by the Wesw Group, my loyalty Mth David
auissi is no longer an ism with moving on. I fee1 that I can barn r n w a n d
by
movhg over to a different o q ~ o n .
Gs a result, I've recentIy amgt& another position and must &rm
h,ugust 19,2005,I will be resigning fnsm the Wesco Group.

X hope you can understand my decision to leave the W a o Group.

lkichl C.Cook KI
Managex

you that effeFtiye

VERIFICATION

STATE OF

)
)
)

COUNTY OF

ss.

I , MICHAEL ZOOK, s a y t h a t I am t h e w i t n e s s
r e f e r r e d t o i n t h e foregoing deposition, taken t h e 6th
d a y o f O c t o b e r , 2005, c o n s i s t i n g o f p a g e s numbered 1
t o 61; t h a t I h a v e r e a d t h e s a i d d e p o s i t i o n a n d know
t h e c o n t e n t s t h e r e o f ; t h a t t h e same a r e t r u e t o my
knowledge, o r w i t h c o r r e c t i o n s , i f any, a s n o t e d .
Page

Line

S h o u l d Read

Reason

MICHAEL COOK

S u b s c r i b e d a nd sworn t o b e f o r e m e t h i s
day of
, 2005, a t
Idaho

(Seal)

I

Notary Public f o r Idaho
My Commission E x p i r e s

Page 60

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

STATE O F I D A H O

)

COUNTY O F BONNEVILLE

1
1

3s.

I , D a n i e l E. W i l l i a m s , C S R , R P R , a n d N o t a r y
P u b l i c i n and f o r t h e S t a t e o f Idaho, do hereby
certify:
T h a t p r i o r t o b e i n g e x a m i n e d , MICHAEL COOK, t h e
w i t n e s s named i n t h e f o r e g o i n g d e p o s i t i o n , was by m e
d u l y sworn t o t e s t i f y t o t h e t r u t h , t h e whole t r u t h ,
and n o t h i n g b u t t h e t r u t h ;
T h a t s a i d d e p o s i t i o n was t a k e n down by m e i n
s h o r t h a n d a t t h e t i m e a n d p l a c e t h e r e i n named a n d
t h e r e a f t e r reduced t o t y p e w r i t i n g under m y d i r e c t i o n ,
and t h a t t h e f o r e g o i n g t r a n s c r i p t c o n t a i n s a f u l l ,
t r u e and v e r b a t i m r e c o r d of s a i d d e p o s i t i o n .
I f u r t h e r c e r t i f y t h a t I h a v e no i n t e r e s t i n t h e
e v e n t of t h e a c t i o n .
WITNESS my hand a n d s e a l t h i s 2 4 t h d a y o f
O c t o b e r , 2005.

t h e S t a t e of Idaho.

My Commission E x p i r e s :

02-10-09

C

1351

Page 6 1

I N THE D I S T R I C T COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL D I S T R I C T OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, I N C . ,
Washington c o r p o r a t i o n ,

a

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

C a s e No.
CV-05-3527

OC

VS.
H o l l y ERNEST i n d i v i d u a l l y ,
al.,

et

)

Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF ROGER HOWE
Monday, J a n u a r y 1 6 , 2 0 0 6 , 1 : 0 0 p.m.
Idaho F a l l s , Idaho

REPORTEDBY:
D a n i e l E. W i l l i a m s ,
RPR, CSR

COPY
PRWARED
FOR:
Mr. G a f f n e y

POSTO ~ CBOX
E 5 1020
IDAHO
FALLS,
IDAHO83405 .

208.529.5491 FAX 208.529.5496 1.800.529.5491

-

-

PAGE 43

1 w s putling us in a real bmd.
Q. What was their response?
2
A.
A varieQ of responses. It just depends
3
4 on who it was.
Q. Okay. Let's go through each one
5
6 individually. Travis, what ws his response?
A, Travis was the guy that -- that I felt
7
8 like he was coming back, and I don't think Travis was
9 leading me on. I think he was actually going to come
10 back because, you knowl it was a real diFficult thing
11 for him, and he was twanged out by the whofe thing
12 and'-- and, you kww, he felt bad about it. We felt
13 bad the way it went d o m and that, you know, it was
14 kind of a tragedy for us. He knew that he was
15 p u ~ n us
g in a tough spot, and he felt bad about it.
16 1 thought for about a week that he was actually going
17 to come back.
18
Q. Okay.
19
A. But, you know, I also felt like every
20 time I got to him he'd talk to somebody else and
21 they'd talk him back out of it. So, you know, it
22 just didn't work out, and he stayed - ultimately
23 stayed.
24
Q. What about Jenny?
25
A. Jenny, you know, was kind of having a

1 going off and competing against me and maybe geMing
2 together with Holly and stuff," and they all just
3 laughed. And it was absolutely perfect. They
4 couldn't have lied any beger than they did. They
5 absolutely laughed it off. It was exactly what l
6 wanted to hear.
They said, "There is no way." He says
8 something to the effect "I'm 58 years old. I'm not
9 going to go start something new at this stage of the
10 game. There's no way," just -just laughing.
His brother Huey pipes up and says, ',And
12 I'm four years older than him. I'm not starting
13 over." And then he says, "Besides, my - my wife" 14 kind of on a serious note he says, "My wife has MS

And Mike Cook didnY say a hole bunch at
19 that thing, but - but absolutely agreed that there
20 is absolutely no way. You're crazy. It was exactly
21 what I wanted to hear.
I mean, literally I left that meeting
23 with Mark Modensen and fold him that, "No, they're

YNbC

2 happened. And, you know, they're relatively young
3 people, you know, with car payments and house
4 payments and stuff like that. She felt bad about

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

different situation. I don't think she had a home to
go to - or not a home, but a store to go to because
I don't think they had a store at that time. They
were in the process of putting one here in this town,
but I don't think they had one at the time. So, you
know, I kind of halfway thought she might come back,
too, but, you know, just apologetic and stuff and
sorry for the way it went down, and she knew that she
put us in a tough spot also.
Mike Cook - Mike Cook was - Mike Cook

44

2 was no way, laughing it off the whole way.
So Mike surprised me a little bit in
4 that I ran into him -well, I called him, and he's
5 like "Oh, geez, Roger. I'm really sony about what
6 happened, and I know it put you in a tough spot" and
7 so on and so forth, "but, you know, I've got to by
8 this, I don't know what else to do, you know."
And then I ran into him again in the
10 restaurant, and this would have been like the
11 Monday - Monday or Tuesday, somewhere thereafter
12 this whole thing happened and they all left en masse,
13 1 ran into him at a restaurant, and I told him,
14 "Mike, hey, you know, you can have your job back
15 because, you know, we're not running away with our
16 tail between our legs. We will be here. We've got
17 full staff in every one of these stores, and we're
18 going to be here in town. It obviously put us in a
19 real lurch and a real jam, but we'll live through it,
20 and you are welcome to have your job back if you want
21 it, and I won't hold it against you. I understand.
22 I'm not going to hold it against you if you want to

And I thought maybe he was talking about
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1 that and -- and then he ultimately stayed as well.
P. Anybody else you talked to besides those
I 2
3 three?
A. Well, like I said, I never really got to
4
5 talk to Brady or Huey.
Q. Okay. Anybody else you actually talked
6
7 to?
A. Not that I recall, no.
8
Q, How about Lloyd White, did he talk lo
9
10 anyone?
A. i know he tried to make conversation. I
11
12 think he might have I think he might have talked
13 to Travis, but I-- I donWnw for sure. I'd have
14 to ask Lioyd, but 15
Q. Okay.
A. And Ican ask him if its important.
16
17 But Gill Shaw talked to Travis quite a bit. Him and
18 Travis were pretty close. And he called Jenny and
19 talked to her quite a bit.
And, you know, Gill used to work this
20
21 area for years with Paint and Equipment, so he knew
22 all those people. And Gill was making contact with
23 them on our behalf trying to taik them in to coming
24 back to work and - you know, it was essentially the
25 same, you know, God, I'm really sorry about what I

-

1 does. You knoq I could hire his -you know, I'll
2 just take it a w y from him essentially if it doesn't
3 work out," I mean, but, you know, some people say
4 stuff like that.
I left takcing that as - fowrds me,
5
6 that if I didn't you know, if I wasn't interested
7 in selling the stores to him, that he was kind of
8 sending me a message is how i took it. Whether he
9 meant it that way, I have no idea, but thafs how I
10 took if,
Q. Okay. But you're not aware of any
11
12 conbcts he made with employees of Paint and
13 Equipment or Wesco prior to the week before they
14 actually left?
A. No, I don't know exact.
15
Q. Okay.
16
A. But, you know, Ican only assume that
17
18 you'd have to talk to some people to put something
19 that - you know, of that magnitude together.
Q. When the purchase by Wesco of the
20
21 Paint and Equipment stores occurred, did you -this
22 is a deposition exhibit from the deposition of Craig
23 Russm this morning. Was this document given to each
24 employee with a request that they read it and sign
25 it?

-

-

Q. And did the customers or did the
3 employees sign those agreements -those documents, I

9 did I and - but he ultimately didn't.
Q. When did this conversation with Brady
4 ? and Hugh and Mike take place that you just described

21 prior to - Paint and Equipment employees prior to

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A. You know, I don't know that every one of
them did, but I assume so.
Q. And would copies of them have been
maintained in your files in Washington?
A. Oh, most definitely.
Q. Okay. I'm not asking for a legal
interpretation. I want you to tell me what you
understand that this document to mean in terms of
when -could an employee leave at any time? Coufd
he call you and say or just walk out and say, "I'm

-

-

16

A. Could an employee leave?

19

Q. And was there any restriction on where

A. I don't believe so, no.

A. No. Just other than, you know a
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Q. -- besides -that's outside this
2 report. Do you know of anybody?
3
A. That would testify on my behalf?

1 ask it In this way: W
2 depositions were ta

5

A They don't work for me anymore. All of
Q. Is your answer no?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. So you don't know one way or another?
You haven't asked them; conect?
A. On this list specifically, no.
Q. Okay. It was alleged in the m p l a i n t
that when the employees left to go to Pdnt and Spray
that they had to enter into confidentiality
agreements. And I asked a question in discovery, how
do you know that that's tnre and so forth, and the
response was that Mr.
Wesco managers.
The question I have is: Who was it that
told you that confide
requlred of the employees as they went to Paint and
Spray?
A I believe it was Gill.
Q. Okay. Anybody else?
A Not that I'm aware of.
YHbC

2
3
4
5

Q. Okay. And it also says that a CPU was
removed from the Pocatello store, an actual computer.
Who's going to testify to that?
A I can. Craig probably can.
Q. You can testrfy that there was a
computer there that was taken?
A The - d l , I didn't again, I didn't
see somebDdy walk out with the hng, but literally,
the - you know, the dust -the dust
18 around it's still there The -the cords to it's
19 still there. Ifs literally the - the - the CRT or
saeen is is sitting there.
21 Everything'sthere except for the CPU.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

-

A. But, no, I did not see somebody put it
23
24 under their arm and walk out with it.
25
Q. Was there an inventory of actual

Y4

things were allegedly taken, and you're Identified as
a person who has knowledge and would testify to these
things, and so I want to ask you a couple of
quesff ons about that.

A I don't believe so. I think it was more
Q. How computers were in there -were in
6 there on August 22nd, if you know?
Q. Who came down? Who would be the persons

8 two dozen computer files were scanned, copied, and
10 about August 18. And then there is a one-page report
I 1 from thls company that you hired. That knowledge
12 would be based on that report; correct?
A Yeah, partially I'm assuming.
13
Q. Do you know of any other basis for that
15 assertion that computer files were scanned, copied,
16 and either erased or damaged other than the report?
A. No. That's the main body, at least I 18 you know, I don't how to do those sorts of things.
19 Thafs why we had, you know, the professionals do it.
Q. Right. What I'm trying to find out is
21 if there's some other person out there who has -who
22 is allegedly going to come forward and testify that,

10 physically in the store, the first persons on the
11 scene, if you will, in the three Wesco stores afler
12 these employees resigned?
A Oh, Idon't know. Icould get you a
13
16
17
18
19
20
21

Q. You can provide me the identification of
the individuals who were the first ones there and
would have the freshest knowledge as to what was
actually there when they walked In?
A. Yeah. It wouldn't be any different
than -than when I walked in. I mean, you know, you
could - you could cart them through here and ask

24 then delete files off a computer -
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2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

A, Yes.
Q. When did you first come down yourself?
A Saturday.
Q. So the very next day A Saturday - Saturday morning.
Q. After the resignations were faxed in,
you came down the next day?
k Yes.
Q. Okay. Dld you actually go to all three
stores or
A No, I didnY either. I came d o m - I
got there on Sunday because I- Iwas at the lake.
1 went to my dad's birthday on Saturday, and I came
down Sunday morning is when I came dawn.
Q. Did you go to all three stores?
A. I came straight to Pocatdlo, went to
Idaho Falls, and then I eventually made it up to
Twin, yeah.
Q. It also says that CPUs, with an s, were
taken from the Twin Falls store offices. Can you
give me a number?
A. No. The same thing. I, you know,
obviously wasnY there and didn't watch m e b o d y

-

3 personal to the employees?
A. I don't know. Travis sent some note to
5 that effed, that, hey, those are mine personally.
6
Q. Okay. Color book Information, is
7 that - how would that interfere with your abllity to
8 contact and sell product to customers even if it was

A. Well, because it's a paint store, and
10
11 that's one of the things that you use to sell paint
12 is color information.
Q. And was that information not available
14 from any of your suppliers?
A. Well, we - I mean, we eventually
15
16 replenishedthat stuff certainly, but, you know,
17 Craig - Craig told me that the Pocatello store was,
18 you know, almost a warehouse for that stuff, and he
19 showed me in the back of the store where all that
20 stuff used to be, and it's - you know, it's
21 . obviously big voids and missing. You know, peQ
22 stuff, but I guess $s more of the thought behind
23 it You know, it's similar to the keys getting mixed

9

Q. Dld you personally obsenre Rolodexes in
13
14 each of the three stores when Wesco took over?
A. It wasn't something that Iwas, you
16 know, walking around saying that's there, that - no.
17 It wasnY even a consideration at the time.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A Idon't know that to be a fact, no.
Q. Do you know whether do you assert or
do you have any knowledge that Paint and Spray Is
selling BASF products to its customers in ldaho at
prices less than Paint and Equipment was selling
those same products to customers in Idaho prior to
August 19th of 20051
A. We probably have information at the
office as to who's selling what for what. It's
something that we do in all of our markets, keeping
track of our competitors, but if you're asking me
right now, no, I don? have the -the exad numbers

-

Q. Did you assert in your complaint that
22 BASF - or that APW doesn't have the authority to
23 sell BASF products in Idaho?
Q. Pictures and plaques. Would some of

Q. And what's the basis of that assertion?
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4 more information, like a ZIP code or phone numbers;

Q. Okay. Did you have any customers that
7 their ongoing needs were pretty much routine, let's
8 say, on a weekly or monthly basis; you know, they
9 always ordered X amount of paint or Y amount of

9
10
11
12

Q. Now, your brother bstified that as far
as he understood eveqbody or maybe not everybody,
but a large portion of the Paint and Equipment Supply
employees, after Wesco bougMthe business, were
approached by Holley Ernest about going to work for

-

Q. Is that consistent with what you recall?
MR. DUNN: Before you answer, just let me

$7 enter an objection to the characterization of how
Q. So it was just whatever they needed at

18 many people were mr;tacied. But with that objection,
19 you can go ahead and answer,
THE WITNESS: All I know is I was contacted.

Q. All right You said that you knew
22 David Giucci, What information, if anything, did he
23 provide to you personally regarding the sale of his
24 business to Wesco?
PAGE 32
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I them after Wesco had purchased Paint and Equipment

Q. Okay. Now, first of all, who made
5 contact with you?

4 we were to go to work for them.

Q. And what had you heard?
A. We heard that David was interested in

Q. Okay. Did you ever hear that the

Q. When did you first hear about that?

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

And do you recall when that was?
I believe it was on the 17th of August.
And do you recall how he made contact?
On my cell phone.
Do you recall where you were at at the

A. I was in Preston, Idaho.
Q, Do you recall what time of day that was?
A. I'm going to take a guess at -MR. DUNN: Don't guess.
THE WITNESS: I'm going to say 1:OO.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNN: All right. Do you
19 recall what Mr. Ernest said to you?
A. We said that -- he asked me if I was in

A. I couldn't give you a date; it was
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Q. Okay. So you just changed the name

-

-

W

Q. -- and printed it out?

3
4

Q. All right Do you recall if you did one
6

6 for Shelby Thompson?
A. I did type one up for her, but she never

9

Q. All right, Do you know why?
Is Shelby Thompson working for Paint and

PAGE 2 3

Q. What did you say to her?
A. I told her I had made a decision to take
this other opportunity and, if she wanted to, she
would have a position with me.
Q. All right. Now, when did you make the
decision to, quote, take this other opportunity?
A. Wednesday night, the 17th.
Q. Okay. And had you had a meeting with
either I think it's Tom Davis or Holley Ernest,

-

A. I had a meeting on Wednesday night, the
Q. With which one?

y did she not send in a letter

at here in ldaho Falls?

as on vacation when all this

Q. Where was that at?

Q. When was she due back?
A. The Monday after the week of the 22nd.
Q. Okay. So she would have been out all of
20 the following week?

Q. Was anybody else present at that

Q. You have to say yes.
Q. And where did the meeting take place?
A. Me and Lou's Restaurant.

Q. Did you contact her when you --when you
to resign from Paint and Equipment
--

Q. Okay. How did she find out about this,

5
A. I talked to her on the Thursday before
7 she went on vacation.

A. The l7th? The 18th.
MR. DUNN: I didn't say the 18th. Ijust

8
9
10
11

MR. DUNN: It's right next to the mall.
THE WITNESS: Yellwstone Avenue.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Okay. So you and Brady
and Mr. Ernest had a meeting; how long did it last?
A. About an hour,
Q. Now, I assume because of the business
relationship between Paint and Equipment Supply and
Automo&e Paint Warehouse down in Salt Lake that you
must have at least been acquainted with Mr. Ernest
before this; is that fair?

Q. Okay. Had you been acquainted with him
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Okay. So Thursday the
15 18th you had a conversation with Shelby Thompson
16 about the fact that you were going to resign?
Q. When did you first actually meet him?

Q. Okay. So you must have known at least
19 on that date that you intended on resigning at the
20 end of the week, right?

Q. How much of the Idaho Falls product that

Q. Okay. Since she was on vacation and not

MR. DUNN: She's estimating here.
MR. GAFFNEY: Yeah, I understand.
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3 relationships with the guys at APW for going on

Q. Were there any discussions or kind of

--

6 tacit Idon't want to use the word agreements, but
7 representations made to you by either Errady Barkdull
8 or Holley Ernest when you had this meef'ng on the
9 17th that pretty much eveqbo* was going to be
I 0 offered positions wW this new company and welt,
II first of all, that pretty much everybody was going to
12 be offered positions?
A. I don't think so.

Q. Okay. So the one pemon that was going
5 to stay in the Idaho Falls store of Paint and
6 Equipment Suppfy woufd have been the delivery driver?

--

Q. How about with Mr. Barkdull?

A. No. We never discussed it.
Q. Was there any attempt made to --well,
16 let me back up. Why was a decision made to do
17 this -- at least from Wesco's perspective, why was
18 this decision made to do this as abruptly as it done?

Q. Yeah. With one or two exceptions,

PAGE 38

I of what your moti\rations may have been personally,
2 that that was going to have a fairly negative impact
3 on Wesco's ability to continue in operation at least
4 short term, right?
A. Yes.
MR. DUNN: And I'll object to the form,
7 calls for speculation.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Okay. Because in
9 reality what was happeningwith all of these
10 employees quitting on the same day, late on a Friday,
11 Wesco was put in the position of literally not being
12 able to open their stores the following Monday; you
knew that that was going to happen?
MR. DUNN: Objection.
Go ahead and answer.
THE WITNESS: To an extent, yes.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: All right.
A. For me it was different.
Q. How was it different?
A. I had two people that chose - I had one
21 that I knew was going to stay.
Q. How did you know that?
A. She called me and told me.
Q. And who was that?
A. Kim.

MR. DUNN: I'll object to the
But go ahead and answer if you can.
THE WITNESS: I don't know why. It's just
5 what I was told.
Q. BY MR. GAFFNEY: Told by whom?

ny problems with filling
II orders when Wesco took over the business from
Q. Describe those problems, if you would,

A. We got told that we were going to be
17 buying our BASF from within Wesco.
didn't get explained to us
20 is there would be a two-week gap there, so we didn't
21 order to compensate for that. We didn't find that
22 out until affer the fact. So then we did run out of

-

Q. All right Over that period of I
25 know it was only about three weeks or less than that.
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3 aactly the website was, but there was a website that
4 had all t_hisdiffermt stuff onit.
Q. And it was legal type docuraents that you

4 store manager at the time for Paint & @pent
5 Suply in Pocatello. And asked him where to find a
6 forn to let them know that I was pitting or

A. Well, yeah. I mean, I have to take the
8 word of what the website's saying that, yes, this is
9 a legal W e n t . I.. .
Q. And when I said "legal, A I wasntt trying
11 to get your opinion on whether you thowht the
12 website was legal. I was just saying of a legal

And he led me to a web page, or gave re

9 the information of a website to go to that had that
10 kind of docmmtatim that you can edit and rake it
Q. Was it Mike Cook that you talked to?
A. Yes. Mike Coak, sorry.

13 nature. Youfve menuoned bills of sale.

Q. Okay. So he pointed you to a website to
15 get the letter of resignation?
Q. Do you rm&

--

Q. These a l l s e a like -A. Those were all there, yes.
Q. -- legal docments to Leap --

what the website was?

Q. -- you out of tmuble, perhaps?
would perceive those as legal

g. Okay. Did he mention that he had

A. I

20 drafted a similar letter, based on the website?
A. Yes, he had said that he had drafted one
22 hmself. So that was the first tine that I had found
22 out that he was, indeed, leaving, but I didn't know

23 Did you talk to any of the other *lay@

in the

A. Yes. I said, yes.
Q. And so you went ahead and drafted -6 whose letter did you draft?

(Deposition Bhibit No. "002 was
mrk& for identification.)
Q. (BY H. HWSON) You've just b a a
7 handed what's been marked as your Deposition Exhibit
8 '-002. Is this the letter that you were just
9 referring to in yonr testimony?

Q. And when you say N e m f s , nyou're
9 referring to Dave Cristobal , Joel Johnston, Jeff

Q. And i s that your signature a t the
Q. And then there Is one laore -A. h t i l Dobbs.
Q. Chantil Dobbs. And those constitute a l l
15 the employees of the Twin Palls store?

9. And you drafted this letter based on a

Q. And you did that whlle you were s t i l l an
18 enrployee of Resco Paint & Equipnt Supply?

Q, And explaln to me how the webslte
18 worked. Did it just have s a p l e letters or.. .
A. There was sample letters of docments

2C frm everytking frm bills of sales to you name it.
21 h y gamut of docmentation that a guy would need, it
Q. So a t that point you had learned that

m.Tandmeporting.corn
1363
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2 kndy -- they're buying s a e stuff f r m bndy Hall.
3 Do you generate any papemork on how to get that
1 business, like any tm of capetition report?
5
A. No, You just -- there's really not much
6 you can do, because he sells it so cheap 1 laean,
7 you've got to make cerZain margins. You just hae to
8 walk away from those sales and say, well, you hm,
4 1'11 take care of you on everything else, but I just
10 can't sell it at that and keep my store open. Or
11 ".jlel' store open. Not n~essarilymy store, but
12 "the" store.
13
Q. And so when yofl worked for b s ~ Palnt
o
&
It! Equlpmnt, did yon generate any type of reports or
15 anything on cesWn custmas?
16
A, %en Mco first took over for Paint &
17 w i p e n t Strpply, they had us do a shop call report,
18 which listed the day and what accounts you called on,
14 a ~ dthat was it.
26
Q. Okay. Aad did you guys prepare those
2i reports or...
22
A. We did it one t i ~ e within
,
like the
23 first week or two that they were there.

-

Q. I t is a highly cmpti&ve industry as
g. And the knowlerkge base you have, having
5 work& in Ute industq, gives you an advanbge;
Q, You were a valuable a p l q e to Wesco,
A. They didn't make me feel that way.
Q. I m&sbnd they didn't mke you feel

12 that way, but were you a mluable emplop to Wessc?
A. How can I answer yes or no wbn they
14 didnft make nte feel that way? I would have to say no
Q. L11, did you consider yonrself a key
17 ermployee for Vesco?
A. That I was the store manager, if that's
19 a key position, yeah.
9. %ell, in your opinion, is the store
21 m a g a a key position?
A. Pretty much, yeah. But does that mean

PAGE 54

1 those reports?
2
A. They sent tha to us over the fax. We
3 filled them out, and farred them back.
4
Q. And that was a l l just kind of based on
5 what you knew?
6
A. Yes.
Q. And your experience working in the
7
8 industry?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. And your industry, again, i s one that
11 not only do you need to be pretty god a t sales, but
12 also need to have a pretty technical knowledge of how
13 the e q u i p a t itself works; right?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. I mean, you had a backpound, for
16 example, in welding and auto body. Does that assist
17 you in your job?
h. Absolutely.
18
15
0. I mean, just someone off the street just
20 couldn't come in and say, I'm going to be outside
21 sales for Paint & Spray.
22
A. No.
23
Q. I mean, you do need some training and

m . T a n d m e p o r t i n g .corn

1 your qloyment with Wescol
A. Just at the capacity that I was, as far
3 as store m g e r and outside sales. I was either
4 going to have to be contained in the store all the
5 the, which I didn't want to do, or go to doing
6 outside sales, which I wouldn't have mided, but

7 there wasn't enough accounts or enough territory size
8 for me to do outside sales along with Jeff.
I t worked great in the correlation that
10 a had. But with their store manager from another
I1 location at inventory time coraing in and saying, we
12 don't do that; you're either going to have to do one
13 or the other, made me feel uneasy.
Q. But now yo'a're just doing outside sales;
Q. So there is enough business now?
A. Pith the stuff that Holley sells in the

19 industrial side, which Wesco did not, yes, there is.
Q. Okay. So actually, your job
21 responsibilities have expanded a l i t t l e bit -Q. -- as far as you're selling wre
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2 said, some kind of con&& is going to have to be
4 told me I didn't have to pay this bill, a bill that I
5 owed for paint and supplies, didn't have to pay Wesco
6 for a bill that Iowed them"?
MR. GAFFNN: Could we take another break?
MR. DUNN: Oh, sure.

15 office on Friday afternoon.
Its my understanding that the
17 defendants will agree to a stipulation that these
18 documents are to remain confidential, not be
19 disseminated to the public, and that viewing of these
20 documents will be limited to defense counsel. And

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

9 But it would still be related exdusively to any
10 issues raised in this litigation and conversations
11 discussed in the depositions.
12
MR. GAFFNN: All right.
Q. BY MR. DUNN: Okay. When we last were
14 asking questions, Mr. Russum, you said one of the
15 rules of thumb you follow is when you contact
16 customers of another jobber in order to try to
17 persuade them to purchase from you instead, one of
18 the rules of you follow is that I don't badmouth my
19 competitor or his product,
How do you differentiate between saying,

MR. DUNN: Yeah. What 1 would recommend is

PAGE 90 o PAGE 92

Mr. Ernest, Holly Ernest, Tom Davis, and the managers
of the three stores.
MR. GAFFNN: All rr'ght.
MR. DUNN: And including Brady Barkdull.
MR. GAFFNN: And does he fall into that
category?
MR. DUNN: He falls into the category of the
general manager of the three stores.
MR. GAFFNEY: All right. That's fine.
MR. DUNN: And we will agree to - so that
you understand that, Brady, any of this documentation
can be discussed with -- can be reviewed - it can't
be discussed outside the case or with anybody in the
public, like even customers, but it could be
discussed with you and Holly and Tom Davis,
Jenny Hancock, and Travis Dayley.
MR. GAFFNEY: And the purpose of these
discussions have to be related to this litigation.
It's not to be used MR. DUNN: -for business purposes.
MR. GAFFNEY: - for business purposes.
BRADY BARKDULL: I understandthat, yeah.
MR. GAFFNEY: All right.
MR. DUNN: Let me add to ~t,so that we're
clear on the record; obviously, Mike, as these

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
10
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25

kind of statement and what you call badmouthing?
What would be badmoufhing?
A. Well, I didn't say anything negative
about what they're using and who they buy it from,
who they're buying it from by doing that Just
because I said I can do it better, that isn't coming
right out and saying Q. It's a bad product?
A. - it's a bad produd, and the people
you buy it from are terrible.
Q. All right. So that's how you
differentiate between the two?
A. Well, yes.
Q. All right Do you ever tell potential
customers being serviced by another competitor that
you can serve them better than the other competitor,
you think you can do a better job of serving them,
getting product to them more quickly, or responding
to their needs more promptly, or any -- give them
be&r expertise in terms of advice? Do you ever
tell them things like that?
A. Maybe something similar to that.
Q. Okay. Now, one of the aflegations in
this case is that when these employees left the
employment of Wesco and went to work for Paint and,,

T&T REPORTING - (208) 529-5491
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1 Spny Supply they took information from the Wesco
2 stores when they left, And you%e been identified, 1
3 belleve, as a witness to some of that,
In a general sense first I'llbe more
5 specific as we go, But in a general sense first, can
0 you idenf& far me any information that you were
7 aware of that was present in the Wesco stores that
8 you believe was taken from those stores by the
9 employees of Wesco when they left to go to work for
10 Paint and Spray?
A. When I worked at Paint and Equipment
12 Supply there were items in the file cabinets that
13 werent there when Iwent back to work for Wexo.
Q. Okay. And the time period betvveen those
14
15 two events was March 2005 and September of 2005;

1 prior to you leaving were consignment contracb.
2 Thafls one thing; correct?
A. That's correct.

--

17

21
22
23
24
25

-

A. (VVitness nods head.)
Q. And so to the extent that there may have
been information taken out of those files in the
normal course of business before the employees left
to go to Paint and Spray, you wouldn't be aware of
what that would be after March of 2005; true?
A. The things that Iwas talking about are
PAGE 94

5
7
8
9

Q. Wow were those maintained, in what kind
of folder or file?
A. In the ldaho Falls store we had them all
in a file and they were arranged by year.
Q. So you had a folder with 2004 on it, or
consignment 2004, or something, on the label?

Q. So any contracts entered into in that
12 particularyear were supposed to be in that folder;

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Q. Now, you've supplied today three binders
that appear to be and I haven't been through every
single page, but appear to be a fairly substantial
volume of consignment contracts and other related
documents; is that true?
A Except for one of them, it looks like.
The store that did the most dollar volume seems to
have the least amount of information in it.
Q. The Pocatello one, is that what you're

-

PAGE 96

-

4
-

1 stuff that's probably not used - that it wouldn't be
2 used in the normal course of business; in other
3 words, the daily, normal course of business. It was
4 basically stuff that -- records, consignment forms,
5 stuff like that, that were kept in a file and - I
6 mean, they were there only to use if n e d be; if, you
7 know, a customer decided to change pant lines or
8 something like that would you do something with these

11
12
13
14

-

Q. Well, let me ask it more generally,
then, first before we go to what you just said. It's
certainly within the realm of reasonable possibility
that items were taken out of those files for whatever
reason in the normal course of business between the

-

Q. Okay. Are you aware of any efforts made
by anybody in the Pocatello office to reorganize the
3 files in Pocatello at any time after you left in

7
8
9
10

Q. Okay. The ldaho Falls binder has a -- I
don't know how to estimate; i t looks like two to
three inches worth of documents in it. Is that a
representation of the kinds of the volume of
documents that were there when you left in 20051
A. I haven't looked in that particular

-

15

Q. Do you have any recollection of how
16 thick these folders were combined for the various

rent way of doing it than
19 it was done when it was Paint and Equipment Supply,
20 those binders right there.

A. I don't know.
Q. You have mentioned specific documents
24 that you can recall may have been in files in the
25 Wesco stores or the Paint and Spray Equipment stores

22

A. We're talking files and they were pretty

Q. Okay. Any other documents that you are
24
25 aware of well, let me ask this as a preliminary.

-

--
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files, in any store other than

A. Other than just casualfy seeing them.

4

Q. Okay. What other kinds of documents
6
7 were in files in Idaho Falls, then, prior to your
8 leaving in 2005 that you think were different in
9 nature when you came back to work in September?
A. All of the custom formulas that were
11 made -- there was a file in there for fonnuias either
I 2 I had made, you know, from scratch or had adjusted
13 other formulas, all of that infomation.
Q. Was kept in a document file?
A. Was kept in a file. None of that was
15

Q. What was it called?

A. What was it called?
Q. Yeah. Did it have a label on it?
yeah, it was just a custom
Q. And was it by customer or by year or

Q. Okay. Anything else? Any other
2 documentation that you're aware of? You've mentioned
3 consignment contracts -4
A. Manufacturer agreement forms.
MR. CAFFNEY: Let him finish.
Q. BY MR. DUNN: -- custom paint formulas,
6
7 catalogs; any others?
8
A. Manufacture agreement forms.
Q. Tell me what those are.
A. That was a way Paint and Equipment
10
11 tracked anything that you gave to a shop to use as
12 far as equipment, toners, any dollars that you spent,
13 whether it be baseball tickets or anything that you
14 may have spent money on that you needed to get
15 reimbursed on were on this manufaGturer agreement
16 forms. In other words, it gave a history of how you
17 treated that customer and the things you may have
18 done for them.
Q. Okay. And what -- how would they be
19

22
23

A. It was one folder.
Q. Do you know how thick it was?

25

A. They were in a file.
Q. By customer or by date, year, or just -A. By manufacturer agreement form number.
manufachrrer agreement form had a

,
,
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A. It was pretty thick.
Q. And define pretty thick.
A. ltwasQ. Two inches, three?
A. Well, it was probably three and a half,

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

four.
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. As far as documents or documentation?
Q. Yes.
A. No. All of the catalogs and stuff like
that that had been collected for - for product lines
and stuff, none of that stuff was there.
Q. Okay. Catalogs, what kind of catalogs?
A. Anyplace that you buy stuff from gives
you catalogs on their products, the lines that they
carry, et cetera. Some of that stuff you just kind
of collect over the years. Some of them you get new
all the time. Some you just kind of aqlrtre and
keep.
Q. Some would be outdated -A. Probably, yeah.
Q. and possibly replaced by others?
A. Some you wouldn't throw away because you
wouldn't probably find the information somewhere
else.

--

ch manufacturer agreement form
3 would have a separate folder?
A. No. They were all in the same folder
4
r the year, okay. So they would be
7 maintained by year?
Q. And none of those agreements were there
10 when you went back in in September; they were all

A. In the ldaho Falls store I didn't see
Q. Okay. Have you looked for them?

15

A. Oh, yeah.

17

Q. Okay. What else?
MR. GAFFMEY: He had to because you asked us

DUNN: Anything else?
A. What was that?
Q. Any other documents that you are aware
22 of that weren't there when you went back in September
there when you left in March?

--

F

Q. Are the custom paint formulas Ithink

--
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you testified earlier that

A. Would the home office be able to do

9

A.

- because they had the computer at the

I 1 still on the computers?
Q. They're not there. You're saying
14 &ey've been deleted?
A. I don't know. I'm just saying they're
15

Q. --were there copies of those sent to

Q. Were consignment contracts sent to fhe

-

Q. So of all the doc- and I can't
9 remember if there's any others that you mentioned.

Q. Okay. There's an allegation in the
13
14 complaint that the Paint and Spray employees took

24 weren't there, at feast when you came back in

3
4
5
6
7
8

the filters that all of the customers use - not all
of the customers, but the customers that we sold
filters to, what filters they used in their booths,
etcetera. Their downdraft prep stations, whatever,
that they may use filters in, we had a binder that
had all of that information in there.
Q. In the Idaho Falls store?
A. The ldaho Falls store, correct.

11 not there, you believe were not there in September

15 business would be the custom paint formulas?
Q. You said you maintained a variety a
18 different kinds of customer lists. Woda copies of
19 those have been sent to the home office over time?
Q. Have you had any personal conversation

Q. So if the home office wanted --would
22 any of them --you said, "not necessarily." Would
23 they be from time to time?

4 they left their Wesco employment?
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10
12
13
I4
15
16
17
19

-
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A. I think I heard talk of it, but Q. Tell me what you've heard.
A. Just that some of the stuff that was
there isn't there. I don't think they implied or
pointed a finger at anybody in particular. They just
said that some of the stuff that was there is no
longer there; it's gone.
Q. And these are the employees that stayed
over, carried over

-

Q. --who you say have said something to

7
Q. Were you ever asked to come to the
8 store, prior to September, in ldaho Falls and help
9 Wesco evaluate what had been there before and what
10 may not have been there after the employees left in
11 August sometime?

Q. There's also an albgation that a
computer -- let's see -- physical computers were
taken, the CPU, the central processing unit, the hard
drives, whatever, that they were achally Qken
physically from the premises of both the Pocatello
and Twin Falls store. Do you have any personal
knowledge of that?
A. I don't of the Twin Falls store.
Q. Or of the Pocatello store?
22
A. It - you know, I mean, the first time I
23 showed up there, you know, it didn't look like a lot
24 of stuff was in the office that used to be, but 13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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1 copied and taken. Are you aware of anything that may
2 have been taken off of the computers or deleted from
3 the computers, at least in the ldaho Falls store?
4
A. Other than custom formulas, no.
5
Q. Okay.
6
A. And that isn't saying that anybody did
7 that deliberate.
8
Q. l understand.
And you're not alleging that because you
9
10 don't have any knowledge of it; true?
I1
A. Exactly.
12
Q. All right.
MR. GAFFNEY: Well, he's not the plaintiff.
13
MR. DUNN: Yeah, I hear what you're saying.
14
MR.
GAFFMEY: Nor is he the plaintiffs'
15
16 representative under 30(b)(6), so Q. BY MR. DUNN: But you don't have any
47
18 personal knowledge either of 19
A. Did I see it happen? No.
20
Q. Yeah, okay. And do you consider
21 yourself a computer expert in terms of evaluating the
22 computers that existed at the ldaho Falls store and
23 evaluating whether or not any files were deleted or
24 erased or anything like that?
A. No. Ijust know what was there and what
25

1

-

A. A general observation.
Q. You can't identify specific things;

Q. There's also an allegation that
5
6 Rolodexes were taken from all three stores, Do you
7 have any personal knowledge of that?
A. The people that stayed over in the
8
9 ldaho Falls store told me. I asked them where the
10 Rolodexes were, and they said, "Apparently they're
11 gone." So they aren't there.
Q. Okay. There's also an allegation that
13 pictures and plaques were taken from all of the
14 stores. Are you familiar with any of that?
A. Yeah, but - yes.
15
Q. And what knowledge do you have?
16
A. I just know stores had been decorated a
17
18 certain way, so to speak, with certain stuff hanging
19 on the walls, and they were pretty bare when I came
Q. Do you know whether or not any of the
22 plaques and those kind of things would have been
23 personal items of the employees?

A. I don't know.
Q. Do you have plaques and things like that

T&T REPORTING - (208) 529-5491
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I relative to -- or certificates from your schooling

2 that you've gone to as a paint person over the years?
A. Do I have them?

IT"p PAGE 111

1 Pepsi blue," and we're like, "You're going to have
2 give us more inbrmation on that, because we don't
3 have the old formulas."
4
Q. Okay. Did you make that sale?
5
A. Yes. But it wasn't as easy as it would
6 have been having had the information.
7
Q. Okay. Is there any customer that has
8 identified a custom paint formula that you have been
9 unable to locate where you have lost the sale because

A. Not that I'm aware of.
Q. Does Wesco sell BASF products now?
Q. Stuff you already had were already at
14
15 home, then, Isuppose?
A. The stuff that was mine, yes.
Q, Okay. And it's also alleged that color
17
18 book information. What is color book information as

Q. Do you know whether or not the price
14
15 that they purchased the BASF products far is any
16 different today than it was prior to Paint and Spray
17 opening their stores?
A. I have no idea what they purchased it
18
Q. Do you know whether or not the sales
21 . price that you sell your BASF product to customers
22 for is any different today than i t was prior to the
23 time that Paint and Spray opened their stores?

t there were no chip books in the

-
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Q. Do you feel, as on outside salesman,
3
4 that the lack of any of this documentation or
5 information that's been identified, as we've been
6 discussing it, has preventedyou in some way from
7 contacting any customer you wanted to contact and
8 attempt to sell to them the products that you sell?
A. Some of those items may have prevented
9
10 being able to do a good service, do a good job.
Q. Have you identified --well, let's
II

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

A I wasn't involved then; I don't know.
Q. Well, I understand that, but Iwould
4 think that in the course of time you may have learned
5 what the price was.
Q. You haven't?

store?

A. No.
Q. Has any customer ever said to you,
'Well, you should have this custom paint formula; I
need it for this particular job; why can't you get
that for me now?"
A. Yes.
Q. And who has done that?

22 on up? Ijust don't know. I don't deal with those
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y !mber,
i i@
&k
have said somc%g like, I'm
2 w o r h g for a new c o q m y now and then told us about it, I
3 don't m e m b e r for sure.
3 h o w , but as far as a contract, or a n m n g like that, I
Q Okay. And I'll just ~ p r e m to
t you that in
4 don't remaber siming a n w n g , and I don't know if it
4
5 would h v e k e n with Paint and Qdpment or RAM, or who it 5 July, it was .the end of July of 2005 that 'Wesco pwchasd
6 Paint and m ~ p mhere
t in Idaho and made the rransition.
6 would have been with.
7 So you don't m m b e r
ing a letter or a n m g
Q So it's possible you could have done some
7
8 papwork or entered an w m a t with Paint and Ruipment 8 from Paint and m ~ p m e nthat
t Wmco had p u r c h d than c
9 a n m n g like that?
9 regardjng -10
A I guess it's possible. Like I say, I don't
10
A I don't.
11
I 1 =member.
Q When is the first you h a d about Paint and Spray
12
Q Okay.
12 Supply?
13
A 1know Wmco's -- one of thr:guys that w o r M for
A I don't know for sure. I know the date on one of
13
14 them p a p s was August 16th I believe, I had. I know that
14 Wesco said he had a contxact that I had signed, but he never
15 would show it to me, as far as the paint q u i p m a t .
15 paper was printed -- or it would have been after that El@e
16 -- or Holly and Brady came down, -16
Q Do you m a b e r who that was?
17
A Craig -17
Q Okay.
A -- and that was the fust I had heard about Paint
18
18
Q Russw?
19
A --Rwm.
19 and Spray.
Q And, for the record, you're r e f d n g to a paper
20
Q And do you remember when that conversation
20
21 ocmrred?
21 which is in the folder which is Deposition Exhibit Three,
22
A I don't know what date it was. One of the days
22 it's a black folder -23
23 that he came down on a Wednesday -MR. BRUNSON: And 1'11 pass it around so everyone
24 has a chance to look at it.
24
Q Okay. Was it after -25
A -- or Tuesday.
25
A Yes.
A I don't remembr e x d y . &%&rnd like they
1
2 said as long as we had their paint and their q u i p m a t , you

Page 14

Page 1

Q -- dated August 16th, 2005, is this the letter?
And we may be getting a little bit ahead of
1
2
A Yes.
2 ourselves, but was it after Paint and Spray Supply was in
Q And does it say Paint and Spray Supply, R e f ~ s h ,
3
3 business?
4 Technology, Partner, at the top of the I&&
there?
4
Ayes.
5
Q And in that vein, you said you were utilizing
5
Ayes.
Q Okay. And at the bottom it says, sincerely, and
6 Paint and Equipment. Were you aware that Paint and
6
7 there's a signature and it says, Corey E. Elansen, Sales
7 Equipment was purchased by Wesco?
8
A Well, yeah.
8 Manager?
Q
And
how
did
you
become
aware
of
that
or
when
did
A Yes.
9
9
Q And that I&
is dated August 16th, 2005?
10 you become aware of that, if you recall?
lo
11
A I would -- the first I remember hearing about it
11
A Yes.
Q W ~did
I you receive this packet of information
12 is Hughie came down to deliver our supplies and said that
12
13 from -- you mentioned you'd had a mating with Brady and
13 Paint and Equipment had been bought out by Wesco.
Q Okay. And was there any other comments that
I4 Holly?
14
A No, I didn't have a meeting with them, they
15
15 Hughie made at that time regarding Wesco or -16
A No.
16 stopped in.
Q And who was it that stopped in, was it just Brady
17
Q -- regarding the service you were receiving?
17
A No.
18 and Holly?
18
A It was Holley and Brady.
19
Q Did he make any comments to the effect that it
19
Q And when you say Holly you're referring to Holly
20 would be business as usual, or that he was tmmmed, did he 20
21 make any comments at all that you recall?
21 Ernest, and when you say Brady you're referring to Brady
22
22 Barkdull?
A No. He said everything seemed to be going just
23 fine and -- but, I mean, I don't know other than -- other
23
A Yes.
Q Okay. And do you have an independent
24 than that, I can't remember, but I do remember that that was 24
125 the first I had heard about it was the day he came down, and 125 recollection when that meeting would have occurred?

1

Q
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A I know it was after August @&%&I fhat paper
*&gf
2 was pfjnled bur I don't know what the d e t dare would havs
3 been.
er what was said w h thy
4
Q Okay. Do you
5 stopptxf by? And I apolottjze for ming
6 trying to decide what to sfer to it as but when they
7 s q p e d by do you r m m b a what tbey may have said or what
8 was said betwtzn -9
A I don't h a w for sum. I know they told me that
10 they was opening up Paint and Spray and, you know, would
11 appreciate my business, you know, whawer it may have b m ,
12 I don't recall.
13
Qhdatrhathedidyoubllhht,I1-hink
14 I'll stay wit21 you, or did yau make a decision or IS
A I don't &ink so. I buy f~omwbo I want to, 16
Q Sure.
A -- you know, I -- I'm not going to Ier anybody
17
18 reU me where I can get my stuff. IF I want to buy from
19 them that's who I'H buy from, -20
Q Sure.
21
A -- so I -- I'm sure I didn't tell &em, yeah,
22 1'11keep using you or, you know, I'm sure I didn't telI
23 thm I would stay with than, that I recall.

-

I
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G ~ T ~

ahy- ~ f$$&;&

recall them t E n g you, hey,
%%id.
up at ths pant and we'd like you to continue
3 to do bwhess with us or -4
A 1-- 1don't ~ a h ,
5
Q But it's at least your underst~lndingthat that
6 first time they m p e d by they hadn't s t a d up at that
7 point?
8
A Right.
9
Q You mm&nd you had a meeting with Craig Russurn
10 but you didn't quite remember whim it was, and can you give
11 me s o w dmil nbout what mtalked about when he came out?
I2
A We& I know when Craig came up he -- I didn't
13 orderanNngFsom 'ea,aadhe~meinandtoldmethataE
14 of my q u i p m t tbat I had, my paint mixem and my paint and
hPaint and QUipment and if I
16 didn't buy from Paint and w p m t they would m e and take
17 my m p - t
I told them that would be fine,come and get
18 it. He told me he had a c o n ~ tbut,
,
again, I told
19 you that he wouIdn't let me sa: it. I've ask& him -- I
20 how I asked him two or thx ~~t
times when he'd stop
21 if he had xry contract, and he'd say yes, it's in my 22 wbateva he was driving, and I asked him a muple of
23 dif-t
times if I could see it. He wouldn't show it to
him if tbat's how fheiy was going to be, if
this campany was, they could come and get their
1

Q

-*?&*

I

I

Page 20
1 w - p m m t and, yon know, take it and do whatever they wanted

I kind of took it as there was their way to bully
4

Q And did they mmtion who would be part of that

5 new business that they were opening?
6
AIdon'tre~all$&ydid
Q And was that the first time you had met Holly
7
S Ernest or had you met him in the past?
9
A 1 actually had met Holly. I went down to
10 refinishing -- I don't know what you call it -1 1 wrtif5cation class down at the warehouse in Salt Lake
12 probably five to six years ago, and I know I met him h,
13 but other than that I don't remember seeing him until Brady
14 and Holly stopped.
15
Q So was that the first time you became aware that
16 Paint and Spray was going to be starting up?
17
A Yes.
18
Q And again for the record, you don't remember when
19 that was but you know it inust have been after August 16th
20 because that was the date on the letta?
21
A Correct.
22
Q And then after that time period did Holly or
23 Brady or anyone froin Paint and Spray stop by again?
24
A Well, I'm sure they did, they stopped by every
125 week.

/

T & T REPORTXNG SERVICE (208)529-5491

4 me for

- to buy from tfiean and, like I told you before, I

5 buy from who I want to.
6
Q And I appreciate that, and them is quite a bit
7 of competition for your business, isn't there?
8
A Sure there is.
MR. B R ~ And
R just to resolve the issue of a
10 contract I'll have this marked as -- I think we're on Four.
m i t i o n Exhibit
12
Number Four was marked
13
for identification)
14
Q (f3y Mr. Brunson) You've been handed what's been
15 marked as Deposition Exhibit Four. I will give you a chance
16 to look at that and tell me when you've had a chance to
17 review that. There's threepages.
18
A (Examiningdocmmts) Okay.
Q Now you've had a chance to mview Exhibit Four,
19
20 do you recognize it?
21
A I dan't remember &g it before, but obviously
22 I have.
23
Q Okay. And drawing your attention to the first
24 page of Exhibit Four, Distrbutor/Usser Conditional Use
25 Contract at the top and then at the bottom there appears to
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'I'hank you for ailm* us the q p p o h t y to show you who we are and why we would
apprebte the opp&ty
to earnyour buskess. The narne Paint & Spay Supply may be new or
to you but we have been s e w awpaint and related supplies in Boise and Nampa
and since 2000, have been part of the Auto Body Supply-Mow& West Paint and
Automohe Paint W m b u e F d y . If hct, if you or any of your associates h e been to any
BASF cdfication classes in Salt Lake City, it was c m d u a d at o w a c a e h d APW Tkikikg Center.
' '
network for your area.
We have always been the BASF support and

With some of the chaoges in distributki over the past s e d years, it has become increa&@y
W d t to h d a partner that is as passionate about training aad educatim as we re,so, the
decision was made to extend ow Emily to w u t h a m and southern Idaho to offer the same level
of support we ofTei. ail our customers.
Our people bave always been our gxeatest asset b & r it be Larry Mathis conducting a S d
Damage Repair System class or his a d
Custom Workshop; Dave
years experience assistingyou with shop flow or processes, or of course B d y Barkdull with 25+
years in the mkt,our people are ready,
and most assuredly able to assist you with w b a m r
challenges the bdustq throws our my.

In this booklet you will find information on some of ow: upcom&g tmking and support
progmms, m y of which may be fad.& but until now, taxxiwidable to this market. The C a l of ~
Tiainiug shows upcorning classes for the 4th q m e r of 2005 with some slated to be held in this area.
The Owner IMamqp workshop will be corning to both Twin Falls and Pocatdlo in October And
again for 2005, Pakt & Spray has put a NACE tavel
together fox your convenience. Also
included is your imitation to the upcoming Vision Plus pxograxn to be held in Salt Lake on
September 15h. Wi: are excited about the future and look f o m d to working togetha Thank you
again for your time and Etom all of us, we look f o d to the opportunity to earn your business.

Sales Manager

169 WEST BURTON

PHONE:

a6

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

1.832-6021

FAX: 8 6 6 - 5 3 4 - 4 5 6 8

84115

~

Village Inn-ROY
1780 W. 5600 South
Tnes. Oct.4th.

oppo~ycrub.
1 .What t h e "Top Ten" c i t a b l e offences a r e

AEW Training Center

and how t o avoid them.

2 . How t o implement a Written S a f e t y Pro-

3 . Now does a r e s p i r a t o r t e s t - f i t work

and why it i s important.

157 West Burton Ave.
W e d . Oct.5th.

115 N. 1200 West
Thurs. Oct.6th.

4 . How t o conduct a shop s a f e t y meeting.
Tues.Oct.18th.

t o Know" t r a i n i n g i n your shop?

12:OO

-

1:30PM[

For Additional Information Please call
01-651-6190
Location TBD
W e d . Oct.19th.

lunch and refreshments.
SAS Safety Workbaoks, w h i c h include
the outline for the written
safety propram will be available.

12:OO

- 1:3OPM[

Location TBD

-

Thurs. Oct.20th.
12:OO
1:30PM

Invoice cus tech
!,..a.

2-"
?,

i..
?>5& <:

1377

A':

I

BASF VisionPlusTMgs,e-Day
e
&
J
Interactive 1ag$@&xkshap
sL&p

,

~i~hlights:

1

/

''
1

This workshop involves participants in
discovering and analyzing the factors that
influence a collision enter's profitability on
paint & materials (P&M). We will First assess
P&M sales by scnttinizing estimates for notincluded items and P&Madd-ons, proper
dassifimGon on the estimate and repair order.
and measuring acfual P&M sales per paint
hour. Next, we will seek to minimize P&M costs
through usage reduction, proper classification
of non-P&M items, and analyzing b t h total
P&M cost and Paint (only) cost per paint hour.

Finally, we will analyze the performanm
of example facilities to learn to determine
what separates exellent from average or
poor perfomance.

Developed and Presented by:
'Collision Management Servioes, Inc.
Bernie Ellickenstaff

I

I

Date: Thursday, September 1 5 ' ~2005

I
Location:
Radisson Hotel
215 West South Temple
!salt Lake City, UT 84101

$499 per person
iBASF Customers only: $299 per person
or $249 for two or more from same shop

toreserve yourspaceI

BASF
'paint & Spray Supply
REFINISH * TECHNOLOGY * PARTNER

Watch For Our zndAnnual
Wilzter Classic Coming
Spring 2006.

Auto

Body Supply

Paint & Spray Supply

0
9ir N51.1

m c t ~ r . c t . 3 ~ ~3ir-?.H'-

NACE 2005
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada

Option #1 LUXOR
Arrival: Tuesday, Nov. 1
Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
Tues.- Sun. Rate $149.00 per night + tax
Total $816.00 ($272.00")
7hir tlvn SOT iudalr:rr~rr.ju~.roa~i
nr W I V hrcl,hrrrrl t l r r l a .

Monorail to the

NEW Option #2 LUXOR
Anival: Wednesday, Nov. 2
Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
Tues.- Sun. Rate $149.00 per night + tax
Total $654.00 ($218.00*)
'171~.
.lor.r..VOT I n r l ~ n h ~ ! ~ ~ ~ a ~ r ~or~ rrrt!.
r ~ uirm.h.nsrl
rr.rl
r,h,nyn

When planning your trip make sure to allow yourself ample time to see and experience both shows.
To show our continued support for the industry, Auto Body Supply and Paint & Spray are pleased
to offer you six different lodging packages to accommodate both the NACE and SEMA guest.

Option #3 LUXOR
Arrival: Thursday, Nov. 3

Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
Thurs.- Sun. Rate $149.00 per night + tax
Total $492.00 ($164.00*)
7

NACE 2005 Housing Registration Form PLEASE PRINT

7%h~h.-x~V07'irrr~lrulr,twrrr
I ~ ~ I U I IW
U,I.,,?I.
I ,t~.h/~~~
rb.tr6..
t , , t l .,

1
I

Please Fax completed form to Corey@ 1-866-534-4568 for inquiries contact your Sales Associate or call

I

Option #4 EXCALIBUR

,

Arrival: Tuesday, Nov. 1
Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
Tues.-Thurs. Rate $119.00 per night + tax
Fri.-Sat. Rate $139.00 per night + tax
Total $693.00 ($231.004)
Tlrir .brs' .SOT irrrln.lr?vt~rlrrsv~t<rl
t>r,~tt? h~i,lm,,.,lC A , , ~ O .

NEW Option #5 EXCALIBUR
Anival: Wednesday, Nov. 2
Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
Wed.-Thurs. Rate $119.00per night + tax
Fri.-Sat. Rate $139.00 per night + tax
Total $564.00 ($188.00*)

OR

7'11isrbn .VOTLtrJ~~~lr.!nrrr
/ t ~ 7 ~ v OTIIHI~ t ~ d i t ~ h l r ~b ~t ~~ ~~ ~~ l ~ .

usiness Name

Fax

Phone

Email

Guest

vest

I authorize Auto Body SupplylPaint & Spray to charge my account according to my reservation request.
i t ~ t 3 dI i l r i ~ te~.t~ts
l~
are s~rictlydepdldallt on when ~resei.\.atio~isarc mode. 411 Options mus! be paid in tLll prior
c r av.lnycinrnts

a ~ ~ i \ . a31l ho1c1 LIII~CSS

arc mnt~cin aiivancr.

Signature
----Y___m-.

111

Date

----

I
I
I
I
I
I
-I

---~-

Option #6 EXCALIBUR
Anival: Thursday,Nov. 3
Departure: Sunday, Nov. 6
T h m ~Rate
. $119.00 per night + tax
Fri.-Sat. Rate $139.00 per night + fax
Total $438.00 ($146.00')

'ntif1lur9.\'Ori ~ ~ r 1 1PO,,~
--~ 1 .~~ ~ P v s v ~
~ -,;,I,-,~IC,,,,~I
~I
-,t,lJ,
t.l~t8~xm.

"5*a$$

AUTO 1 ~ ~ Y 3
WPLY
Y

S&pt.29-30 (Thm'-Fri.) 8:30 AM
&inling To Be &muneed
Sept. 14-15 or Sept 20-21

- 4:30 P.M AIW TC

Od 6 (Tburs.) Boise Od 18

Glasurit Certification

-

8:3O AM 4:30 P.M. AP;W TC

For more idomation about any of these p r o m , or to be included in our Hot Fax / E-mail p r w m , please contact
your Salesperson or the Store nearest you. Or E-mail your requests to co~@paintguys.com

Utah

Idaho

Salt Lake MWP Midvale Orem Ogden StGeorge Boise Nampa PofsteHo Twin Fails
4-87-9638

487-7535 261-0404 225-1155 393-3333

674-3720

342-7719 463-7779

232-1020

732-5886

